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Wool

Wool before processing

Long and short hair wool at the South Central
Family Farm Research Center in Booneville,

Arkansas

Wool section, Walcha show. The creamy fleeces
on the left are crossbred wool.

Wool is the textile fiber obtained from sheep and certain other animals,
including cashmere from goats, mohair from goats, qiviut from
muskoxen, angora from rabbits, and other types of wool from
camelids.[]

Wool has several qualities that distinguish it from hair or fur: it is
crimped, it is elastic, and it grows in staples (clusters).[1] In the U.S. the
term wool is usually restricted to describing the fibrous protein derived
from the specialized skin cells called follicles in sheep, although in the
U.K. it may be used of any long curling fiber such as wood wool, wire
wool, etc.[2]

Characteristics
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Champion hogget fleece, Walcha Show

Fleece of fine New Zealand Merino wool and
combed wool top on a wool table

Wool's scaling and crimp make it easier to spin the fleece by helping
the individual fibers attach to each other, so they stay together.
Because of the crimp, wool fabrics have a greater bulk than other
textiles, and retain air, which causes the product to retain heat.
Insulation works both ways: Bedouins and Tuaregs use wool clothes to
keep heat out and protect the body.

Felting of wool occurs upon hammering or other mechanical agitation
because the microscopic barbs on the surface of wool fibers hook
together, somewhat like Velcro.
The amount of crimp corresponds to the fineness of the wool fibers. A
fine wool like Merino may have up to 100 crimps per inch, while the
coarser wools like karakul may have as few as 1 to 2. Hair, by contrast,
has little if any scale and no crimp, and little ability to bind into yarn.
On sheep, the hair part of the fleece is called kemp. The relative
amounts of kemp to wool vary from breed to breed, and make some
fleeces more desirable for spinning, felting, or carding into batts for
quilts or other insulating products, including the famous tweed cloth of
Scotland.

Wool fibers are hydrophilic, meaning they readily absorb moisture, but are not hollow. Wool can absorb moisture
almost one-third of its own weight.[3] Wool absorbs sound like many other fabrics. It is generally a creamy white
color, although some breeds of sheep produce natural colors, such as black, brown, silver, and random mixes.

Wool ignites at a higher temperature than cotton and some synthetic fibers. It has lower rate of flame spread, low
heat release, low heat of combustion, and does not melt or drip;[4] it forms a char which is insulating and
self-extinguishing, and contributes less to toxic gases and smoke than other flooring products, when used in
carpets.[5] Wool carpets are specified for high safety environments, such as trains and aircraft. Wool is usually
specified for garments for firefighters, soldiers, and others in occupations where they are exposed to the likelihood of
fire.[5]

Wool is resistant to static electricity, as the moisture retained within the fabric conducts electricity, so wool garments
are much less likely to spark or cling to the body. The use of wool car seat covers or carpets reduces the risk of a
shock when a person touches a grounded object. Wool is considered by the medical profession to be
hypoallergenic.[5]Wikipedia:Disputed statement

Processing

Shearing
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Fine Merino shearing Lismore, Victoria

Sheep shearing is the process by which the woolen fleece of a sheep is
cut off.

After shearing, the wool is separated into four main categories: fleece
(which makes up the vast bulk), broken, bellies, and locks. The quality
of fleeces is determined by a technique known as wool classing,
whereby a qualified person called a wool classer groups wools of
similar gradings together to maximize the return for the farmer or
sheep owner. In Australia and New Zealand, before being auctioned,
all Merino fleece wool is objectively measured for micron, yield
(including the amount of vegetable matter), staple length, staple
strength, and sometimes color and comfort factor.

Scouring
Wool straight off a sheep, known as "greasy wool"[6] or "wool in the grease", contains a high level of valuable
lanolin, as well as dirt, dead skin, sweat residue, pesticide, and vegetable matter. Before the wool can be used for
commercial purposes, it must be scoured, a process of cleaning the greasy wool. Scouring may be as simple as a
bath in warm water, or as complicated as an industrial process using detergent and alkali, and specialized
equipment.[7] In commercial wool, vegetable matter is often removed by chemical carbonization.[citation needed] In
less-processed wools, vegetable matter may be removed by hand, and some of the lanolin left intact through use of
gentler detergents. This semigrease wool can be worked into yarn and knitted into particularly water-resistant
mittens or sweaters, such as those of the Aran Island fishermen. Lanolin removed from wool is widely used in
cosmetic products such as hand creams.

Quality

Various types and natural colors of wool, and a
picture made from wool

The quality of wool is determined by its fiber diameter, crimp, yield,
color, and staple strength. Fiber diameter is the single most important
wool characteristic determining quality and price.
Merino wool is typically 3–5 inches in length and is very fine (between
12 and 24 microns).[] The finest and most valuable wool comes from
Merino hoggets. Wool taken from sheep produced for meat is typically
more coarse, and has fibers 1.5 to 6 inches (38 to 150 mm) in length.
Damage or breaks in the wool can occur if the sheep is stressed while it
is growing its fleece, resulting in a thin spot where the fleece is likely
to break.[8]

Wool is also separated into grades based on the measurement of the wool's diameter in microns and also its style.
These grades may vary depending on the breed or purpose of the wool. For example:
• <15.5 - Ultrafine Merino[6]

• 15.6–18.5 – Superfine Merino
• 18.6–20 – Fine Merino[6]

• 20.1–23 – Medium Merino
• 23< - Strong Merino[6]

• Comeback: 21–26 microns, white, 90–180 mm long
• Fine crossbred: 27–31 microns, Corriedales, etc.
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• Medium crossbred: 32–35 microns
• Downs: 23–34 microns, typically lacks luster and brightness. Examples, Aussiedown, Dorset Horn, Suffolk,

etc.[9]

• Coarse crossbred: 36> microns
• Carpet wools: 35–45 microns[6]

Any wool finer than 25 microns can be used for garments, while coarser grades are used for outerwear or rugs. The
finer the wool, the softer it is, while coarser grades are more durable and less prone to pilling.
The finest Australian and New Zealand Merino wools are known as 1PP, which is the industry benchmark of
excellence for Merino wool 16.9 microns and finer. This style represents the top level of fineness, character, color,
and style as determined on the basis of a series of parameters in accordance with the original dictates of British Wool
as applied today by the Australian Wool Exchange (AWEX) Council. Only a few dozen of the millions of bales
auctioned every year can be classified and marked 1PP.[10]

History

1905 illustration of a Tibetan man spinning wool.

Wild sheep were more hairy than woolly. Although sheep were
domesticated nine to eleven thousand years ago, archaeological
evidence from statuary found at sites in Iran suggests that selection for
woolly sheep may have begun around 6000 BC,[11][12] with the earliest
woven wool garments having only been dated to two to three thousand
years later.[13] Woolly-sheep were introduced into Europe from the
Near East in the early part of the 4th millennium BC. The oldest
known European wool textile, ca. 1500 BC, was preserved in a Danish
bog.[14]

Prior to invention of shears – probably in the Iron Age – the wool was
plucked out by hand or by bronze combs. In Roman times, wool, linen,
and leather clothed the European population; the cotton of India was a
curiosity that only naturalists had heard of; and silk, imported along the
Silk Road from China, was an extravagant luxury. Pliny the Elder
records in his Natural History that the reputation for producing the
finest wool was enjoyed by Tarentum, where selective breeding had
produced sheep with a superior fleece, but which required special care.

In medieval times, as trade connections expanded, the Champagne fairs revolved around the production of wool
cloth in small centers such as Provins; the network that the sequence of annual fairs developed meant that the
woolens of Provins might find their way to Naples, Sicily, Cyprus, Majorca, Spain, and even Constantinople.[15] The
wool trade developed into serious business, the generator of capital. In the 13th century, the wool trade was the
economic engine of the Low Countries and central Italy; by the end of the following century, Italy predominated,
though in the 16th century Italian production turned to silk.[15] Both pre-industries were based on English raw wool
exports – rivaled only by the sheepwalks of Castile, developed from the 15th century – which were a significant
source of income to the English crown, which from 1275 imposed an export tax on wool called the "Great Custom".
The importance of wool to the English economy can be shown by the fact that since the 14th century, the presiding
officer of the House of Lords has sat on the "Woolsack", a chair stuffed with wool.
Economies of scale were instituted in the Cistercian houses, which had accumulated great tracts of land during the 
12th and early 13th centuries, when land prices were low and labor still scarce. Raw wool was baled and shipped 
from North Sea ports to the textile cities of Flanders, notably Ypres and Ghent, where it was dyed and worked up as 
cloth. At the time of the Black Death, English textile industries accounted for about 10% of English wool
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production;[16] the English textile trade grew during the 15th century, to the point where export of wool was
discouraged. Over the centuries, various British laws controlled the wool trade or required the use of wool even in
burials. The smuggling of wool out of the country, known as owling, was at one time punishable by the cutting off of
a hand. After the Restoration, fine English woolens began to compete with silks in the international market, partly
aided by the Navigation Acts; in 1699, the English crown forbade its American colonies to trade wool with anyone
but England herself.
A great deal of the value of woolen textiles was in the dyeing and finishing of the woven product. In each of the
centers of the textile trade, the manufacturing process came to be subdivided into a collection of trades, overseen by
an entrepreneur in a system called by the English the "putting-out" system, or "cottage industry", and the
Verlagssystem by the Germans. In this system of producing wool cloth, until recently perpetuated in the production
of Harris tweeds, the entrepreneur provides the raw materials and an advance, the remainder being paid upon
delivery of the product. Written contracts bound the artisans to specified terms. Fernand Braudel traces the
appearance of the system in the 13th-century economic boom, quoting a document of 1275.[15] The system
effectively bypassed the guilds' restrictions.
Before the flowering of the Renaissance, the Medici and other great banking houses of Florence had built their
wealth and banking system on their textile industry based on wool, overseen by the Arte della Lana, the wool guild:
wool textile interests guided Florentine policies. Francesco Datini, the "merchant of Prato", established in 1383 an
Arte della Lana for that small Tuscan city. The sheepwalks of Castile shaped the landscape and the fortunes of the
meseta that lies in the heart of the Iberian peninsula; in the 16th century, a unified Spain allowed export of Merino
lambs only with royal permission. The German wool market – based on sheep of Spanish origin – did not overtake
British wool until comparatively late. The Industrial Revolution introduced mass production technology into wool
and wool cloth manufacturing. Australia's colonial economy was based on sheep raising, and the Australian wool
trade eventually overtook that of the Germans by 1845, furnishing wool for Bradford, which developed as the heart
of industrialized woolens production.

A World War I-era poster sponsored by the
United States Department of Agriculture

encouraging children to raise sheep to provide
needed war supplies.

Due to decreasing demand with increased use of synthetic fibers, wool
production is much less than what it was in the past. The collapse in
the price of wool began in late 1966 with a 40% drop; with occasional
interruptions, the price has tended down. The result has been sharply
reduced production and movement of resources into production of
other commodities, in the case of sheep growers, to production of
meat.[17][18][19]

Superwash wool (or washable wool) technology first appeared in the
early 1970s to produce wool that has been specially treated so it is
machine washable and may be tumble-dried. This wool is produced
using an acid bath that removes the "scales" from the fiber, or by
coating the fiber with a polymer that prevents the scales from attaching
to each other and causing shrinkage. This process results in a fiber that
holds longevity and durability over synthetic materials, while retaining
its shape.[20]

In December 2004, a bale of the world's finest wool, averaging 11.8
micron, sold for $3,000 per kilogram at auction in Melbourne,
Victoria. This fleece wool tested with an average yield of 74.5%,
68 mm long, and had 40 newtons per kilotex strength. The result was
A$279,000 for the bale.[21] The finest bale of wool ever auctioned was
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sold for a seasonal record of 269,000 cents per kilo during June 2008. This bale was produced by the Hillcreston
Pinehill Partnership and measured 11.6 microns, 72.1% yield and had a 43 Newtons per kilotex strength
measurement. The bale realized $247,480 and was exported to India.[22]

During 2007, a new wool suit was developed and sold in Japan that can be washed in the shower, and dries off ready
to wear within hours with no ironing required. The suit was developed using Australian Merino wool, and it enables
woven products made from wool, such as suits, trousers and skirts, to be cleaned using a domestic shower at
home.[23]

In December 2006, the General Assembly of the United Nations proclaimed 2009 to be the International Year of
Natural Fibres, so to raise the profile of wool and other natural fibers.

Production
Global wool production is approximately 1.3 million tonnes per year, of which 60% goes into apparel. Australia is
the leading producer of wool which is mostly from Merino sheep. New Zealand is the second-largest producer of
wool, and the largest producer of crossbred wool. China is the third-largest producer of wool. Breeds such as
Lincoln, Romney, Tukidale, Drysdale and Elliotdale produce coarser fibers, and wool from these sheep is usually
used for making carpets.
In the United States, Texas, New Mexico and Colorado have large commercial sheep flocks and their mainstay is the
Rambouillet (or French Merino). There is also a thriving home-flock contingent of small-scale farmers who raise
small hobby flocks of specialty sheep for the hand spinning market. These small-scale farmers offer a wide selection
of fleece. Global woolclip (total amount of wool shorn) 2004/2005[24]

1.   Australia: 25% of global woolclip (475 million kg greasy, 2004/2005)
2.   China: 18%
3.   United States: 17%
4.   New Zealand: 11%
5.   Argentina: 3%
6.   Turkey: 2%
7.   Iran: 2%
8.   United Kingdom: 2%
9.   India: 2%
10.   Sudan: 2%
11.   South Africa: 1%
Organic wool is becoming more and more popular. This wool is very limited in supply and much of it comes from
New Zealand and Australia.[25] It is becoming easier to find in clothing and other products, but these products often
carry a higher price. Wool is environmentally preferable (as compared to petroleum-based nylon or polypropylene)
as a material for carpets, as well, in particular when combined with a natural binding and the use of
formaldehyde-free glues.
Animal rights groups have noted issues with the production of wool, such as mulesing.
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Marketing

Australia

Merino wool samples for sale by auction,
Newcastle, New South Wales.

About 85% of wool sold in Australia is sold by open cry
auction.[citation needed] 'Sale by sample' is a method in which a
mechanical claw takes a sample from each bale in a line or lot of wool.
These grab samples are bulked, objectively measured, and a sample of
not less than 4 kg is displayed in a box for the buyer to examine. The
Australian Wool Exchange conducts sales primarily in Sydney,
Melbourne, Newcastle, and Fremantle. There are about 80 brokers and
agents throughout Australia.[citation needed]

Wool received by Australian brokers and dealers
(tonnes/quarter) since 1973

Wool buyers' room at a wool auction, Newcastle,
New South Wales.

About 7% of Australian wool is sold by private treaty on farms or to
local wool-handling facilities. This option gives wool growers benefit
from reduced transport, warehousing, and selling costs. This method is
preferred for small lots or mixed butts in order to make savings on
reclassing and testing.
About 5% of Australian wool is sold over the internet on an electronic
offer board.[citation needed] This option gives wool growers the ability to
set firm price targets, reoffer passed-in wool and offer lots to the
market quickly and efficiently. This method works well for tested lots,
as buyers use these results to make a purchase. About 97% of wool is
sold without sample inspection; however, as of December 2009, 59%
of wool listed had been passed in from auction.[citation needed] Growers
through certain brokers can allocate their wool to a sale and at what
price their wool will be reserved.

Sale by tender can achieve considerable cost savings on wool clips
large enough to make it worthwhile for potential buyers to submit
tenders. Some marketing firms sell wool on a consignment basis,
obtaining a fixed percentage as commission.
Forward selling: Some buyers offer a secure price for forward delivery
of wool based on estimated measurements or the results of previous
clips. Prices are quoted at current market rates and are locked in for the

season. Premiums and discounts are added to cover variations in micron, yield, tensile strength, etc., which are
confirmed by actual test results when available.[citation needed]

Another method of selling wool includes sales direct to wool mills.
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Other countries
The British Wool Marketing Board operates a central marketing system for UK fleece wool with the aim of
achieving the best possible net returns for farmers.
Less than half of New Zealand's wool is sold at auction, while around 45% of farmers sell wool directly to private
buyers and end-users.[26]

United States sheep producers market wool with private or cooperative wool warehouses, but wool pools are
common in many states. In some cases, wool is pooled in a local market area, but sold through a wool warehouse.
Wool offered with objective measurement test results is preferred. Imported apparel wool and carpet wool goes
directly to central markets, where it is handled by the large merchants and manufacturers.[27]

Yarn

Worsted wool yarn, the first step in the
manufacture of most wool clothing.

Virgin wool is wool spun for the first time.[28]

Shoddy or recycled wool is made by cutting or tearing apart existing
wool fabric and respinning the resulting fibers.[28] As this process
makes the wool fibers shorter, the remanufactured fabric is inferior to
the original. The recycled wool may be mixed with raw wool, wool
noil, or another fiber such as cotton to increase the average fiber
length. Such yarns are typically used as weft yarns with a cotton warp.
This process was invented in the Heavy Woollen District of West
Yorkshire and created a micro-economy in this area for many years.

Rag is a sturdy wool fiber made into yarn and used in many rugged
applications such as gloves.

Worsted is a strong, long-staple, combed wool yarn with a hard
surface.[28]

Woolen is a soft, short-staple, carded wool yarn typically used for knitting.[28] In traditional weaving, woolen weft
yarn (for softness and warmth) is frequently combined with a worsted warp yarn for strength on the loom.[29]

Uses

Woolen garments in the wool samples area of a
wool store, Newcastle, New South Wales.

In addition to clothing, wool has been used for blankets, horse rugs,
saddle cloths, carpeting, felt, wool insulation (also see links) and
upholstery. Wool felt covers piano hammers, and it is used to absorb
odors and noise in heavy machinery and stereo speakers. Ancient
Greeks lined their helmets with felt, and Roman legionnaires used
breastplates made of wool felt.

Wool has also been traditionally used to cover cloth diapers. Wool
fiber exteriors are hydrophobic (repel water) and the interior of the
wool fiber is hygroscopic (attracts water); this makes a wool garment
able to cover a wet diaper while inhibiting wicking, so outer garments
remain dry. Wool felted and treated with lanolin is water resistant, air
permeable, and slightly antibacterial, so it resists the buildup of odor.
Some modern cloth diapers use felted wool fabric for covers, and there
are several modern commercial knitting patterns for wool diaper
covers.
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Initial studies of woolen underwear have found it prevented heat and sweat rashes because it more readily absorbs
the moisture than other fibers.[30]

Merino wool has been used in baby sleep products such as swaddle baby wrap blankets and infant sleeping bags.
Wool is an animal protein, and as such it can be used as a soil fertilizer, being a slow-release source of nitrogen and
ready-made amino acids.
Researchers at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology school of fashion and textiles have discovered a blend
of wool and kevlar, the synthetic fiber widely used in body armor, was lighter, cheaper and worked better in damp
conditions than kevlar alone. Kevlar, when used alone, loses about 20% of its effectiveness when wet and therefore
required an expensive waterproofing process. Wool increased friction in a vest with 28–30 layers of fabric, to
provide the same level of bullet resistance as 36 layers of Kevlar alone.[31]

Events

Andean woman sorting wool as part of the theme
park Los Aleros in Mérida, Venezuela.

A buyer of Merino wool, Ermenegildo Zegna, has offered awards for
Australian wool producers. In 1963, the first Ermenegildo Zegna
Perpetual Trophy was presented in Tasmania for growers of "Superfine
skirted Merino fleece". In 1980, a national award, the Ermenegildo
Zegna Trophy for Extrafine Wool Production, was launched. In 2004,
this award became known as the Ermenegildo Zegna Unprotected
Wool Trophy. In 1998, an Ermenegildo Zegna Protected Wool Trophy
was launched for fleece from sheep coated for around nine months of
the year.

In 2002, the Ermenegildo Zegna Vellus Aureum Trophy was launched
for wool that is 13.9 micron and finer. Wool from Australia, New
Zealand, Argentina, and South Africa may enter, and a winner is named from each country.[32] In April 2008, New
Zealand won the Ermenegildo Zegna Vellus Aureum Trophy for the first time with a fleece that measured 10.8
microns. This contest awards the winning fleece weight with the same weight in gold as a prize, hence the name.

In 2010 an ultra-fine, 10 micron fleece, from Windradeen, near Pyramul, New South Wales set a new world record
in the fineness of wool fleeces when it won the Ermenegildo Zegna Vellus Aureum International Trophy.[33]

Since 2000, Loro Piana has awarded a cup for the world's finest bale of wool that produces just enough fabric for 50
tailor-made suits. The prize is awarded to an Australian or New Zealand wool grower who produces the year's finest
bale.[34]

The New England Merino Field days which display local studs, wool, and sheep are held during January, every two
years (in even numbered years) around the Walcha, New South Wales district. The Annual Wool Fashion Awards,
which showcase the use of Merino wool by fashion designers, are hosted by the city of Armidale, New South Wales
in March each year. This event encourages young and established fashion designers to display their talents. During
each May, Armidale hosts the annual New England Wool Expo to display wool fashions, handicrafts,
demonstrations, shearing competitions, yard dog trials, and more.[]

In July, the annual Australian Sheep and Wool Show is held in Bendigo, Victoria. This is the largest sheep and wool
show in the world, with goats and alpacas as well as woolcraft competitions and displays, fleece competitions,
sheepdog trials, shearing, and wool handling. The largest competition in the world for objectively-measured fleeces
is the Australian Fleece Competition, which is held annually at Bendigo. In 2008, there were 475 entries from all
states of Australia with first and second prizes going to the Northern Tablelands, New South Wales fleeces.[35]
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Knitting

Mulit-colored knitwork made in stockinette stitch.

Video demonstration of crochet technique.

Knitting is a method by which thread
or yarn is used to create a cloth.

Knitted fabric consists of consecutive
rows of loops, called stitches. As each
row progresses, a new loop is pulled
through an existing loop. The active
stitches are held on a needle until
another loop can be passed through
them. This process eventually results
in a fabric, often used for garments.

Knitting may be done by hand or by
machine. There exist numerous styles
and methods of hand knitting.

Different types of yarns and needles
may be used to achieve a plethora of
knitted materials; these tools give the
final piece a different colour, texture,
weight, and/or integrity. Other factors
that affect the end result include the
needle's shape, thickness and
malleability, as well as the yarn's fibre
type, texture and twist.

Structure
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Courses and wales

Structure of stockinette, a common knitted fabric. The
meandering red path defines one course, the path of the
yarn through the fabric. The uppermost white loops are
unsecured and "active", but they secure the red loops

suspended from them. In turn, the red loops secure the
white loops just below them, which in turn secure the

loops below them, and so on.

Alternating wales of red and white knit stitches. Each
stitch in a wale is suspended from the one above it.

Like weaving, knitting is a technique for producing a
two-dimensional fabric made from a one-dimensional yarn or
thread. In weaving, threads are always straight, running parallel
either lengthwise (warp threads) or crosswise (weft threads). By
contrast, the yarn in knitted fabrics follows a meandering path (a
course), forming symmetric loops (also called bights)
symmetrically above and below the mean path of the yarn. These
meandering loops can be stretched easily in different directions,
which gives knitting much more elasticity than woven fabrics;
depending on the yarn and knitting pattern, knitted garments can
stretch as much as 500%. For this reason, knitting was initially
developed for garments that must be elastic or stretch in response
to the wearer's motions, such as socks and hosiery. For
comparison, woven garments stretch mainly along one direction
(the bias) and are not very elastic, unless they are woven from
stretchable material such as spandex. Knitted garments are often
more form-fitting than woven garments, since their elasticity
allows them to follow the body's curvature closely; by contrast,
curvature is introduced into most woven garments only with sewn
darts, flares, gussets and gores, the seams of which lower the
elasticity of the woven fabric still further. Extra curvature can be
introduced into knitted garments without seams, as in the heel of a
sock; the effect of darts, flares, etc. can be obtained with short
rows or by increasing or decreasing the number of stitches. Thread
used in weaving is usually much finer than the yarn used in
knitting, which can give the knitted fabric more bulk and less
drape than a woven fabric.

If they are not secured, the loops of a knitted course will come
undone when their yarn is pulled; this is known as ripping out, unravelling knitting, or humorously, frogging
(because you 'rip it', this sounds like a frog croaking: 'rib-bit').[1] To secure a stitch, at least one new loop is passed
through it. Although the new stitch is itself unsecured ("active" or "live"), it secures the stitch(es) suspended from it.
A sequence of stitches in which each stitch is suspended from the next is called a wale.[2] To secure the initial
stitches of a knitted fabric, a method for casting on is used; to secure the final stitches in a wale, one uses a method
of binding off. During knitting, the active stitches are secured mechanically, either from individual hooks (in knitting
machines) or from a knitting needle or frame in hand-knitting.
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Basic pattern of warp knitting. Parallel yarns zigzag
lengthwise along the fabric, each loop securing a loop

of an adjacent strand from the previous row.

Weft and warp knitting

There are two major varieties of knitting: weft knitting and warp
knitting.[3] In the more common weft knitting, the wales are
perpendicular to the course of the yarn. In warp knitting, the wales
and courses run roughly parallel. In weft knitting, the entire fabric
may be produced from a single yarn, by adding stitches to each
wale in turn, moving across the fabric as in a raster scan. By
contrast, in warp knitting, one yarn is required for every wale.
Since a typical piece of knitted fabric may have hundreds of wales,
warp knitting is typically done by machine, whereas weft knitting
is done by both hand and machine.[4] Warp-knitted fabrics such as
tricot and milanese are resistant to runs, and are commonly used in
lingerie.

Weft-knit fabrics may also be knit with multiple yarns, usually to
produce interesting color patterns. The two most common
approaches are intarsia and stranded colorwork. In intarsia, the
yarns are used in well-segregated regions, e.g., a red apple on a
field of green; in that case, the yarns are kept on separate spools
and only one is knitted at any time. In the more complex stranded
approach, two or more yarns alternate repeatedly within one row and all the yarns must be carried along the row, as
seen in Fair Isle sweaters. Double knitting can produce two separate knitted fabrics simultaneously, e.g., two socks;
however, the two fabrics are usually integrated into one, giving it great warmth and excellent drape.

In the knit stitch on the left, the next (red) loop passes
through the previous (white) loop from below, whereas

in the purl stitch (right), the next stitch enters from
above. Thus, a knit stitch on one side of the fabric

appears as a purl stitch on the other, and vice versa.

Knit and purl stitches

In securing the previous stitch in a wale, the next stitch can pass
through the previous loop from either below or above. If the
former, the stitch is denoted as a knit stitch or a plain stitch; if the
latter, as a purl stitch. The two stitches are related in that a knit
stitch seen from one side of the fabric appears as a purl stitch on
the other side.

The two types of stitches have a different visual effect; the knit
stitches look like "V"'s stacked vertically, whereas the purl stitches
look like a wavy horizontal line across the fabric. Patterns and
pictures can be created in knitted fabrics by using knit and purl
stitches as "pixels"; however, such pixels are usually rectangular,
rather than square, depending on the gauge of the knitting.
Individual stitches, or rows of stitches, may be made taller by
drawing more yarn into the new loop (an elongated stitch), which

is the basis for uneven knitting: a row of tall stitches may alternate with one or more rows of short stitches for an
interesting visual effect. Short and tall stitches may also alternate within a row, forming a fish-like oval pattern.
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Two courses of red yarn illustrating two basic fabric
types. The lower red course is knit into the white row

below it and is itself knit on the next row; this produces
stockinette stitch. The upper red course is purled into
the row below and then is knit, consistent with garter

stitch.

A dropped stitch, or missed stitch, is a common error
that creates an extra loop to be fixed.

In the simplest knitted fabrics, all of the stitches are knit or purl;
this is known as a garter stitch. Alternating rows of knit stitches
and purl stitches produce what is known as a stockinette pattern.
Vertical stripes (ribbing) are possible by having alternating wales
of knit and purl stitches; for example, a common choice is 2x2
ribbing, in which two wales of knit stitches are followed by two
wales of purl stitches, etc. Horizontal striping (welting) is also
possible, by alternating rows of knit and purl stitches.
Checkerboard patterns (basketweave) are also possible, the
smallest of which is known as seed stitch: the stitches alternate
between knit and purl in every wale and along every row.

Fabrics in which the number of knit and purl stitches are not the
same, such as stockinette, have a tendency to curl; by contrast,
those in which knit and purl stitches are arranged symmetrically
(such as ribbing, garter stitch or seed stitch) tend to lie flat and
drape well. Wales of purl stitches have a tendency to recede,
whereas those of knit stitches tend to come forward. Thus, the purl
wales in ribbing tend to be invisible, since the neighboring knit
wales come forward. Conversely, rows of purl stitches tend to
form an embossed ridge relative to a row of knit stitches. This is
the basis of shadow knitting, in which the appearance of a knitted
fabric changes when viewed from different directions.[5]

Typically, a new stitch is passed through a single unsecured
("active") loop, thus lengthening that wale by one stitch. However,
this need not be so; the new loop may be passed through an
already secured stitch lower down on the fabric, or even between
secured stitches (a dip stitch). Depending on the distance between
where the loop is drawn through the fabric and where it is knitted,
dip stitches can produce a subtle stippling or long lines across the surface of the fabric, e.g., the lower leaves of a
flower. The new loop may also be passed between two stitches in the present row, thus clustering the intervening
stitches; this approach is often used to produce a smocking effect in the fabric. The new loop may also be passed
through two or more previous stitches, producing a decrease and merging wales together. The merged stitches need
not be from the same row; for example, a tuck can be formed by knitting stitches together from two different rows,
producing a raised horizontal welt on the fabric.

Not every stitch in a row need be knitted; some may be left as is and knitted on a subsequent row. This is known as
slip-stitch knitting.[6] The slipped stitches are naturally longer than the knitted ones. For example, a stitch slipped for
one row before knitting would be roughly twice as tall as its knitted counterparts. This can produce interesting visual
effects, although the resulting fabric is more rigid, because the slipped stitch "pulls" on its neighbours and is less
deformable. Slip-stitch knitting plays an important role in mosaic knitting, an important technique in hand-knitting
patterned fabrics; mosaic-knit fabrics tend to be stiffer than patterned fabrics produced by other methods such as
Fair-Isle knitting.[7]

In some cases, a stitch may be deliberately left unsecured by a new stitch and its wale allowed to disassemble. This is
known as drop-stitch knitting, and produces a vertical ladder of see-through holes in the fabric, corresponding to
where the wale had been.
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The stitches on the right are right-plaited, whereas the
stitches on the left are left-plaited.

Within limits, an arbitrary number of twists may be
added to new stitches, whether they be knit or purl.

Here, a single twist is illustrated, with left-plaited and
right-plaited stitches on the left and right, respectively.

Right- and left-plaited stitches

Both knit and purl stitches may be twisted: usually once if at all,
but sometimes twice and (very rarely) thrice. When seen from
above, the twist can be clockwise (right yarn over left) or
counterclockwise (left yarn over right); these are denoted as right-
and left-plaited stitches, respectively. Hand-knitters generally
produce right-plaited stitches by knitting or purling through the
back loops, i.e., passing the needle through the initial stitch in an
unusual way, but wrapping the yarn as usual. By contrast, the
left-plaited stitch is generally formed by hand-knitters by
wrapping the yarn in the opposite way, rather than by any change
in the needle. Although they are mirror images in form, right- and
left-plaited stitches are functionally equivalent. Both types of
plaited stitches give a subtle but interesting visual texture, and tend
to draw the fabric inwards, making it stiffer. Plaited stitches are a
common method for knitting jewelry from fine metal wire.

Illustration of entrelac. The blue and
white wales are parallel to each other, but
both are perpendicular to the brown and
gold wales, resembling basket weaving.

Edges and joins between fabrics

The initial and final edges of a knitted fabric are known as the cast-on and
bound-off edges. The side edges are known as the selvages; the word derives
from "self-edges", meaning that the stitches do not need to be secured by
anything else. Many types of selvages have been developed, with different
elastic and ornamental properties.

Vertical and horizontal edges can be introduced within a knitted fabric, e.g.,
for button holes, by binding off and re-casting on again (horizontal) or by
knitting the fabrics on either side of a vertical edge separately.
Two knitted fabrics can be joined by embroidery-based grafting methods,
most commonly the Kitchener stitch. New wales can be begun from any of

the edges of a knitted fabric; this is known as picking up stitches and is the basis for entrelac, in which the wales run
perpendicular to one another in a checkerboard pattern.
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Illustration of cable knitting. The central braid is
formed from 2x2 ribbing in which the background is
formed of purl stitches and the cables are each two

wales of knit stitches. By changing the order in which
the stitches are knit, the wales can be made to cross.

Cables, increases, and lace

Ordinarily, stitches are knitted in the same order in every row, and
the wales of the fabric run parallel and vertically along the fabric.
However, this need not be so. The order in which stitches are
knitted may be permuted so that wales cross over one another,
forming a cable pattern. Cables patterns tend to draw the fabric
together, making it denser and less elastic;[8] Aran sweaters are a
common form of knitted cabling.[9] Arbitrarily complex braid
patterns can be done in cable knitting, with the proviso that the
wales must move ever upwards; it is generally impossible for a
wale to move up and then down the fabric. Knitters have
developed methods for giving the illusion of a circular wale, such
as appear in Celtic knots, but these are inexact approximations.
However, such circular wales are possible using Swiss darning, a
form of embroidery, or by knitting a tube separately and attaching
it to the knitted fabric.

In lace knitting, the pattern is formed by making small,
stable holes in the fabric, generally with yarn overs.

A wale can split into two or more wales using increases, most
commonly involving a yarn over. Depending on how the increase
is done, there is often a hole in the fabric at the point of the
increase. This is used to great effect in lace knitting, which
consists of making patterns and pictures using such holes, rather
than with the stitches themselves.[10] The large and many holes in
lacy knitting makes it extremely elastic; for example, some
Shetland "wedding-ring" shawls are so fine that they may be
drawn through a wedding ring.

By combining increases and decreases, it is possible to make the
direction of a wale slant away from vertical, even in weft knitting.
This is the basis for bias knitting, and can be used for visual effect,
similar to the direction of a brush-stroke in oil painting.

Ornamentations and additions

Various point-like ornaments may be added to knitting for their
look or to improve the wear of the fabric. Examples include
various types of bobbles, sequins and beads. Long loops can also

be drawn out and secured, forming a "shaggy" texture to the fabric; this is known as loop knitting. Additional
patterns can be made on the surface of the knitted fabric using embroidery; if the embroidery resembles knitting, it is
often called Swiss darning. Various closures for the garments, such as frogs and buttons can be added; usually
buttonholes are knitted into the garment, rather than cut.

Ornamental pieces may also be knitted separately and then attached using applique. For example, differently colored
leaves and petals of a flower could be knit separately and applied to form the final picture. Separately knitted tubes
can be applied to a knitted fabric to form complex Celtic knots and other patterns that would be difficult to knit.
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Unknitted yarns may be worked into knitted fabrics for warmth, as is done in tufting and "weaving" (also known as
"couching").

Types

A modern knitting machine in the process of weft
knitting

Circular knitting on a circular needle

Flat knitting versus circular knitting

Circular knitting (also called "knitting in the round") is a form of
knitting that can be used to create a seamless tube. Knitting is
worked in rounds (the equivalent of rows in flat knitting) in a
helix. Originally, circular knitting was done using a set of four or
five double-pointed knitting needles. Later, circular needles were
invented. A circular needle resembles two short knitting needles
connected by a cable between them. Flat knitting, on the other
hand, is used, in its most basic form, to make flat, rectangular
pieces of cloth.[11] It is done with two straight knitting needles and
is worked in rows, horizontal lines of stitches. A circular knitting
needle can also be used to create flat-knitted pieces that are too
large for ordinary straight knitting needles, such as afghans and
blankets.

Circular knitting is employed to create pieces that are circular or
tube-shaped, such as hats, socks, mittens, and sleeves. Flat knitting
is usually used to knit flat pieces like scarves, blankets, afghans,
and the backs and fronts of sweaters.

There is also such a thing as finger knitting. Instead of needles,
fingers are used to produce a tube of knitted fabric.

Felting

Felting is the hand-knitters' term for fulling, a technique for
joining knitted or woven wool fibers (only animal yarn fibers can
be felted. Acrylic or any fiber that can be machine washed cannot
be felted). The finished product is put in a hot wash and the yarn
fibers become agitated until it starts to shrink. While the knitted
project is in the washing machine, it is important to check the
progress. Depending on the size of the project, some may felt

faster than others. The end result typically has reduced dimensions. Bags, mittens, socks and hats are just a few ideas
of items that could be felted.

Needle felting

Needle felting is a technique used to add decoration to a knitted or felted piece, where raw roving is applied using a
very sharp barbed felting needle by repeatedly piercing the roving and background
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Flat knitting. The loops on the metal needle are the
active stitches, and the yarn coming out of the knitting

on the right is the working yarn.

together.[12] Once washed in hot water, the appliqued decoration is
fused with the background. Felted knitting can be cut with scissors
without concern about fraying. This is also a good method to use
when attempting to give structure to what can be frail knitted
fabrics.

History and culture

The word is derived from knot and ultimately from the Old
English cnyttan, to knot.[]

This woman is knitting at a coffee shop. Knitting is
often done in a group with other knitters. Although

knitting may have had a reputation as hobby one does
alone, it is becoming more and more of a social

activity. Knitting guilds and other knitting groups or
knitting clubs are becoming exceedingly popular.

One of the earliest known examples of knitting was cotton socks
with stranded knit color patterns, found in Egypt from the end of
the first millennium AD.[13] Originally a male-only occupation,
the first knitting trade guild was started in Paris in 1527.[14] With
the invention of the knitting machine, however, knitting "by hand"
became a useful but non-essential craft. Similar to quilting,
spinning, and needlepoint, knitting became a leisure activity.

Hand-knitting has gone into and out of fashion many times in the
last two centuries, and at the turn of the 21st century it is enjoying
a revival. According to the industry group Craft Yarn Council of
America, the number of women knitters in the United States age
25–35 increased 150% in the two years between 2002 and
2004.[15] The latest incarnation is less about the "make-do and
mend" attitude of the 1940s and early 50s and more about making
a statement about individuality as well as developing an innate
sense of community.

During the 1940s, English knitting rose in popularity while Continental knitting fell. This is due to the fact that
continental knitting originated within Germany and was spread by immigrants. During World War II, continental
knitting fell out of style due to its relationship with Germany. It wasn't until Elizabeth Zimmermann publicized
continental knitting in the 1980s that it again was popularized.[16]

Additionally, many contemporary knitters have an interest in blogging about their knitting, patterns, and 
techniques,[17] or joining a virtual community focused on knitting,[18] such as the extremely popular Ravelry. There 
are also a number of popular knitting podcasts, and various other knitting websites. Contemporary knitting groups 
may be referred to in the U.S. as a "Stitch 'N Bitch" where a group of knitters get together to work on projects, 
discuss patterns, troubleshoot their work and just socialize.[19] In the UK, the term has been "knitting circle" since
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the early 20th century.

Properties of fabrics

Schematic of stockinette stitch, the most basic
weft-knit fabric

The topology of a knitted fabric is relatively complex. Unlike woven
fabrics, where strands usually run straight horizontally and vertically,
yarn that has been knitted follows a loopy path along its row, as with
the red strand in the diagram at left, in which the loops of one row have
all been pulled through the loops of the row below it.

Because there is no single straight line of yarn anywhere in the pattern,
a knitted piece can stretch in all directions. This elasticity is
unavailable from woven fabrics, which only stretch along the bias.
Many modern stretchy garments, even as they rely on elastic synthetic
materials for some stretch, also achieve at least some of their stretch
through knitted patterns.

Close-up of front of stockinette stitch

Close-up of back of stockinette stitch, also same
appearance as reverse stockinette stitch

The basic knitted fabric (as in the diagram, and usually called a
stocking or stockinette pattern) has a definite "right side" and
"wrong side". On the right side, the visible portions of the loops
are the verticals connecting two rows, arranged in a grid of V
shapes. On the wrong side, the ends of the loops are visible, both
the tops and bottoms, creating a much more bumpy texture
sometimes called reverse stockinette. (Despite being the "wrong
side," reverse stockinette is frequently used as a pattern in its own
right.) Because the yarn holding rows together is all on the front,
and the yarn holding side-by-side stitches together is all on the
back, stockinette fabric has a strong tendency to curl toward the
front on the top and bottom, and toward the back on the left and
right side.

Stitches can be worked from either side, and various patterns are
created by mixing regular knit stitches with the "wrong side"
stitches, known as purl stitches, either in columns (ribbing), rows
(garter, welting), or more complex patterns. Each such fabric has
different properties: a garter stitch has much more vertical stretch,
while ribbing stretches much more horizontally. Because of their
front-back symmetry, these two fabrics have little curl, making
them popular as edging, even when their stretch properties are not
desired.

Different combinations of knit and purl stitches, along with more
advanced techniques, generate fabrics of considerably variable
consistency, from gauzy to very dense, from highly stretchy to
relatively stiff, from flat to tightly curled, and so on.
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Close-up of knitting

Texture

The most common texture for a knitted garment is that
generated by the flat stockinette stitch—as seen, though
very small, in machine-made stockings and
T-shirts—which is worked in the round as nothing but
knit stitches, and worked flat as alternating rows of knit
and purl. Other simple textures can be made with
nothing but knit and purl stitches, including garter
stitch, ribbing, and moss and seed stitches. Adding a
"slip stitch" (where a loop is passed from one needle to
the other) allows for a wide range of textures, including
heel and linen stitches, and a number of more

complicated patterns.

Close-up of ribbing

Some more advanced knitting techniques create a surprising
variety of complex textures. Combining certain increases, which
can create small eyelet holes in the resulting fabric, with assorted
decreases is key to creating knitted lace, a very open fabric
resembling lace. Changing the order of stitches from one row to
the next, usually with the help of a cable needle or stitch holder, is
key to cable knitting, producing an endless variety of cables,
honeycombs, ropes, and Aran sweater patterning. Entrelac forms a
rich checkerboard texture by knitting small squares, picking up
their side edges, and knitting more squares to continue the piece.

The appearance of a garment is also affected by the weight of the
yarn, which describes the thickness of the spun fibre. The thicker the yarn, the more visible and apparent stitches will
be; the thinner the yarn, the finer the texture.

Color
Plenty of finished knitting projects never use more than a single color of yarn, but there are many ways to work in
multiple colors. Some yarns are dyed to be either variegated (changing color every few stitches in a random fashion)
or self-striping (changing every few rows). More complicated techniques permit large fields of color (intarsia, for
example), busy small-scale patterns of color (such as Fair Isle), or both (double knitting and slip-stitch color, for
example).
Yarn with multiple shades of the same hue are called ombre, while a yarn with multiple hues may be known as a
given colorway — a green, red and yellow yarn might be dubbed the "Parrot Colorway" by its manufacturer, for
example. Heathered yarns contain small amounts of fibre of different colours, while tweed yarns may have greater
amounts of different colored fibres.
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Process

A woman in the process of knitting

There are many hundreds of different knitting stitches used by knitters.
A piece of knitting begins with the process of casting on (also known
as "binding on"), which involves the initial creation of the stitches on
the needle. Different methods of casting on are used for different
effects: one may be stretchy enough for lace, while another provides a
decorative edging — Provisional cast-ons are used when the knitting
will continue in both directions from the cast-on. There are various
method employed to "cast on," such as the "thumb method" (also
known as "slingshot" or "long-tail" cast-ons), where the stitches are
created by a series of loops that will, when knitted, give a very loose
edge ideal for "picking up stitches" and knitting a border; the "double
needle method" (also known as "knit-on" or "cable cast-on"), whereby
each loop placed on the needle is then "knitted on," which produces a
firmer edge ideal on its own as a border; and many more. The number
of active stitches remains the same as when cast on unless stitches are
added (an increase) or removed (a decrease).

Most Western-style knitters follow either the English style (in which
the yarn is held in the right hand) or the Continental style (in which the
yarn is held in the left hand).

There are also different ways to insert the needle into the stitch. Knitting through the front of a stitch is called
Western knitting. Going through the back of a stitch is called Eastern knitting. A third method, called combination
knitting, goes through the front of a knit stitch and the back of a purl stitch.[20]

Once the knitted piece is finished, the remaining live stitches are "cast off". Casting (or "binding") off loops the
stitches across each other so they can be removed from the needle without unravelling the item. Although the
mechanics are different from casting on, there is a similar variety of methods.
In knitting certain articles of clothing, especially larger ones like sweaters, the final knitted garment will be made of
several knitted pieces, with individual sections of the garment knit separately and then sewn together. Seamless
knitting, where a whole garment is knit as a single piece, is also possible. Elizabeth Zimmermann is probably the
best-known proponent of seamless or circular knitting techniques. Smaller items, such as socks and hats, are usually
knit in one piece on double-pointed needles or circular needles. (See Circular knitting.)

Mega knitting
Mega knitting is a term recently coined and relates to the use of knitting needles greater than or equal to half an inch
in diameter.
Mega knitting uses the same stitches and techniques as conventional knitting, except that hooks are carved into the
ends of the needles. The hooked needles greatly enhance control of the work, catching the stitches and preventing
them from slipping off.
It was the development of the knitting machine that introduced hooked needles and enabled faultless, automated 
knitting. Most knitters probably aren’t even aware of the many processes that their fingers perform in the making of a 
single stitch. However, large gauge needles emphasise those actions and knitting becomes increasingly more 
awkward when the needle diameter is greater than the width of the knitters finger. On a one inch diameter (size 50) 
needle for instance, the shaft begins to taper one and three quarter inches from the tip. This means that the stitches 
are spread much further apart on mega knitting needles, making them more difficult to control. The hook catches the
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loop of yarn as each stitch is knitted, meaning that wrists and fingers don’t have to work so hard and there is less
chance of stitches slipping off the needle. The position of the hook is most important. Turn the left (non-working)
hook to face away at all times; turn the right (working) hook toward you up whilst knitting (plain stitch) and away
whilst purling.
Mega knitting produces a chunky, bulky fabric or an open lacy weave, depending on the weight and type of yarn
used. [21]

Materials

Yarn

A hank of wool yarn (center) is uncoiled into its basic
loop. A tie is visible at the left; after untying, the hank
may be wound into a ball or balls suitable for knitting.
Knitting from a normal hank directly is likely to tangle

the yarn, producing snarls.

Yarn for hand-knitting is usually sold as balls or skeins (hanks),
although it may also be wound on spools or cones. Skeins and
balls are generally sold with a yarn-band, a label that describes the
yarn's weight, length, dye lot, fiber content, washing instructions,
suggested needle size, likely gauge, etc. It is common practice to
save the yarn band for future reference, especially if additional
skeins must be purchased. Knitters generally ensure that the yarn
for a project comes from a single dye lot. The dye lot specifies a
group of skeins that were dyed together and thus have precisely
the same color; skeins from different dye-lots, even if very similar
in color, are usually slightly different and may produce a visible
stripe when knitted together. If a knitter buys insufficient yarn of a
single dye lot to complete a project, additional skeins of the same
dye lot can sometimes be obtained from other yarn stores or
online. Otherwise, knitters can alternate skeins every few rows to help the dye lots blend together easier.

The thickness or weight of the yarn is a significant factor in determining the gauge, i.e., how many stitches and rows
are required to cover a given area for a given stitch pattern. Thicker yarns generally require thicker knitting needles,
whereas thinner yarns may be knit with thick or thin needles. Hence, thicker yarns generally require fewer stitches,
and therefore less time, to knit up a given garment. Patterns and motifs are coarser with thicker yarns; thicker yarns
produce bold visual effects, whereas thinner yarns are best for refined patterns. Yarns are grouped by thickness into
six categories: superfine, fine, light, medium, bulky and superbulky; quantitatively, thickness is measured by the
number of wraps per inch (WPI). The related weight per unit length is usually measured in tex or dernier.

Transformation of a hank of lavender silk
yarn (top) into a ball in which the

knitting yarn emerges from the center
(bottom). The latter is better for knitting,

since the yarn is much less likely to
tangle.

Before knitting, the knitter will typically transform a hank into a ball where
the yarn emerges from the center of the ball; this making the knitting easier
by preventing the yarn from becoming easily tangled. This transformation
may be done by hand, or with a device known as a ballwinder. When knitting,
some knitters enclose their balls in jars to keep them clean and untangled with
other yarns; the free yarn passes through a small hole in the jar-lid.
A yarn's usefulness for a knitting project is judged by several factors, such as
its loft (its ability to trap air), its resilience (elasticity under tension), its
washability and colorfastness, its hand (its feel, particularly softness vs.
scratchiness), its durability against abrasion, its resistance to pilling, its
hairiness (fuzziness), its tendency to twist or untwist, its overall weight and
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drape, its blocking and felting qualities, its comfort (breathability, moisture absorption, wicking properties) and of
course its look, which includes its color, sheen, smoothness and ornamental features. Other factors include
allergenicity; speed of drying; resistance to chemicals, moths, and mildew; melting point and flammability; retention
of static electricity; and the propensity to become stained and to accept dyes. Different factors may be more
significant than others for different knitting projects, so there is no one "best" yarn. The resilience and propensity to
(un)twist are general properties that affect the ease of hand-knitting. More resilient yarns are more forgiving of
irregularities in tension; highly twisted yarns are sometimes difficult to knit, whereas untwisting yarns can lead to
split stitches, in which not all of the yarn is knitted into a stitch. A key factor in knitting is stitch definition,
corresponding to how well complicated stitch patterns can be seen when made from a given yarn. Smooth, highly
spun yarns are best for showing off stitch patterns; at the other extreme, very fuzzy yarns or eyelash yarns have poor
stitch definition, and any complicated stitch pattern would be invisible.

The two possible twists of yarn

Although knitting may be done with ribbons, metal wire or more exotic
filaments, most yarns are made by spinning fibers. In spinning, the fibers are
twisted so that the yarn resists breaking under tension; the twisting may be done
in either direction, resulting in a Z-twist or S-twist yarn. If the fibers are first
aligned by combing them, the yarn is smoother and called a worsted; by contrast,
if the fibers are carded but not combed, the yarn is fuzzier and called
woolen-spun. The fibers making up a yarn may be continuous filament fibers
such as silk and many synthetics, or they may be staples (fibers of an average
length, typically a few inches); naturally filament fibers are sometimes cut up
into staples before spinning. The strength of the spun yarn against breaking is
determined by the amount of twist, the length of the fibers and the thickness of
the yarn. In general, yarns become stronger with more twist (also called worst),
longer fibers and thicker yarns (more fibers); for example, thinner yarns require
more twist than do thicker yarns to resist breaking under tension. The thickness of the yarn may vary along its
length; a slub is a much thicker section in which a mass of fibers is incorporated into the yarn.

The spun fibers are generally divided into animal fibers, plant and synthetic fibers. These fiber types are chemically
different, corresponding to proteins, carbohydrates and synthetic polymers, respectively. Animal fibers include silk,
but generally are long hairs of animals such as sheep (wool), goat (angora, or cashmere goat), rabbit (angora), llama,
alpaca, dog, cat, camel, yak, and muskox (qiviut). Plants used for fibers include cotton, flax (for linen), bamboo,
ramie, hemp, jute, nettle, raffia, yucca, coconut husk, banana trees, soy and corn. Rayon and acetate fibers are also
produced from cellulose mainly derived from trees. Common synthetic fibers include acrylics,[22] polyesters such as
dacron and ingeo, nylon and other polyamides, and olefins such as polypropylene. Of these types, wool is generally
favored for knitting, chiefly owing to its superior elasticity, warmth and (sometimes) felting; however, wool is
generally less convenient to clean and some people are allergic to it. It is also common to blend different fibers in the
yarn, e.g., 85% alpaca and 15% silk. Even within a type of fiber, there can be great variety in the length and
thickness of the fibers; for example, Merino wool and Egyptian cotton are favored because they produce
exceptionally long, thin (fine) fibers for their type.
A single spun yarn may be knitted as is, or braided or plied with another. In plying, two or more yarns are spun
together, almost always in the opposite sense from which they were spun individually; for example, two Z-twist
yarns are usually plied with an S-twist. The opposing twist relieves some of the yarns' tendency to curl up and
produces a thicker, balanced yarn. Plied yarns may themselves be plied together, producing cabled yarns or
multi-stranded yarns. Sometimes, the yarns being plied are fed at different rates, so that one yarn loops around the
other, as in bouclé. The single yarns may be dyed separately before plying, or afterwards to give the yarn a uniform
look.
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The dyeing of yarns is a complex art. Yarns need not be dyed; or they may be dyed one color, or a great variety of
colors. Dyeing may be done industrially, by hand or even hand-painted onto the yarn. A great variety of synthetic
dyes have been developed since the synthesis of indigo dye in the mid-19th century; however, natural dyes are also
possible, although they are generally less brilliant. The color-scheme of a yarn is sometimes called its colorway.
Variegated yarns can produce interesting visual effects, such as diagonal stripes; conversely, a variegated yarn may
frustrate an otherwise good knitting pattern by producing distasteful color combination.

Glass/Wax

Close-up of 'Jitterbug' - Knitted Glass

Knitted Glass combines knitting, lost-wax casting, mold-making, and
kiln-casting. The process involves 1. knitting with wax strands,[23] 2.
surrounding the knitted wax piece with a heat-tolerant refractory
material, 3. removing the wax by melting it out, thus creating a mold;
4. placing the mold in a kiln where lead crystal glass melts into the
mold; 5. after the mold cools, the mold material is removed to reveal
the knitted glass piece.[24]

Tools

The process of knitting has three basic tasks:
1. the active (unsecured) stitches must be held so they don't drop
2.2. these stitches must be released sometime after they are secured
3. new bights of yarn must be passed through the fabric, usually through active stitches, thus securing them.
In very simple cases, knitting can be done without tools, using only the fingers to do these tasks; however, knitting is
usually carried out using tools such as knitting needles, knitting machines or rigid frames. Depending on their size
and shape, the rigid frames are called knitting boards, knitting rings (also called knitting looms) or knitting spools
(also known as knitting knobbies, knitting nancies, or corkers). There is also a technique of knitting with a crochet
hook that has a cord attached to the end, to hold the stitches while they're being worked. This technique is called
knooking.[25] Other tools are used to prepare yarn for knitting, to measure and design knitted garments, or to make
knitting easier or more comfortable.
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Needles

Knitting needles in a variety of sizes and materials. Different
materials have varying amounts of friction, and are suitable for

different yarn types.

There are three basic types of knitting needles (also
called "knitting pins"). The first and most common type
consists of two slender, straight sticks tapered to a point
at one end, and with a knob at the other end to prevent
stitches from slipping off. Such needles are usually
10–16 inches (250–410 mm) long but, due to the
compressibility of knitted fabrics, may be used to knit
pieces significantly wider. The most important property
of needles is their diameter, which ranges from below 2
to 25 mm (roughly 1 inch). The diameter affects the
size of stitches, which affects the gauge of the knitting
and the elasticity of the fabric. Thus, a simple way to
change gauge is to use different needles, which is the
basis of uneven knitting. Although knitting needle
diameter is often measured in millimeters, there are
several different size systems, particularly those
specific to the United States, the United Kingdom and
Japan; a conversion table is given at knitting needle.

Such knitting needles may be made out of any materials, but the most common materials are metals, wood, bamboo,
and plastic. Different materials have different frictions and grip the yarn differently; slick needles such as metallic
needles are useful for swift knitting, whereas rougher needles such as bamboo offer more friction and are therefore
less prone to dropping stitches. The knitting of new stitches occurs only at the tapered ends. Needles with lighted tips
have been sold to allow knitters to knit in the dark.

Double-pointed knitting needles in various
materials and sizes. They come in sets of four,

five or six.

The second type of knitting needles are straight, double-pointed
knitting needles (also called "DPNs"). Double-pointed needles are
tapered at both ends, which allows them to be knit from either end.
DPNs are typically used for circular knitting, especially smaller
tube-shaped pieces such as sleeves, collars, and socks; usually one
needle is active while the others hold the remaining active stitches.
DPNs are somewhat shorter (typically 7 inches) and are usually sold in
sets of four or five.
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Circular knitting needles in different lengths, materials and sizes,
including plastic, aluminum, steel and nickel-plated brass

Cable needles are a special case of DPNs, although
they usually are not straight, but dimpled in the middle.
Often, they have the form of a hook. When cabling a
knitted piece, a hook is easier to grab and hold the yarn.
Cable needles are typically very short (a few inches),
and are used to hold stitches temporarily while others
are being knitted. Cable patterns are made by
permuting the order of stitches; although one or two
stitches may be held by hand or knit out of order,
cables of three or more generally require a cable
needle.
The third needle type consists of circular needles,
which are long, flexible double-pointed needles. The
two tapered ends (typically 5 inches (130 mm) long)

are rigid and straight, allowing for easy knitting; however, the two ends are connected by a flexible strand (usually
nylon) that allows the two ends to be brought together. Circular needles are typically 24-60 inches long, and are
usually used singly or in pairs; again, the width of the knitted piece may be significantly longer than the length of the
circular needle.
A developing trend in the knitting world is interchangeable needles. These kits consist of pairs of needles with
usually nylon cables or cords. The cables/cords are screwed into the needles, allowing the knitter to have both
flexible straight needles or circular needles. This also allows the knitter to change the diameter and length of the
needles as needed.
The ability to work from either end of one needle is convenient in several types of knitting, such as slip-stitch
versions of double knitting. Circular needles may be used for flat or circular knitting.

Cable needles

Cable needles are a specific design, and are used to create the twisting
motif of a knitted cable. They are made in different sizes, which
produces cables of different widths. When in use, the cable needle is
used at the same time as two regular needles. It functions by holding
together the stitches creating the cable as the other needles create the
rest of the stitches for the knitted piece. At specific points indicated by
the pattern, the cable needle is moved, the stitches on it are worked by
the other needles, then the cable needle is turned around to a different
position to create the cable twist.

Mega needles
Mega knitting needles are generally considered to be any knitting needles larger than size 17 (half inch diameter).
Mega needles may or may not have hooks carved in the ends. Hooks on large diameter needles help enormously to
control the stitches whilst knitting.

Largest circular knitting needles

The largest aluminum circular knitting needles on record are size US 150 and are nearly 7 feet tall. They are owned
by Paradise Fibers and are currently on display in the Paradise Fibers [26] retail showroom.
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Record

Julia Hopson with world-record 3.5 meter long
knitting needles

The current holder of the Guinness World Record for Knitting with the
Largest Knitting Needles is Julia Hopson[27] of Penzance in Cornwall.

Julia knitted a square of ten stitches and ten rows in stockinette stitch
using knitting needles that were 6.5 centimeters in diameter and 3.5
meters long.

Ancillary tools

Some ancillary tools used by hand-knitters. Starting from the bottom right are two
crochet hooks, two stitch holders (quasi-safety pins), and two cable needles in pink

and green. On the left are a pair of scissors, a yarn needle, green and blue stitch
markers, and two orange point protectors. At the top left are two blue point

protectors, one on a red needle.

Various tools have been developed to make
hand-knitting easier. Tools for measuring
needle diameter and yarn properties have
been discussed above, as well as the yarn
swift, ballwinder and "yarntainers". Crochet
hooks and a darning needle are often useful
in binding off or in joining two knitted
pieces edge-to-edge. The darning needle is
used in duplicate stitch (also known as
Swiss darning), while the crochet hook is
also essential for repairing dropped stitches
and some specialty stitches such as tufting.
Other tools are used to prepare specific
ornaments include the pompom tree for
making pompoms conveniently. For large or
complex patterns, it is sometimes difficult to
keep track of which stitch should be knit in
a particular way; therefore, several tools
have been developed to identify the number of a particular row or stitch, including circular stitch markers, hanging
markers, extra yarn and row counters. A second potential difficulty is that the knitted piece will slide off the tapered
end of the needles when unattended; this is prevented by "point protectors" that cap the tapered ends. Another
problem is that too much knitting may lead to hand and wrist troubles; for this, special stress-relieving gloves are
available. Finally, there are sundry bags and containers for holding knitting, yarns and needles.
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Commercial applications
Industrially, metal wire is also knitted into a metal fabric for a wide range of uses including the filter material in
cafetieres, catalytic converters for cars and many other uses. These fabrics are usually manufactured on circular
knitting machines that would be recognised by conventional knitters as sock machines. Many fashion designers
make heavy use of knitting in their fashion collections. Gordana Gelhausen, who appeared in season six of the
television show Project Runway, is primarily a knit designer. Other designers and labels that make heavy use of
knitting include Michael Kors, Fendi, and Marc Jacobs. For individual hobbyists, websites such as Etsy,Liz [28] and
Ravelry have made it easy to sell patterns on a small scale, in a way similar to eBay.

Graffiti
In the last decade, a practice called knitting graffiti, guerilla knitting, or yarn bombing— the use of knitted or
crocheted cloth to modify and beautify one's (usually outdoor) surroundings—emerged in the U.S. and spread
worldwide.[] Magda Sayeg is credited with starting the movement in the US and Knit the City are a prominent group
of graffiti knitters in the United Kingdom.[29] Yarn bombers sometimes target existing pieces of graffiti for
beautification. For instance, Dave Cole is a contemporary sculpture artist who practiced knitting as graffiti for a
large-scale public art installation in Melbourne, Australia for the Big West Arts Festival in 2009. The work was
vandalized the night of its completion.[30] A new movie, shot by a Tasmanian filmmaker on a set made almost
entirely out of yarn, was partially inspired by "knitted graffiti".[31]

Charity
Knitting garments for free distribution to others has become common practice among knitting groups. Girls and
women knitted socks, sweaters, scarves, mittens, gloves, and hats for soldiers in Crimea, the American Civil War,
and the Boer Wars; this practice continued in World War I, World War II and the Korean War, and continues for
soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan. In the historical projects, yarn companies provided patterns approved by the various
branches of the armed services; often they were distributed by local chapters of the American Red Cross. Modern
projects usually entail the knitting of hats or helmet liners; the liners provided for soldiers must be of 100% worsted
weight wool and be crafted using specific colors.
Clothing and afghans are frequently made for children, the elderly, and the economically disadvantaged in various
countries. Pine Ridge Indian Reservation accepts donations for the Lakota people in the United States.
Prayer shawls, or shawls in which the crafter meditates or says prayers of their faith while knitting with the intent on
comforting the recipient, are donated to those experiencing loss or stress.
Many knitters today knit and donate "chemo caps," soft caps for cancer patients who lose their hair during
chemotherapy. Yarn companies offer free patterns for these caps.
Penguin sweaters were knitted by volunteers for the rehabilitation of penguins contaminated by exposure to oil
slicks. The project is now complete.[32]

Chicken sweaters were also knitted to aid battery hens that had lost their feathers. The organization is not currently
accepting donations, but maintains a list of volunteers.[33]

Originally started after the 2004 Indonesian tsunami, Knitters Without Borders [34] is a charity challenge issued by
knitting personality Stephanie Pearl-McPhee that encourages knitters to donate to Médecins Sans Frontières (Doctors
Without Borders). Instead of knitting for charity, knitters are encouraged to a week’s worth of disposable income,
including money that otherwise might have been spent on yarn. Knitted items are occasional offered as prizes to
donors. As of September 2011, Knitters Without Borders donors have contributed CAD$1,062,217.[35]

Security blankets can also be made through the Project Linus organization which helps needy children.[36]
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There are organizations that help reach other countries in need such as afghans for Afghans. This outreach is
described as, "afghans for Afghans is a humanitarian and educational people-to-people project that sends hand-knit
and crocheted blankets and sweaters, vests, hats, mittens, and socks to the beleaguered people of Afghanistan."[37]

Health benefits
Studies have shown that knitting, along with other forms of needlework, provide several significant health benefits.
These studies have found the rhythmic and repetitive action of knitting can “help prevent and manage stress, pain and
depression, which in turn strengthens the body’s immune system”,[38] as well as create a relaxation response in the
body which can decrease blood pressure, heart rate, help prevent illness, and have a calming effect. Pain specialists
have also found that the brain chemistry is changed when one knits, resulting in an increase in "feel good" hormones
(i.e. serotonin and dopamine), and a decrease in stress hormones.[38]

Knitting, along with other leisure activities has been linked to reducing the risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease
and dementia. Much like physical activity strengthens the body, mental exercise makes our brains more resilient.
Scarmeas, N.; Manly, Stern, Tang, Levy (December 26). "Influence of leisure activity on the incidence of
Alzheimer’s Disease". Neurology 57 (12).</ref> <
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Knitted fabric
Knitted fabrics is the third major class of fabric, after woven and nonwoven fabrics.

Structure of knitted fabrics
Knitted fabrics are divided into two basic types: warp-knit fabrics such as tricot and weft-knit fabrics such as a
hand-knit sweater. Weft-knit items have the drawback that they run when cut. Warp-knit fabrics are often used in
lingerie.
•• knits can shrink but can also extend if a rib construction
• knits have nap
•• ribs/wales versus courses
•• generally more elasticity along the course than along the wale

Knitting stitches
Over the long history of knitting across the world, hundreds of different knitting stitches have been created.
The basic building blocks of all hand knitting are the following stitches: knit, purl, cast on, cast off (also known as
bind off), increase and decrease stitches. Use of a combination of these methods can provide a vast number of
different textures to knitted fabrics.
In order to save space in knitting patterns, the names of stitches are normally abbreviated.

Composition of knitted fabrics
The most common fibres used for knitted fabrics are cotton & viscose with or without elastane, these tend to be
single jersey construction and are used for most t-shirt style tops.

History of knitwear
Coco Chanel's 1916 use of jersey in her hugely influential suits was a turning point for knitwear, which became
associated with the liberated woman.[1] Shortly afterwards, Jean Patou's cubist-inspired, color-blocked knits were the
sportswear of choice.[1]

In the 1940s came the iconic wearing of body-skimming sweaters by sex symbols like Lana Turner and Jane Russell,
though the 1950s were dominated by conservative popcorn knits.[1] The swinging 1960s were famously manifested
in Missoni's colorful zigzag knitwear.[1] This era also saw the rise both of Sonia Rykiel, dubbed the "Queen of
Knitwear" for her vibrant striped sweaters and her clingy dresses, and of Kennedy-inspired preppy sweaters.[1]

In the 1980s, knitwear emerged from the realm of sportswear to dominate high fashion; notable designs included
Romeo Gigli's "haute-bohemian cocoon coats" and Ralph Lauren's floor-length cashmere turtlenecks.[1]

Contemporary knitwear designers include Diane von Furstenberg,[2] James Perse or Irakli Nasidze.
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External links
• Sweater Knit Fabric [3]
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English knitting
English knitting, also known as right-hand knitting or throwing, is a style of Western knitting where the yarn to
be knit into the fabric is carried in the right hand. This style is prevalent throughout the English-speaking world,
though it is by no means universal.
Other Western knitting styles include continental knitting (also known as "left-hand knitting") and combined
knitting. Despite the names, choice of knitting style has little to do with the handedness of the knitter; plenty of
left-handed individuals use the English style, and plenty of right-handed knitters use Continental. Various
non-Western styles also exist, many of which are substantially similar to these, but which twist each stitch, making
for a subtly different-looking fabric.

Technique
Here, we assume that there are already stitches on the needles, having been cast on previously. The yarn is wrapped
around the right hand for tension (in one method, the tail of the yarn is wrapped around the little finger of the right
hand for tension, and over the index finger for control—see illustration). The right hand will hold the needle with the
most recently-knit stitches. (If at the beginning of a row, the right hand will hold the empty needle.) The left hand
holds the other needle.

The knit stitch
If the yarn is sitting in front of the right needle (closer to the knitter), it should first be moved between the needles to
the back. We will make one knit stitch into the first loop on the left needle. The right needle is inserted into the left
side of that loop. To see what is happening, we can use the two needles to hold that loop wide open: it is through this
loop that we will pull the new stitch. The yarn is wrapped counter-clockwise (as you look down at it; see photo)
around the right needle, and this new loop is pulled with the right needle through the old one. The stitch is now
complete. To prepare for the next stitch, we now withdraw the left needle from the just-completed stitch.

Holding the yarn Placing the needle Inserting the needle Opening the loop (exaggerated)
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Wrapping the yarn Pulling the loop through

The purl stitch
If the yarn is sitting behind the right needle (away from the knitter), it should first be moved between the needles to
the front. We will make one purl stitch---which looks like the back of a knit stitch---into the first loop on the left
needle. The right needle is inserted into the right side of that loop. Again, to see what is happening, we can use the
needles to hold the loop open. Instead of pulling the new loop forward, the right needle is now situated to pull the
new loop backward through the old loop. The yarn is still wrapped counter-clockwise around the right needle, and
this new loop is then pulled through the old one. The completed stitch is then slid off the left needle.

Inserting the needle Opening the loop (exaggerated) Wrapping the yarn Drawing the yarn through

Continental knitting
Knitting with the yarn in one's left hand is commonly referred to as Continental knitting, German knitting,
European knitting, or left-hand knitting. Unlike English knitting, the yarn is held in the left hand; the motion of
bringing the yarn forward with a knitting needle held in the other hand is thus sometimes known as picking.
Continental knitting can be done at a greater rate than English knitting, as the stitches are formed closer to the needle
points and the yarn has a shorter travel.[1]

Although the general appearance of fabrics produced by Continental and English techniques is the same, there are
subtle differences. the stitches are more square and the fabric is closer when knitted Continental style. Mary Thomas
estimates that the difference can be the equivalent of two needle sizes.[2]

Other knitting styles include English knitting (aka right-hand knitting) and Combined knitting.
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Hand motions

Illustration of how to knit

Illustration of how to purl

The motion of the right wrist is used to slip the right
needle into the loop of the stitch being knitted and
'scoop' or 'hook' the yarn onto the right needle while the
left forefinger holds the yarn across the back of the
stitch. An alternative method of collecting the yarn
involves using the thumb or index finger of the right
hand to hold the yarn in place as the new stitch is being
pulled out of the loop.
This knitting style is often easier to learn for people
with crocheting experience, since the way the yarn is
held in the left hand is similar to crochet, and the
motion of the right hand is similar to the motion seen in
crochet, although the knitting needle is held under the
palm of the hand. One major difference in the motion
of the right wrist is that in crochet the crochet hook
may be held more like a pencil; this method of holding
the knitting needle like a pencil was briefly made
popular around 1900 under the guise of being more
ladylike. Nowadays, however, the majority of knitters
hold both needles under the palm.

Yarn tension

The tension in the yarn is controlled by threading the
yarn through the fingers of the left hand. Typically, the
yarn is looped around the little finger, across the
knuckles and around the index finger.

History

This style originated in continental Europe, specifically
recognized in Germany and began spreading in the
early nineteenth century to surrounding countries. This
is evident in that the Norwegian word for knitting 'binde' gave way to the German word for knitting 'strikke'. [3]

Continental style knitting, being associated with Germany, fell out of favour in English-speaking countries during
World War II; its reintroduction in the United States is often credited to Elizabeth Zimmerman.
Since World War II, both continental and English knitting are used in the United States and England. Japanese
knitters tend to favor the continental style and Chinese knitters for the most part use the English style. Many other
countries generally use continental knitting such as, Portugal, Greece, Turkey, Bolivia, and Peru. [3]
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Knitting Technique

Yarn
This article is about the fibre product. For the type of joke, see Shaggy dog story.

Yarn

Spools of thread

Yarn is a long continuous length of interlocked fibres, suitable for use
in the production of textiles, sewing, crocheting, knitting, weaving,
embroidery, and ropemaking.[] Thread is a type of yarn intended for
sewing by hand or machine. Modern manufactured sewing threads may
be finished with wax or other lubricants to withstand the stresses
involved in sewing.[1] Embroidery threads are yarns specifically
designed for hand or machine embroidery.

Etymology

The word yarn comes from Middle English, from the Old English
gearn, akin to Old High German's garn yarn, Greek's chordē string,
and Sanskrit's hira band.[]

Materials

Yarn can be made from any number of natural or synthetic fibers.
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Natural fibers

Cotton being spun

The most common plant fiber is cotton, which is typically[] spun into
fine yarn for mechanical weaving or knitting into cloth. The most
commonly used animal fiber is wool harvested from sheep. For hand
knitting and hobby knitting, thick, wool yarns are frequently used.

Other animal fibers used include alpaca, angora, mohair, llama,
cashmere, and silk. More rarely, yarn may be spun from camel, yak,
possum, qiviut, cat, dog, wolf, rabbit, or buffalo hair, and even turkey
or ostrich feathers. Natural fibers such as these have the advantage of
being slightly elastic and very breathable, while trapping a great deal
of air, making for a fairly warm fabric.

Other natural fibers that can be used for yarn include linen and cotton.
These tend to be much less elastic, and retain less warmth than the
animal-hair yarns, though they can be stronger in some cases. The
finished product will also look rather different from the woollen yarns.
Other plant fibers which can be spun include bamboo, hemp, corn, and
soy fiber.

Comparison of material properties

A full restored and operative primary-level spinning
machine taking freshly carded cotton tails from

barrels and spinning them into yarn at the Quarry
Bank Mill in the UK.

In general, natural fibers tend to require more careful handling than
synthetics because they can shrink, felt, stain, shed, fade, stretch,
wrinkle, or be eaten by moths more readily, unless special treatments
such as mercerization or superwashing are performed to strengthen,
fix color, or otherwise enhance the fiber's own properties.

Protein yarns (i.e., hair, silk, feathers) may also be irritating to some
people, causing contact dermatitis, hives, wheezing, or other
reactions. Plant fibers tend to be better tolerated by people with
sensitivities to the protein yarns, and allergists may suggest using
them or synthetics instead to prevent symptoms. Some people find
that they can tolerate organically grown and processed versions of
protein fibers, possibly because organic processing standards
preclude the use of chemicals that may irritate the skin.

When natural fibers are burned, they tend to singe and have a smell of burnt hair; synthetic yarns tend to melt.
Noting how an unidentified fiber strand burns and smells can assist in determining if it is natural or synthetic.
Synthetic yarns, because of their construction as long, extruded strands, do not pill the way natural yarns can.
Yarns combining synthetic and natural materials inherit the properties of each parent, according to the proportional
composition. Synthetics are added to lower cost, increase durability, add unusual color or visual effects, provide
machine washability and stain resistance, reduce heat retention or lighten garment weight.
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Structure

A Spinning Jenny, spinning machine which was
significant in the beginning of the Industrial

Revolution

S- and Z-twist yarn

Spun yarn is made by twisting or otherwise bonding staple fibres
together to make a cohesive thread, or "single."[2] Twisting fibres into
yarn in the process called spinning can be dated back to the Upper
Paleolithic,[3] and yarn spinning was one of the very first processes to
be industrialized. Spun yarns may contain a single type of fibre, or be a
blend of various types. Combining synthetic fibres (which can have
high strength, lustre, and fire retardant qualities) with natural fibres
(which have good water absorbency and skin comforting qualities) is
very common. The most widely used blends are cotton-polyester and
wool-acrylic fibre blends. Blends of different natural fibres are
common too, especially with more expensive fibres such as alpaca,
angora and cashmere. Bamboo yarn is a less expensive yarn that is a
recent innovation.

Yarns are selected for different textiles based on the characteristics of
the yarn fibres, such as warmth (wool), light weight (cotton or
bamboo), durability (nylon is added to sock yarn, for example), or
softness (cashmere, alpaca). Acrylic yarn is the least expensive.
Yarns are made up of a number of singles, which are known as plies
when grouped together. These singles of yarn are twisted together
(plied) in the opposite direction to make a thicker yarn. Depending on
the direction of this final twist, the yarn will be known as s‑twist or
z‑twist. For a single, the direction of the final twist is the same as its
original twist.

Filament yarn consists of filament fibres (very long continuous fibres)
either twisted together or only grouped together. Thicker

monofilaments are typically used for industrial purposes rather than fabric production or decoration. Silk is a natural
filament, and synthetic filament yarns are used to produce silk-like effects.

Texturized yarns are made by a process of air texturizing (sometimes referred to as taslanizing), which combines
multiple filament yarns into a yarn with some of the characteristics of spun yarns.

Colour

Yarn comes in many colors

Yarn may be used undyed, or may be coloured with natural or artificial
dyes. Most yarns have a single uniform hue, but there is also a wide
selection of variegated yarns:

•• Heathered or tweed: yarn with flecks of different coloured fiber
•• Ombre: variegated yarn with light and dark shades of a single hue
•• Multicolored: variegated yarn with two or more distinct hues (a

"parrot colourway" might have green, yellow and red)
•• Self-striping: yarn dyed with lengths of color that will automatically

create stripes in a knitted or crocheted object

•• Marled: yarn made from strands of different-colored yarn twisted together, sometimes in closely related hues
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Measurement

A comparison of yarn weights (thicknesses): the
top skein is aran weight, suitable for knitting a

thick sweater or hat. The manufacturer's
recommended knitting gauge appears on the

label: 8 to 10 stitches per inch using size 4.5 to
5.1 mm needles. The bottom skein is sock weight,

specifically for knitting socks. Recommended
gauge: 5 to 7 stitches per inch, using size 3.6 to

4.2 mm needles. These yarns are manufactured in
Japan and have variegated colours in a

random-dyed pattern.

Spool of all purpose sewing thread, closeup
shows texture of 2‑ply, Z‑twist, mercerized cotton

with polyester core.

Yarn drying after being dyed in the early
American tradition, at Conner Prairie living

history museum.

Yarn quantities are usually measured by weight in ounces or grams. In
the United States, Canada and Europe, balls of yarn for handcrafts are
sold by weight. Common sizes include 25 g, 50 g, and 100 g skeins.
Some companies also primarily measure in ounces with common sizes
being three-ounce, four-ounce, six-ounce, and eight-ounce skeins.
These measurements are taken at a standard temperature and humidity,
because yarn can absorb moisture from the air. The actual length of the
yarn contained in a ball or skein can vary due to the inherent heaviness
of the fibre and the thickness of the strand; for instance, a 50 g skein of
lace weight mohair may contain several hundred metres, while a 50 g
skein of bulky wool may contain only 60 metres.

There are several thicknesses of yarn, also referred to as weight. This is
not to be confused with the measurement and/or weight listed above.
The Craft Yarn Council of America is making an effort to promote a
standardized industry system for measuring this, numbering the
weights from 1 (finest) to 6 (heaviest).[4] Some of the names for the
various weights of yarn from finest to thickest are called lace,
fingering, sport, double-knit (or DK), worsted, aran (or heavy
worsted), bulky, and super-bulky. This naming convention is more
descriptive than precise; fibre artists disagree about where on the
continuum each lies, and the precise relationships between the sizes.

A more precise measurement of yarn weight, often used by weavers, is
wraps per inch (WPI). The yarn is wrapped snugly around a ruler and
the number of wraps that fit in an inch are counted.
Labels on yarn for handicrafts often include information on gauge,
known in the UK as tension, which is a measurement of how many
stitches and rows are produced per inch or per cm on a specified size of
knitting needle or crochet hook. The proposed standardization uses a
four-by-four inch/ten-by-ten cm knitted or crocheted square, with the
resultant number of stitches across and rows high made by the
suggested tools on the label to determine the gauge.

In Europe, textile engineers often use the unit tex, which is the weight
in grams of a kilometre of yarn, or decitex, which is a finer
measurement corresponding to the weight in grams of 10 km of yarn.
Many other units have been used over time by different industries.

Some yarn retail stores try to help the customer choose yarn by
attaching a sample knitted square to the shelf holding each display of a
particular weight of yarn, sometimes provided by the manufacturer.
These samples are knit in the industry standard four-by-four inch /
ten-by-ten centimetre gauge. Samples help the buyer by showing them
the texture and thickness of the finished knit fabric.

Notes
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Gauge (knitting)
In knitting, the word gauge is used both in hand knitting and machine knitting; the latter, technical abbreviation GG,
refers to "Knitting Machines" fineness size. In both cases, the term refers to the number of stitches per inch, not the
size of the finished garment. In both cases, the gauge is measured by counting the number of stitches (in hand
knitting) or the number of needles (on a knitting machine bed) over several inches then dividing by the number of
inches in the width of the sample.

Gauge on knitting machines
There are two types of classification of Knitting Gauges or Unit of Measure:
• A – Used for Cotton Fully fashion flat machines (Bentley – Monkey, Textima, Sheller etc..) where “Gauge” is

measured in 1,5” Inches (2,54 cm x 1,5) and the machine's gauge is expressed by the number of needles needed to
achieve that gauge.

• B – Used for hand, mechanical or modern Electronic Flat Machines (Stoll, Shima, Protti etc..), where gauge is
measured in 1 inch increments (or 2,5 cm) and the machine's gauge is similarly measured by the number of
needles required to achieve that number.

Compared graduation scale Gauge (GG) A versus B system: A 30 GG (A) Cotton Fully fashion flat machine (30
needles in 1,5”) is comparable to a 20 GG (B) Electronic Flat machine, a 27 GG (A) is a 18 GG (B), a 18 GG (A) is a
12 GG (B), a 12 GG (A) is a 8 GG (B), a 7,5 GG (A) is a 5 GG (B) and a 4,5 GG (A) is a 3 GG (B).

Factors that affect knitting gauge
The gauge of a knitted fabric depends on the pattern of stitches in the fabric, the kind of yarn, the size of knitting
needles, and the tension of the individual knitter (i.e., how much yarn he or she allows between stitches).
• For example, ribbing and cable patterns tend to "pull in," giving more stitches over an identical width than

stockinette, garter, or seed stitch. Even the same stitch produced in two different ways may produce a different
gauge.

• Thicker yarns with less loft generally produce larger stitches than thinner yarns (reducing the number of stitches
per width and length).

• Larger knitting needles also produce larger stitches, giving fewer stitches and rows per inch; changing needle size
is the best way to control one's own gauge for a given pattern and yarn.

• Finally, the knitter's tension, or how tightly one knits, can affect the gauge significantly. The gauge can even vary
within a single garment, typically with beginning knitters; as knitters become more familiar with a stitch pattern,
they become more relaxed and make the stitch differently, producing a different gauge.

Sometimes the gauge is deliberately altered within a garment, usually by changing needle size; for example, smaller
stitches are often made at the collar, sleeve cuffs, hemline ribbing or pocket edges.

http://www.yarnstandards.com/weight.html
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Uneven knitting
Uneven knitting is a knitting technique in which two knitting needles of different sizes are used. The method is
sometimes used when the knitter has a significantly different gauge on knit and purl stitches. It is also useful for
producing elongated stitches and certain specialty patterns.

Knitting gauge in patterns
To produce a knitted garment of given dimensions, whether from one's own design or from a published pattern, the
gauge should match as closely as possible; significant differences in gauge will lead to a deformed garment. Patterns
for knitting projects almost always include a suggested gauge for the project.
For illustration, suppose that a sweater is designed to measure 40" around the bustline with a gauge of 5 st/inch in the
chosen stitch. Therefore, the pattern should call for 200 stitches (5 st/inch x 40") at the bustline. If the knitter follows
the pattern with a gauge of 4 st/inch, the sweater will measure 50" around the bustline (200 st / 4st/in) -- too baggy!
Conversely, if the knitter follows the pattern with a gauge of 6 st/inch, the sweater will measure ~33" around the
bustline (200 st / 6st/inch) -- too tight! Generally, the gauge should match to better than 5%, corresponding to 1" of
ease in a 20" width. Similar concerns apply to the number of rows per inch.
Luckily, the gauge can be adjusted by changing needle size, without changing the pattern, stitch, yarn, or habits of
the knitter. Larger needles produce a smaller gauge (fewer stitches per inch) and smaller needles produce a larger
gauge (more stitches per inch). If necessary, further adjustments can be made by subtly altering the pattern
dimensions, e.g., shortening a vertically aligned pattern. Ribbing can also be used to "draw in" the fabric to the
proper gauge.

Measuring knitting gauge
To check one's gauge before starting a project, a sample of knitting (a swatch) is made, ideally in the stitch pattern
used in the garment. The swatch edges affect the reading of the gauge, so it's best that the swatch be at least 4"
square and more safely 6–8" square. Dividing the number of stitches used by the actual size of the sample gives the
stitch gauge of that sample. Similarly, the row gauge is calculated by dividing the number of rows knitted by the
length of the sample. Making a swatch also helps familiarize the knitter with the stitch pattern and yarn, which will
lead to a more uniform gauge in the final garment.

References
• June Hemmons Hiatt (1988) The Principles of Knitting, Simon and Schuster, pp. 415–432. ISBN 0-671-55233-3

External links
• knitty.com article on gauge [1]

• Measuring Gauge [2]

• Needle Conversion Chart [3] Shows conversion between current and past US and European knitting needle sizes.
• Yarn Weight and Gauge Chart [4] Recommended needle and crochet hook sizes used to achieve gauge with

various yarns.
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Basic knitted fabrics
Basic knitted fabrics are so fundamental that some types have been adopted as part of the language of knitting,
similar to techniques such as yarn over or decrease. Examples include stockinette stitch, reverse stockinette stitch,
garter stitch, seed stitch, faggoting, and tricot. In some cases, these fabrics appear differently on the right side (as
seen when making the stitch) than on the wrong side (as seen from the other side, when the work is turned).

Stockinette stitch and reverse stockinette stitch
Stockinette stitch (in the UK, Stocking Stitch) is the most basic knitted fabric; every stitch (as seen from the right
side) is a knit stitch. In the round, stockinette stitch is produced by knitting every stitch; by contrast, in the flat,
stockinette stitch is produced by knitting and purling alternate rows.
Stockinette-stitch fabric is very smooth and each column ("wale") resembles a stacked set of "V"'s. It has a strong
tendency to curl horizontally and vertically because of the asymmetry of its faces.
Reverse stockinette stitch is produced in the same way as stockinette, except that the purl stitches are done on the
right side and the knit stitches on the wrong side. In the round, reverse stockinette stitch is produced by purling every
stitch.

Stockinette stitch front. Back of stockinette stitch, also same appearance as reverse stockinette
stitch.
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Garter stitch

Garter stitch

Garter stitch, also known as the Knit stitch, is the most basic form of
welting (as seen from the right side). In the round, garter stitch is
produced by knitting and purling alternate rows. By contrast, in the flat,
garter stitch is produced by knitting every stitch (or purling every stitch,
though this is much less common).

In garter-stitch fabrics, the "purl" rows stand out from the "knit" rows,
which provides the basis for shadow knitting. Garter-stitch fabric has
significant lengthwise elasticity and little tendency to curl, due to the
symmetry of its faces.

Seed stitch
Seed stitch is the most basic form of a basketweave pattern; knit and purl stitches alternate in every column ("wale")
and every row ("course"). In other words, every knit stitch is flanked on all four sides (left and right, top and bottom)
by purl stitches, and vice versa. The Moss Stitch is another name for the seed stitch.
Seed-stitch fabrics lie flat; the symmetry of their two faces prevents them from curling to one side or the other.
Hence, it makes an excellent choice for edging, e.g., the central edges of a cardigan. However, seed stitch is
"nubbly", not nearly as smooth as stockinette.

Faggoting

Faggoting lace.

Faggoting is a variation of lace knitting, in which every stitch is a yarn
over or a decrease. There are several types of faggoting, but all are an
extremely open lace similar to netting.

Like most lace fabrics, faggoting has little structural strength and
deforms easily, so it has little tendency to curl despite being
asymmetrical. Faggoting is stretchy and open, and most faggoting
stitches look the same on both sides, making them ideal for garments like
lacy scarves or stockings.

Tricot knitting
Tricot is a special case of warp knitting, in which the yarn zigzags vertically, following a single column ("wale") of
knitting, rather than a single row ("course"), as is customary. Tricot and its relatives are very resistant to runs, and
are commonly used in lingerie.

Other basic fabrics
Other classes of basic knitted fabrics include ribbing, welting and cables.
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Elongated stitch (knitting)
In knitting, an elongated stitch is a stitch that is longer than others. It may be created by wrapping the yarn around
the righthand needle two or more times, or by placing yarn overs between stitches and dropping them on the next
row.

References
• June Hemmons Hiatt (1988) The Principles of Knitting, Simon and Schuster, pp. 36-39. ISBN 0-671-55233-3

Yarn over
In knitting, a yarn over is technique in which the yarn is passed over the right-hand knitting needle. In general, the
new loop is knitted on the next row, either by itself (producing a hole) or together with an adjacent stitch (e.g., in
"tucked" slip stitches). The yarn-over may also be dropped on the next row, producing a longer stretch of yarn
between the stitches of the previous row. Conversely, the effect of a yarn-over can be obtained by picking up the
yarn between stitches of the previous row; the difference is that the yarn then is shorter, and the flanking stitches of
the previous row may be overly drawn together.
The term "yarn-over" refers only to the act of wrapping the yarn around the needle, and not to the working of the
next existing stitch. Yarn-overs are often used to increase the number of stitches, since knitting a yarn-over creates a
new stitch where none existed previously, but does not use up a stitch on the needle. Yarn-overs are also common in
eyelet and lace knitting, since they produce stable holes in the fabric.
Yarn-overs are also used to slip stitches neatly without having to pass the yarn in front or back. Instead, a yarn-over
is done adjacent to the slipped stitch, and the two are knit together on the following row. Thus, the yarn is "tucked
away" by passing over the slipped stitch, rather than in front or back. This is the basis for brioche knitting.
There are several types of yarn-over, depending on how many times the yarn is wrapped around the knitting needle
and on the direction (chirality) with which the yarn is wrapped. Normally, the yarn is wrapped with a right-handed
chirality, i.e., counterclockwise when looking at the right-hand needle point-on. Wrapping the yarn the other way
(i.e., left-handedly) will result in a plaited stitch if the stitch is knit on the following row.
Wrapping the yarn multiple times produces very long loop, which can yield interesting visual effects. For example, a
row of such long stitches makes an interesting horizontal stripe. Alternatively, the knitting of the long loop can be
deferred until a later row (e.g., 5 rows later); in this case, the loop need not be knit vertically, but can be knit
diagonally, e.g., to form the lower leaves of a flower.
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External links
• Watch Video [1]
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Casting on (knitting)

Long-tail cast-on

In knitting, casting on is a family of techniques for adding new stitches
that do not depend on earlier stitches, i.e., stitches having an
independent lower edge. In principle, casting on is the opposite of
binding off, but the techniques involved are generally unrelated.

Casting on can also be decorated with various stitch patterns,
especially picots. The cast-on stitches can also be twisted clockwise or
counterclockwise as they are added to the needle; this is commonly
done for the single cast-on described above to give it a neater, more
uniform look.

Casting on is sometimes done with two needles, or a needle of larger size; the extra length of yarn in each stitch
gives the edge more flexibility.
When casting on at the beginning, one end of the yarn must be secured to the knitting needle by knotting it, usually
with a slip knot. This knot is unnecessary when casting on in the middle of the fabric (e.g., when making the upper
edge of a buttonhole) since the yarn is already secured to the fabric. The original slip knot can also be pulled out
(after a few rows have been knitted) without damaging the knitted fabric.
Once one loop has been secured around the needle, others can be added by several methods.

Methods for casting on in handknitting
Knit-on cast-on

Perhaps the most straightforward method, in which a new loop is drawn through the previous loop and then
added to the needle. However, this method is deprecated for giving an untidy edge. It can also be done in a
purl version, or even a rib version.

Cable cast-on
A closely related technique, in which a new loop is drawn through the space between the two previous loops
and then added to the needle. This edge is firm and has a neat, corded look; although it may be too bulky with
thick yarns.

Single cast-on
An even simpler method, also called the simple cast-on or "backward loop cast-on," which involves adding a 
series of half hitches to the needle. This creates a very stretchy, flexible edge. It is a common approach for 
adding several stitches to the edge in the middle of a knitted fabric, but it is difficult to knit from and make 
even. A variation is the twisted simple cast on, where you twist the new loop around your thumb, with the yarn
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going around the back of your thumb to the front as in the simple cast-on, but picking up the new loop from
the back side of the loop. This is tighter and neater, but has less elasticity.

Double cast-on
A common method, in which all the loops are made with one yarn, while the other end (the dangling end from
the original slip knot) is used to secure the base of each loop. This method is also called the "knit half-hitch
cast on" or the "long-tail cast on." Although popular, this method requires that the knitter estimate the length
of the dangling yarn before the stitches are cast on; if the dangling yarn is too short, the knitter will run out of
yarn with which to secure the stitches before the full number of stitches have been cast on. In that case, the
knitter will have to pull everything out, re-position the slip knot to give a longer tail, and begin anew. Despite
this shortcoming, it's a good all-around method for casting on. Another variation for this method is to use two
different yarns, one the main yarns that you are using for your project, and the second a piece of contrasting
waste yarn. You attach the two with a slip knot, and then using the waste or contrast yarn as your long tail,
start your row. This is useful if you need to pick up stitches on your cast on edge in order to knit in the
opposite direction. You can also use it decoratively, making the contrast or waste yarn a part of your pattern
design.
To execute it, you start by figuring out how much yarn you expect your cast-on row to require and pulling out
that amount of yarn. Once you have that, put a slip knot on the needle (this is not absolutely necessary, since
the first cast-on stitch will create a slip knot for you in the process, but it is generally more secure to start with
a slip knot). Hold the needle in your right hand and the yarn in your left, with the long tail pulled around your
thumb and hanging in front, and the yarn from ball around your first or second finger, with the ball tail
heading toward the back. Once you have that, take the needle under the front of the long tail, picking up a half
hitch, then back to the yarn over your finger from the top side of the yarn, pulling the loop through the half
hitch you had formed.
This cast on can also be done in a purl and a twisted stitch version as well.

Tubular cast-on
Involves knitting onto a cast on row knitted in a contrasting yarn with half as many stitches. Each knit stitch
into the contrasting stitches is followed by a yarn-over to double the number of stitches. After several rows, a
tuck is formed by knitting together the first and third rows, forming a tube through which elastic can be pulled.
A neat edge, nicely suited for 1x1 ribbing.

Provisional cast-on (standard)
Also known as an "invisible cast-on," since the waste yarn used can be pulled out later to allow the knitter to
continue the knitting in the opposite direction. This cast-on is also the best method for double-knit fabrics,
since the knitting has no boundary; the knitting is continuous from one side of the fabric to the other. Holding
the ends of a waste yarn and the working yarn, make an overhand knot. Place a needle held in the left hand
between the two yarns, with the knot below, the waste yarn held underneath and parallel to the needle out to
the right, and the working yarn up and in front of the needle. Bring the working yarn down behind the needle
and in front of the waste yarn; up behind the waste yarn and over-and-up then down in front of the needle;
down behind the waste yarn; then up in front of the needle. Repeat for each two stitches. When desired number
of stitches is reached, loosely fasten the waste yarn and work as usual with the working yarn. To take out the
provisional cast-on, unfasten the end of the waste yarn and carefully pull it out, picking up the now loose loops
on a needle and working from the opposite direction of previous work.

Double needle cast-on
First, you must put all of your stitches on one needle.

Braided cast-on
Frequently used in mitten edges ...

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Slip_knot
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Chain cast-on
Uses a crochet hook or two knitting needles. To execute, hold a knitting needle in left hand and crochet hook
or second knitting needle in right hand. Make a slip-knot in yarn and put it on the crochet hook or right-hand
needle. Wrap the yarn from the back of the left-hand needle and over to the front, over the crochet hook or
right needle, pass the slip-knot loop over the wrap, leaving the new loop on the crochet hook or right needle.
Repeat, wrapping the yarn over the left-hand needle before passing it over the crochet hook or right needle to
make a new loop, until you have one less stitch than required. Place the last loop on the left-hand needle as the
first stitch that will be worked. This cast-on creates an edge that mimics a standard bind-off edge.

Crochet chain cast-on
For this you need to know how to do a simple crochet chain. Once you have chained enough to equal the
number of stitches you need, plus a few extra, turn the chain over so that you see the bumps that were forming
as you pulled the yarn through the hole. Put your knitting needle through those bumps and knit through it as
normal. This produces the same edge as knitting on.

Provisional chain cast-on
Simply the crochet chain cast-on using waste yarn; this is also an "invisible cast-on" that can be pulled out
later to allow knitting in the opposite direction. Work a crochet chain in waste yarn, loosely fastening the tail
end. With working yarn, pick up the chain-bumps, as for the crochet chain cast-on, to create the working
stitches. To take out the cast-on, simply pull out the tail of the waste yarn at the fastened end and "zip off" the
crochet chain. Pick up the now loose loops and work from the opposite direction of previous work. This is
done in toe-up socks and shawls or scarves with directional patterns that need to start from a center edge.

Turkish cast-on
Used for circular beginnings, often for the toes of socks made toe-up. It is invisible (as with the provisional
cast-on). You begin with two circular needles held one above the other as you look at them (Upper called A,
lower called B). Place a slip-knot on B, and wrap the yarn up behind A. Then begin wrapping it around both
needles, down in front and up in back, until the number of wraps equals half the number of stitches needed.
Slide B along, through the wraps, until they sit on the cable, and the ends dangle on either side. Then bring the
other, loose, end of A up, and knit into the wraps still on A. Once you've knit all of those wraps, pull A until
the wraps are on the cable, and pull B so that the tip of the needle holds the wraps, pointed to the end with the
working yarn. Bring up the other end of B and knit across the wraps again. This completes one round. From
here, you can continue to work around the stitches on the two circular needles, increasing as desired, or switch
to double pointed needles or a single circular needle for the Magic Loop method of knitting circularly.

Magic cast-on
Developed by Judy Becker; also known as the "magic toe-up cast-on," due to its popular use in beginning
toe-up sock construction. Instructions were first published in an issue of the on-line knitting magazine
knitty.com [1].

Circular cast-on
Popularized by Elizabeth Zimmermann as "Emily Ocker's Circular Beginning."

Old Norwegian cast-on
Also known as the "German Twisted cast-on" and similar to the "long-tail cast on" but uses a longer tail due to 
a second twist in the thumb loop. Leaving a tail the necessary length, make a slipknot and place it on a needle 
held in your right hand. The slipknot counts as the first stitch. Place the thumb and index finger of your left 
hand between the yarn ends so that the strand connected to the ball is around your index finger and the tail end 
is around your thumb. Secure the yarn ends with your other fingers and hold your palm upwards, making a V 
of yarn. Bring the needle in front of your thumb, under both yarns around the thumb, down into the center of 
the thumb loop, back forward, and over the top of the yarn around your index finger. Use the needle to catch

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Crochet
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this yarn, then bring the needle back down through the thumb loop, turning your thumb slightly to make room
for the needle to pass through. Drop the loop off your thumb and place your thumb back in the V configuration
while tightening up the resulting stitch on the needle. Instructions published on knittingdaily.com [2].
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External links
• How to Cast on [3]
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Binding off
In knitting, binding off, or casting off, is a family of techniques for ending a column (a wale) of stitches. Binding
off is typically used to define the final (usually upper, taking the cast on edge as the lower) edge of a knitted fabric,
although it may also be used in other contexts, e.g., in making button holes. In principle, binding off is the opposite
of casting on, but the techniques are generally not mirror images of one another. Sometimes, however, they can
produce a mirror image appearance.

Techniques
Binding off generally involves passing the final loop of a wale over the loop of an adjacent stitch. Techniques differ,
however, in how this is done:
Simple bind off

Involves simply passing each loop over an adjacent stitch. (The yarn is passed through the final loop to secure
the whole chain.) This technique produces a tight edge with little elasticity. Its advantages are that (1) it does
not flare as many bound-off edges do; (2) it will retain its length, even under tension (good for shoulder
seams); (3) it does not require that the knitting yarn be nearby; and (4) it can be done in any direction.

Knit bind off
Involves knitting each loop before passing it over the next loop. Note that you start by knitting two stitches as
normal, then pull the first knitted stitch on the right needle over the second knitted stitch on the right needle,
knit the next stitch on the left needle, and continue to the end. This can be done tightly or loosely, depending
on the tension of the knitter. If you want to ensure that the bind-off edge is loose, one method to ensure this is
to use a needle at least two sizes larger than the project needle size.
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Purl bind off
Involves purling each loop before passing it over the next loop. This is simply the purl version of the knit bind
off. You can also do this in pattern, such as a rib pattern.

Decrease bind off
Involves iterative decreases, e.g., "k2tog, return loop to left needle".

Sewn bind off
This involves the use of a tapestry needle with an extremely long tail of the yarn. There are several variations.
The most well-known is from Elizabeth Zimmermann's Knitting without Tears. It produces an extremely
stretchy edge and is excellent for the top of socks. Using this long tail, pull the needle through two front loops
as if to purl, then back through the first stitch as if to knit. Drop the first stitch off. Repeat to the end.

Three needle bind off
This bindoff is used for joining two pieces of knitting, such as the front and back of a sweater by binding off
their stitches together to create a seam. For this bindoff, the two needles (in the case of a sweater, each may
hold the shoulder stitches) are held parallel with the right sides of the knitting facing each other. Binding off as
with the knit bindoff, each stitch is the result of knitting together one stitch from each needle (i.e. pass needle
through first stitch of first needle, first stitch of second needle, wrap yarn, pull through, and drop both stitches)

Tubular bind off
A stretchy bindoff used on a ribbed edge; most helpful for sock and neckline edges.
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Increase (knitting)
In knitting, an increase is the creation of one or more new stitches, which may be done by various methods with
distinctive looks.

Methods of Single Increasing (knitting)
• Yarn-over increase or "eyelet increase" -- The simplest increase is to do a yarn-over between two existing

stitches. On subsequent rows, the yarn-over will be knitted, making a new stitch. This disadvantage of this
method is that a small hole (eyelet) is produced at the yarn-over. This can be improved by twisting the yarn-over
stitch - similar to a "make one" (below).

• Raised Increase -- Lift the strand connecting two knitted stitches in the row below onto the left needle
(effectively producing a yarn-over) and knit it, either normally or twisted. This method (especially if twisted)
leaves almost no hole, since forming the yarn-over stitch from the (presumably tight) connecting strand draws the
two neighboring stitches together.

• Bar increase -- Knit the stitch normally but without transferring the knitted stitch to the right needle; the same
stitch is then knitted through the back loop. (Knitting through the front loop again is not feasible, since it would
undo the first stitch.) This increase makes a bar or a nub on the fabric.

• Moss increase -- Knit the stitch normally but without transferring the knitted stitch to the right needle; the same
stitch is then purled. This increase makes a bar or nub on the fabric.

• Lifted Increase -- For a right-side increase, knit into the right leg of the stitch of the row below the next stitch to
be knit, then knit the next stitch. For a left-side increase, knit one stitch, then knit into the left leg of the stitch of
the row below it. This kind of increase can be visually subtle.

• "Make One" (M1) -- Place a half-hitch loop on the needle between two stitches, either before or after, and
twisted either left or right, depending on desired effect.

• Column of Increases -- A second strand of yarn or roving is passed up the piece. The second strand is used to
make an extra stitch in each row by knitting a doubled stitch up from the lower row. The resulting piece has one
more stitch in each row and each row is in the shape of an inverted V. The column of increases is used to make
square sweater yokes.

Finally, a large number of increases in a row is best done by casting on; examples include buttonholes, etc.

Role in fabric shaping
The typical use for increases and decreases is to taper a flat piece of knitted fabric, e.g., in widening the sleeve of a
sweater from the wrist to the biceps. However, increases and decreases can also be used to produce curvature, i.e., to
make the knitted fabric cup (positive curvature) or gather (negative curvature); in woven fabrics, this curvature is
produced with darts, flares and gussets. A great advantage of knitted fabrics is that they can be shaped nearly
invisibly without seams or cutting (as woven fabrics must) with increases, decreases, and/or short rows.
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Decrease (knitting)

Shown is the first row of decrease stitches knit
into a sweater to create gathering.

A decrease in knitting is a reduction in the number of stitches, usually
accomplished by suspending the stitch to be decreased from another
existing stitch or by knitting it together with another stitch.

Methods of Single Decreasing (knitting)

When more than one stitch is suspended from a stitch, they can hang in
different orders. For example, the first stitch could be on top of the
second stitch (when seen from the right side) or the reverse, leaning to
the left or the right. The order of stitches is important, both for
appearance and for the way it pulls the fabric.
• K2tog ("knit two together") -- Work to the two stitches to be decreased, insert the right-hand needle into the

first two stitches as if to knit, wrap yarn around needle in normal manner, slip the two stitches off together and
drop them. This creates a right-leaning decrease.

• SSK ("slip, slip, knit") -- Work to the two stitches to be decreased, slip two stitches one at a time to the
right-hand needle, as if to knit; insert the left-hand needle into the two stitches from front to back, knit the two
stitches together and drop them. This creates a left-leaning decrease.

• S1, K1, PSSO ("slip one, knit one, pass slipped stitch over") -- This results in a similar look to the SSK but can
appear less tidy. Work to the two stitches to be decreased, slip next stitch to the right-hand needle as if to knit,
knit next stitch, pass slipped stitch over knit stitch. Also creates a left-leaning decrease.

• K2tog tbl ("knit two together through the back loops") -- This looks similar to the SSK or S1, K, PSSO, but is
faster to work. Work to the two stitches to be decreased, then insert the right hand needle into the backs of the
next two stitches (i.e. behind the left-hand needle, such that the two needles are anti-parallel in the stitches). Wrap
the yarn normally and slip the two stitches off the left needle. This makes a left-leaning decrease.

Methods of Double Decreasing (knitting)
Sometimes a double decrease is made, in which three stitches are suspended from a single stitch. This allows for six
possible stitch orders: 123, 132, 213, 231, 312 and 321. Here, the first number is the topmost stitch, and the last
number is the bottommost stitch. Thus, 213 means that the second stitch is uppermost (as seen from the right side),
followed by the first, then third stitches. The uppermost stitch is most important; there is not much visual difference
between 213 and 231.
The simplest double decreases are k3tog and p3tog, which both slant to the right. An attractively symmetric double
decrease is 213, which can be done as follows: slip stitches 1 and 2 knitwise simultaneously, knit stitch 3, then pass
the slipped stitches over the just-knitted stitch.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Gather_%28knitting%29
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Relation to binding off
Binding off is effectively a series of adjacent decreases.
The simplest binding off method is to pass each knitted loop over the loop next to it. The final loop is secured by
passing the knitting yarn through it, so it is best to start at the point furthest from the knitting yarn. This makes a tight
edge, in contrast to other binding off methods that have a tendency to flare out. This method also does not require
that the knitting yarn be nearby, so it can be done at any time or position, e.g., to form button holes.
The next simplest binding off is successive k2tog or p2tog stitches, or their counterparts k2tog tbl and p2tog tbl. In
all these cases, the knitted stitch is returned to the left needle, to be combined with the following stitch.

Role in fabric shaping
Decreases are useful in shaping the edges of knitted pieces, and also in creating surface curvature in pieces, e.g., by
creating darts.

External links
• Videos from KnittingHelp.com [1]
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Short row (knitting)

A ribbed scarf hand-knit with a pattern that uses
short rows.

In knitting, a short row is a row that is not fully knitted; the work is
turned before reaching the end of the row. Just before the work is
turned, the yarn is generally passed around the next unknitted stitch to
prevent a hole from forming at the turning point.

The typical bobble provides a simple illustration of short rows. The
extra bobble stitches are knitted back and forth several times without
knitting the entire row.

Short rows may be used to bend a flat ribbon of knitting, which
requires more fabric on the outside of the curve than on the inside of
the curve. Short rows introduced on the outside edge will cause the
ribbon to bend.
Similar to increases and decreases, a common use for short rows is in
shaping, e.g., in making sock heels or French darts near the bust point.
Short rows introduce extra rows ("courses") of knitting, whereas
increases introduce extra columns ("wales"). In principle, any shaping
possible with other increase/decrease method is also possible with
short rows. However, such shaping is often harder to visualize.

Short rows are also useful in making more attractive bound off edges over multiple rows, e.g., in a raglan armhole, in
a sleeve cap, or over a shoulder slant. The stitches to be bound off can be "held in reserve" on the knitting needles
without being knitted using short rows. At the end, all the stitches can be bound off at once, producing a more
continuous edge without the typical "ladder" of decreases.
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Circular knitting

Knitting using a circular needle.

Four double pointed knitting needles.

Knitting on double points.

Circular knitting or knitting in the round is a form of knitting
that creates a seamless tube. When knitting circularly, the knitting
is cast on and the circle of stitches is joined. Knitting is worked in
rounds (the equivalent of rows in flat knitting) in a spiral.[1]

Originally, circular knitting was done using a set of four or five
double-pointed needles. Later, circular needles were invented,
which can also be used to knit in the round: the circular needle
looks like two short knitting needles connected by a cable between
them.

Longer circular needles can be used to produce narrow tubes of
knitting for socks, mittens, and other items using the Magic Loop
technique. Machines also produce circular knitting; double bed
machines can be set up to knit on the front bed in one direction
then the back bed on the return, creating a knitted tube.[2]

Specialized knitting machines for sock-knitting use individual
latch-hook needles to make each stitch in a round frame.[3]

Many types of sweaters are traditionally knit in the round. Planned
openings (arm holes, necks, cardigan fronts) are temporarily
knitted with extra stitches, reinforced if necessary. Then the extra
stitches are cut to create the opening, and are stitched with a
sewing machine to prevent unraveling.[4] This technique is called
steeking.

The Magic Loop technique Invented by Sarah Hauschka and
written in Beverly Galeska's booklet "The Magic Loop," published
by FiberTrends, the Magic Loop uses a 40-inch-long circular
needle to knit projects of any circumference in the round. The key
is pulling a loop of extra cable out between the stitches halfway
through the round.

Using a 47-inch-long circular needle lets the knitter knit
two-at-a-time projects, like two socks at once, using the Magic
Loop method.

Notes
[1] knitty.com (http:/ / www. knitty. com/ ISSUEfall03/ FEATtheresa. html)
[2] Flat knitting machine having four opposed needle beds - Patent # 4100766 -

PatentGenius (http:/ / www. patentgenius. com/ patent/ 4100766. html)
[3] Sock Machine Museum Sock Knitting Machine Information, Sales, Patterns and Museum (http:/ / www. oldtymestockings. com/

sockmuseum. html)
[4] KidsKnits - Steeks Introduction (http:/ / www. kidsknits. com/ steeks_introduction. html)
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Magic Loop knitting on one circular needle.

The earliest image of circular knitting, from the 15th
century AD.

Further reading
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• Breiter, Barbara, and Gail Diven (2003) The Complete Idiot's
Guide to Knitting and Crocheting Illustrated, 2nd Edition. New
York: Alpha Books. ISBN 978-1-59257-089-8

• KNITFreedom, Knitting in the Round on Magic Loop (http:/ /
knitfreedom. com/ classes/ magic-loop)

External links

• "Large and Small Diameter Circular Knitting videos" (http:/ /
www. knittinghelp. com/ knitting/ advanced_techniques/ ) from
KnittingHelp

• "How to knit with one circular" (http:/ / www. weebleknits. net/
circular. html) from WeebleKnits

• "How to knit with two circulars" (http:/ / www. weebleknits.
net/ twocirculars. html) from WeebleKnits

• "How to knit small circumferences using one long circular
needle" (http:/ / www. weebleknits. net/ mloop. html) from
WeebleKnits
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Flat knitting

A scarf knitted using flat knitting on single pointed needles

Flat knitting on double pointed needles

Flat knitting is a method for producing
knitted fabrics in which the work is turned
periodically, i.e., the fabric is knitted from
alternating sides. Another method of
reaching the same result is to knit alternately
from right to left and left to right without
turning; this back-and-forth technique
requires either innate or learned
ambidextrous motor skills. The two sides (or
"faces") of the fabric are usually designated
as the right side (the side that faces
outwards, towards the viewer and away
from the wearer's body) and the wrong side
(the side that faces inwards, away from the
viewer and towards the wearer's body).

Flat knitting is usually contrasted with
circular knitting, in which the fabric is
always knitted from the same side. Flat
knitting can complicate knitting somewhat
compared to circular knitting, since the
same stitch (as seen from the right side) is
produced by two different movements when
knitted from the right and wrong sides.
Thus, a knit stitch (as seen from the right
side) may be produced by a knit stitch on
the right side, or by a purl stitch on the
wrong side. This may cause the gauge of the
knitting to vary in alternating rows of stockinette fabrics; however, this effect is usually not noticeable, and may be
eliminated with practice (the usual way) or by using needles of two different sizes (an unusual way).

In flat knitting, the fabric is usually turned after every row. However, in some versions of double knitting with two
yarns and double-pointed knitting needles, the fabric may turned after every second row.

In Industrial Knitting applications, the terms "Flat" and "Circular" have very different meanings to those given
above. A "Flat" or
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Flat knitting on a circular needle

Vee Bed knitting machine consists of 2 flat
needle beds arranged in an upside-down "V"
formation. These needle beds can be up to
2.5 metres wide. A carriage, also known as a
Cambox or Head, moves backwards and
forwards across these needle beds, working
the needles to selectively, knit, tuck or
transfer stitches. A flat knitting machine is
very flexible, allowing complex stitch
designs, shaped knitting and precise width
adjustment. It is, however relatively slow
when compared to a circular machine. The
two largest manufacturers of industrial flat
knitting machines are Stoll of Germany, and
Shima Seiki of Japan. The industrial hand
flat knitting machine is considered to be
launched by the Isaac Lamb patents.[1]
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Cable knitting

A cable-knit piece of fabric

Cable knitting is a style of knitting in which textures of crossing
layers are achieved by permuting stitches. For example, given four
stitches appearing on the needle in the order ABCD, one might cross
the first two (in front of or behind) the next two, so that in subsequent
rows those stitches appear in the new order CDAB.

Methods

Two different styles of cable needles.

The stitches crossing behind are transferred
to a small cable needle for storage while the
stitches passing in front (or behind) are
knitted. The former stitches are then
transferred back to the original needle or
knitted from the cable needle itself. Rather
than use a cable needle, some knitters prefer
to use a large safety pin or, for a single
stitch, simply hold it in their fingers while
knitting the other stitch(es). Cabling is
typically done only when working on the
right side of the fabric, i.e., every other row.
This creates a spacer row, which helps the
fabric to relax.

Cable knitting usually produces a fabric that
is less flexible and more dense than typical
knitting, having a much narrower gauge. This narrow gauge should be considered when changing from the cable
stitch to another type of knitted fabric. If the number of stitches is not reduced, the second knitted fabric may flare
out or pucker, due to its larger gauge. Thus, ribbed cuffs on an aran sweater may not contract around the wrist or
waist, as would normally be expected. Conversely, stitches may need to be added to maintain the gauge when
changing from another knitted fabric such as stocking to a cable pattern.

Cables are usually done in stocking stitch and surrounded with reverse stocking; this causes the cables to stand out 
against a receding background. But any combination will do; for example, a background seed stitch in the regions 
bounded by cables often looks striking. Another visually intriguing effect is meta-cabling, where the cable itself is 
made up of cables, such as a three-cable plait made of strands that are themselves 2-cable plaits. In such cases, the 
"inner" cables sometimes go their separate ways, forming beautiful, complex patterns such as the branches of a tree. 
Another interesting effect is to have one cable "pierce" another cable, rather than having it pass over or under the
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other.
Two cables should cross each other completely in a single row because making an intermediate crossing row of
fewer stitches look good is very difficult. For example, where a pair of three-stitch-wide cables cross, all three
stitches of one should cross over the three of the other cable.

Cable braids
Cables are often used to make braid patterns. Usually, the cables themselves are with a knit stitch while the
background is done in purl. As the number of cables increases, the number of crossing patterns increases, as
described by the braid group. Various visual effects are also possible by shifting the center lines of the undulating
cables, or by changing the space between the cables, making them denser or more open.
A one-cable serpentine is simply a cable that moves sinusoidally left and right as it progresses. Higher-order braids
are often made with such serpentines crossing over and under each other.
A two-cable braid can look like a rope, if the cables always cross in the same way (e.g., left over right).
Alternatively, it can look like two serpentines, one on top of the other.
A three-cable braid is usually a simple plait (as often seen styled in long hair), but can also be made to look like the
links in a chain, or as three independent serpentines.
A four-cable braid allows for several crossing patterns.
The five-cable braid is sometimes called the Celtic princess braid, and is visually interesting because one side is
cresting while the other side is in a trough. Thus, it has a shimmering quality, similar to a kris dagger.
The six-cable braid is called a Saxon braid, and looks square and solid. This is a large motif, often used as a
centerpiece of an aran sweater or along the neckline and hemlines.
The seven-cable braid is rarely used, possibly because it is very wide.
It may be helpful to think of a cable pattern as a set of serpentine or wave-like cables, each one meandering around
its own center line. A vast variety of cable patterns can be invented by changing the number of cables, the
separations of their center lines, the amplitudes of their waves (i.e., how far they wander from their center line), the
shape of the waves (e.g., sinusoidal versus triangular), and the relative position of the crests and troughs of each
wave (e.g., is one wave cresting as another is crossing its center line?).
New cable patterns can also be inspired by pictures, scenes from nature, Celtic knotwork, and even the double helix
of DNA.

Cable lattices
In some cases, one can form a lattice of cables, a kind of ribbing made of cables where the individual cable strands
can be exchanged freely. A typical example is a set of parallel two-cable plaits in which, every so often, the two
cables of each plait separate, going left and right and integrating themselves in the neighboring cables. In the
process, the right-going cable of one plait crosses the left-going cable of its neighbor, forming an "X".

Cable textures
Many patterns made with cables do not have a rope-like quality. For example, a deep honeycomb pattern can be
made by adjacent serpentines, first touching the neighbor on the left then the neighbor on the right. Other common
patterns include a "Y"-like shape (and its inverse) and a horseshoe crab pattern.
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Aran sweaters
Many consider cable knitting to reach its heights in the Aran sweater, which consists of panels of different cable
patterns.
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Double knitting

Double knitting.

Double knitting is a form of knitting in which two fabrics are knitted
simultaneously on one pair of needles. The fabrics may be inseparable,
as in interlock knitted fabrics, or they can simply be two unconnected
fabrics. In principle, an arbitrary number of fabrics can be knitted
simultaneously on one pair of knitting needles with yarns, as long as
one is careful.

History

The most famous example of double knitting is the pair of socks
knitted simultaneously on one set of knitting needles by Anna
Makarovna, the nanny in Leo Tolstoy's War and Peace

When the pair was finished, she made a solemn ceremony of pulling one stocking out of the other in the
presence of the children.

Double knit fabric became popular within 1970s fashion; in the 1989 Grammy Award-winning song "Parents Just
Don't Understand," Will Smith comically excoriates his mother for forcing him to wear outdated, 1970s-era
"double-knit reversible slacks." However, the double-knit fabric referred to is a machine-made double-thick
construction with some similarities to handmade double knitting (durability, reversibility) but none of the unique
colorwork and construction possibilities.
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Methods
There are several methods for double knitting, including flat knitting on double-pointed knitting needles; after one
row has been worked with one yarn, the knitter slides the stitches to the other end of the needle and begins the same
row with the next yarn. Only half the stitches are knitted with any one yarn; the rest are slipped. After both passes
are done, the knitter then turns the work and begins another row.
Another common method is to alternate a knit stitch of yarn A with a purl stitch of yarn B. Since the yarn is held to
the back for a knit, and to the front for a purl, this results in two sheets of stockinette stitches, with the wrong (purl)
sides facing each other. Switching colors ties the two sides together for a single double-thick fabric. This method is
often used for elaborate two-color designs, as there are few constraints on how the colors may be used. The finished
item from this method is reversible, each side holding the negative image of the other.
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Combined knitting
Combined knitting or combination knitting is a style that combines elements of Eastern-style knitting with the
Western techniques. The name was suggested by Mary Thomas in her 1938 book "Mary Thomas's Knitting Book",
where she described the technique as "This is the better way to work in Flat Knitting. The resulting fabric is more
even and closer in construction."[1] By wrapping the yarn the opposite way while purling, the knitter changes the
orientation of the resulting loops; then the next row's knit stitches can be formed by inserting the needle from the
right (as in Eastern knitting), rather than from the left. The needle is always inserted from the right, whether knitting
or purling. This technique is suitable for all knitted fabrics from the basic Stockinette stitch, to any other style, such
as Fair Isle, circular knitting, or lace knitting.
The basic adaptation necessary is to substitute "ssk" when directed to "k 2 tog", and vice versa, to orient the slant of
the decrease correctly. Most American and European knitting patterns are currently not written to accommodate the
needs of Combined knitters. The responsibility rests with the individual knitter to have gained sufficient working
knowledge of the changes necessary to convert pattern elements before attempting the entire project, in order for the
design to be knitted successfully.
Knitting instructors unfamiliar with this technique will encounter difficulties teaching classes with students using
this technique. Proper terminology is essential in assisting teachers to provide adequate instruction to these students.
Teachers should familiarize themselves with the works of Annie Modesitt and Anna Zilboorg, among others.
Other basic knitting techniques include English knitting (or "right-hand" knitting) and Continental knitting (or
"left-hand" knitting).
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Warp knitting
Warp knitting is a family of knitting methods in which the yarn zigzags along the length of the fabric, i.e.,
following adjacent columns ("wales") of knitting, rather than a single row ("course"). For comparison, knitting
across the width of the fabric is called weft knitting.
Since warp knitting requires that the number of separate strands of yarn ("ends") equals the number of stitches in a
row, warp knitting is almost always done by machine, not by hand.

Basic pattern of warp knitting. Parallel yarns zigzag
lengthwise along the fabric, each loop securing a loop

of an adjacent strand from the previous row.

Types

Warp knitting comprises several types of knitted fabrics, including
tricot, raschel knits, milanese knits and stitch-bonding. All
warp-knit fabrics are resistant to runs and relatively easy to sew.
Raschel lace—the most common type of lace—is a warp knit
fabric but using many more guide-bars (12+) than the usual
machines which mostly have three or four bars.

• Tricot is very common in lingerie. The right side of the fabric
has fine lengthwise ribs while the reverse has crosswise ribs.[1]

The properties of these fabrics include having a soft and
'drapey' texture with some lengthwise stretch and almost no
crosswise stretch.[1]

• Milanese is stronger, more stable, smoother and more
expensive than tricot and, hence, is used in better lingerie.
These knit fabrics are made from two sets of yarn knitted
diagonally, which results in the face fabric having a fine
vertical rib and the reverse having a diagonal structure, and
results in these fabrics being lightweight, smooth, and
run-resistant.[1] Milanese is now virtually obsolete.

• Raschel knits do not stretch significantly and are often bulky; consequently, they are often used as an unlined
material for coats, jackets, straight skirts and dresses. These fabrics can be made out of conventional or novelty
yarns which allows for interesting textures and designs to be created.[1] The qualities of these fabrics range from
"dense and compact to open and lofty [and] can be either stable or stretchy, and single-faced or reversible.[1] The
largest outlet for the Raschel Warp Knitting Machine is for lace fabric and trimmings.
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• Stitch-Bonding is a special form of warp knitting [2] and is commonly used for the production of composite
materials and technical textiles. As a method of production, stitch-bonding is efficient, and is one of the most
modern ways to create reinforced textiles and composite materials [3] for industrial use. The advantages of the
stitch-bonding process includes its high productivity rate and the scope it offers for functional design of textiles,
such as fiber-reinforced plastics.[3] Stitch-bonding involves layers of threads and fabric being joined together with
a knitting thread, which creates a layered structure called a multi-ply.[4] This is created through a warp-knitting
thread system, which is fixed on the reverse side of the fabric with a sinker loop, and a weft thread layer.[3] A
needle with the warp thread passes through the material, which requires the warp and knitting threads to be
moving both parallel and perpendicular to the vertical/warp direction of the stitch-bonding machine.[4]

Stitch-bonded fabrics are currently being used in such fields as wind energy generation and aviation.[3] Research
is currently being conducted into the usage and benefits of stitch-bonded fabrics as a way to reinforce concrete.
Fabrics produced with this process offer the potential of using “sensitive fiber materials such as glass and carbon
with only little damage, non-crimp fiber orientation and variable distance between threads”.[3]

• Needle shift technique is when “Both outer warp layers [are] secured in one procedure by incorporating a shift of
the needle bar during the stitching process, creating endless possibilities for the arrangement and patterns in the
stitch-bonding process.[2]

• Extended Stitch-Bonding process (or the extended warp-knitting process): the compound needle that pierces the
piles is shifted laterally according to the yarn guides.[2] This then makes it possible for the layers of the
stitch-bonded fabric to be arranged freely and be made symmetrical in one working step.[2] This process is
advantageous to the characteristics of the composite as the “residual stresses resulting from asymmetric alignment
of the layers are avoided, [while] the tensile strength and the impact strength of the composite are improved”.[5]

Advantages
Producing textiles through the warp knitting process has the following advantages[6]

• higher productivity rates than weaving
•• variety of fabric constructions
•• large working widths
•• low stress rate on the yarn that allows for use of fibers such as glass, aramide and carbon
•• the creation of three-dimensional structures that can be knitted on double needle bar raschels

Applications
Warp knitted fabrics have several industrial uses, including producing mosquito netting, tulle fabrics, sports wear,
shoe fabric, fabrics for printing and advertising, coating substrates and laminating backgrounds.[7]

Research is also being conducted into the use of warp knitted fabrics for industrial applications (for example, to
reinforce concrete), and for the production of biotextiles.

Warp Knitting and Biotextiles
The warp knitting process is also being used to create biotextiles. For example, a warp knitted polyester cardiac
support device has been created to attempt to limit the growth of diseased hearts by being installed tightly around the
diseased heart. Current research on animals “have confirmed that...the implantation of the device reverses the disease
state, which makes this an alternative innovative therapy for patients who have side effects from traditional drug
regimes”.[8]
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Ribbing (knitting)

1x1 Ribbing

In knitting, ribbing is a pattern in which vertical stripes of stockinette
stitch alternate with vertical stripes of reverse stockinette stitch. These
two types of stripes may be separated by other stripes in which knit and
purl stitches alternate vertically; such plissé stripes add width and
depth to ribbing but not more elasticity.

The number of knit and purl stripes (wales) are generally equal,
although they need not be. When they are equal, the fabric has no
tendency to curl, unlike stockinette stitch. Such ribbing looks the same
on both sides and is useful for garments such as scarves.

Ribbing is notated by (number of knit stitches) x (number of purl
stitches). Thus, 1x1 ribbing has one knit stitch, followed by one purl
stitch, followed by one knit stitch, and so on.

Ribbing has a strong tendency to contract laterally, forming small pleats in which the purl stitches recede and the
knit stitches come forward. Thus, ribbing is often used for cuffs, sweater hems and, more generally, any edge that
should be form-fitting. The elasticity depends on the number of knit/purl transitions; 1x1 ribbing is more elastic than
2x2 ribbing, etc. However, some cable patterns may "pull in" more than ribbing (i.e., have a smaller gauge); in such
cases, a ribbed border may flare out instead of contracting.
Slip stitches may be added to increase the depth of the ribbing, and to accentuate the stitches of certain wales. For
example, the knit stitches can be slipped every other row to double their height and make them come forward.
Ribs can be decorated with nearly any motif used for a plain knitted fabric, e.g., bobbles, cables, lace, various colors,
and so on.
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Lace knitting

Lace knitting.

Lace knitting is a style of knitting characterized by stable "holes"
in the fabric arranged with consideration of aesthetic value. Lace is
sometimes considered the pinnacle of knitting, because of its
complexity and because woven fabrics cannot easily be made to
have holes. Some consider that "true" knitted lace has pattern
stitches on both the right and wrong sides, and that knitting with
pattern stitches on only one side of the fabric, so that holes are
separated by at least two threads, is technically not lace, but "lacy
knitting", although this has no historical basis.[1]

Eyelet patterns are those in which the holes make up only a small
fraction of the fabric and are isolated into clusters (e.g., little
rosettes of one hole surrounded by others in a hexagon).

At the other extreme, some knitted lace is almost all holes, e.g.,
faggoting. Famous examples include the wedding ring shawl of
Shetland knitting, a shawl so fine that it could be drawn through a
wedding ring. Shetland knitted lace became extremely popular in
Victorian England when Queen Victoria became a Shetland lace
enthusiast. From there, knitting patterns for the shawls were
printed in English women's magazines where they were copied in Iceland with single ply wool.

Rectangular lace shawl on the needles. White threads
("lifelines") are strung through the pattern every twenty

rows and will be removed upon completion.

Knitted lace with no bound-off edges is extremely elastic,
deforming easily to fit whatever it is draped on. As a consequence,
knitted lace garments must be blocked or "dressed" before use, and
tend to stretch over time.

Some lace is distinguished by its shape and method. Faroese lace
shawls are knit bottom up with center back gusset shaping unlike a
more common neck down, triangular shawl.
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Technique

Lace scarf during blocking

A hole can be introduced into a knitted fabric by pairing a yarn over
stitch with a nearby (usually adjacent) decrease. If the decrease
precedes the yarn over, it typically slants right as seen from the right
side (e.g., k2tog, not k2tog tbl; see knitting abbreviations). If the
decrease follows the yarn over, it typically slants left as seen from the
right side (e.g., k2tog tbl or ssk, not k2tog). These slants pull the fabric
away from the yarn over, opening up the hole.

Pairing a yarn over with a decrease keeps the stitch count constant.
Many beautiful patterns separate the yarn over and decrease stitches,
e.g., k2tog, k5, yo. Separating the yarn over from its decrease "tilts" all
the intervening stitches towards the decrease. The tilt may form part of
the design, e.g., mimicking the veins in a leaf.

There are few constraints on positioning the holes, so practically any
picture or pattern can be outlined with holes; common motifs include
leaves, rosettes, ferns and flowers. To design a simple lace motif, a
knitter can draw its lines on a piece of knitting graph paper;
right-slanting lines should be produced with "k2tog, yo" stitch-pairs (as
seen on the right side) whereas left-slanting lines should be produced
with "yo, k2tog tbl" (or, equivalently, "yo, ssk" or "yo, skp") stitch
pairs (again, as seen on the right side). More sophisticated patterns will
change the grain of the fabric to help the design, by separating the yarn
overs and decreases.

It is common for lace knitters to insert a "lifeline", a strand of
contrasting yarn threaded through stitches on the needle, at the end of every pattern repeat or after a certain number
of rows. This allows the knitter to rip out a controlled number of rows if a mistake is discovered.

Simple examples
A horizontal row of holes can be produced by the pattern: *k3, k2tog, yo, k3*.
A pair of vertical columns can be produced by stacking the pattern: (k, k2tog, yo, k, yo, k2tog tbl, k) on the right
side. Here the flanking decreases slant outwards away from the central stitch. For a thicker central column, one can
move the decreases so that they slant inwards: (k, yo, dec 2 symmetrically, yo, k). For making the same pattern on
the wrong side, the converse stitch patterns are: (p, p2tog, yo, p, yo, p2tog tbl, p) and (p, yo, dec 2 symmetrically, yo,
p), respectively.
A diagonal row of holes can be made by shifting the (yo, dec) every row or every other row, e.g.,
•• Row 1: k, k2tog, yo, k5
•• Row 3: k3, k2tog, yo, k3
•• Row 5: k5, k2tog, yo, k1

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ABlockedLaceScarf.JPG
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History and comparison to other laces
Lace knitting is generally not as fine as other forms of lace, such as needle lace or bobbin lace. However, it is better
suited for garments, being softer and much faster to produce.
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Slip-stitch knitting

A scarf made using a slip-stitch pattern to create
elongated stitches.

Slip-stitch knitting is a family of knitting techniques that use slip
stitches to make multiple fabrics simultaneously, to make extra-long
stitches, and/or to carry over colors from an earlier row.

Basic methods

In the basic slip stitch the stitch is passed from the left needle to the
right needle without being knitted. The yarn may be passed invisibly
behind the slipped stitch (wyib="with yarn in back") or in front of the
slipped stitch (wyif="with yarn in front"), where it produces a small
horizontal "bar". The wyif slipped stitch is less common, although
several knitting patterns use it to produce a visual effect like woven
cloth. Alternatively, the yarn can be "tucked", i.e., made into a yarn-over that is knitted together with the slipped
stitch on the next row; like the simpler wyib, this is invisible.

If knitted on the next row, the wyib slipped stitch is twice as tall as its neighboring stitches. A vertical column of
such "double-height" stitches is a nice accent, e.g., on a scarf or in a sweater, particularly in a contrasting color.

Double knitting with slip stitches
Slip stitches may be used for an easier method of double knitting that requires only one yarn be handled at one time.
As a concrete example, consider a two-color pattern with a multiple of four stitches (labeled ABCD) being knit on
double-pointed circular needles. On the first row, using color 1, stitch A is knitted, stitch B is purled, stitch C is
slipped wyib and stitch D is slipped wyif. The knitter then slides the stitches back to the beginning (recall that the
needles are double-pointed). Then, using color 2, stitch A is slipped wyib, stitch B is slipped wyif, stitch C is knitted
and stitch D is purled. The knitter then turns the work and repeats indefinitely. The knitted and slipped wyib stitches
come forward, whereas the purled and wyif stitches recede, resulting in a (very warm!) double-knit scarf alternating
in the two colors with beautiful drape. The knit and purl stitches produce the front and back fabrics, respectively, of
the double-knitted fabric while the slipped stitches allow for the alternation of color.
An even simpler slip-stitch pattern generates two fabrics at once on the same needle. Consider the pattern: * knit 1, 
slip 1 wyif *. At the end of the row, turn the work. Then knit the stitches that were slipped and slip (again wyif) the 
stitches that were knitted. In the end, one should obtain a "pocket" that can be opened (be sure to use wyif 
slip-stitches during binding off as well!) The wyif slip stitch prevents the yarn from crossing over to the back fabric, 
so that only the front fabric is knitted in any row. This is probably the secret technique of Anna Makarovna from Leo
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Tolstoy's War and Peace, who always knit two socks simultaneously
When the pair was finished, she made a solemn ceremony of pulling one stocking out of the other in the
presence of the children.

Mosaic knitting
Mosaic knitting uses two colors (usually both held at one side), but only one yarn is handled at one time. Let the first
and second yarns be called "black" and "white" for specificity, although any two colors may be used. The knitter
casts on an entirely white row. The knitter then introduces the black yarn and knits two rows, across and back. If a
white stitch is desired at a given position, the stitch (from the white row below) is slipped wyib; by contrast, if a
black stitch is desired, the stitch is knitted using the black yarn. The second (return) row repeats the slip/knit choices
of the first row, effectively giving double height. (Note that, on the return row, the stitches are slipped wyif, since the
fabric is being knitted from the wrong side.) The knitter then takes up the white yarn and knits two rows, across and
back. Now if a white stitch is desired at a given position, the stitch is knitted with the white yarn; by contrast, if a
black stitch is desired, the stitch is slipped from the row below (if it is black). If a black stitch is needed in a
white-yarn row and the stitch of the previous row was white (i.e., slipped), the pattern is impossible for mosaic
knitting. Therefore, any black or white vertical stripe must begin and end with the corresponding yarn, which implies
that the number of knitted rows in any vertical stripe must be 2 times an odd number, i.e., 2x1=2, 2x3=6, 2x5=10,
etc. However, this constraint on possible patterns can be well-hidden if the pattern is large enough.
Mosaic knitting can produce many beautiful patterns, particularly geometrical or Grecian designs. Historically,
mosaic patterns are rather rectilinear, being composed mainly of thin horizontal and vertical stripes that meet at right
angles. However, mosaic knitting has limitations relative to other techniques for producing color patterns in knitting
such as Fair-isle knitting. Depending on the pattern, a mosaic-knit fabric may be stiff and tense, due to the many
slipped stitches; such fabrics may be better for coats and jackets, which do not require as much drape. The tension in
the fabric may also distort the rectilinear lines into curves. These problems may be overcome by judiciously
elongating the stitches. Some color patterns may be impossible for mosaic knitting, if they require too many slipped
stitches or if the colors do not line up conveniently (as described above). Blocks of solid colors can be done in
mosaic knitting, but require many slipped stitches in a row; hence, blocks of solid colors are usually broken up with
stippling, i.e., with regularly spaces spots of the opposing color. On the other hand, mosaic knitting is significantly
lighter than Fair-isle knitting, which is nearly twice as thick and bulky. Long horizontal bars of the same color are
also more convenient in mosaic knitting than they are in Fair-isle knitting (where such bars require that the other
colors be held at the back for long runs).
A simple extension of mosaic knitting is to use multiple colors, rather than just two, although the limitations on the
pattern become even more severe. Another variant is to hold the yarns on opposite edges (or to knit circularly),
which allows the knitter to knit only one row per color.
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Plaited stitch (knitting)
In knitting, a plaited stitch is a single knitted stitch that is twisted clockwise (right over left) or counterclockwise
(left over right), usually by one half-turn (180°) but sometimes by a full turn (360°) or more.

Methods

Large-scale illustration of plaited stitches in knitting

Plaited stitches can be produced in several ways. Knitting into the
back loop produces a clockwise plaited stitch in the lower stitch
being knitted (i.e., the loop that was on the left-hand needle.) The
clockwise-plaited stitch is also called a left crossed stitch, since the
left strand (i.e., the outgoing strand) of the loop crosses over the
right incoming strand. Left-crossed stitches are sometimes called
twisted stitches, although the latter term might be confused with
similar terms from cable knitting. Conversely, a counterclockwise
plaited stitch can be produced if the yarn is wrapped around the
needle in the opposite direction as normal while knitting a stitch.
Such a stitch is also called a "right crossed stitch", since the right
incoming strand crosses over the left outgoing strand. Here, the
plait appears in the upper stitch being knitted, i.e., in the new loop
being formed. In the "brute-force" approach, the knitter can produce any sort of plaiting by removing the stitch to be
knitted from the left-hand needle, twisting it as desired, then returning it to the left-hand needle and knitting it.

Applications in knitting
Both clockwise and counterclockwise plaited stitches are often repeated in wales, i.e., in columns of knitting, where
they make attractive, subtly different ribbings. Fabrics made with plaited stitches are stiffer than normal and "draw
in" sideways, i.e., have a smaller widthwise gauge.
Extra-long, full-turn clockwise plaited stitches can be made by knitting through the back loop and wrapping the yarn
twice; this is an attractive stitch when repeated in a row, creating openness and a change in scale that enlivens even
simple stockinette or garter stitch.
Plaited stitches are also useful in increases and decreases, both for drawing the fabric together and for covering
potential "holes" in the fabric.
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As a method for correcting errors
As an aside, knitting through the back loop is a useful technique for untwisting stitches on the left-hand needle that
"hang backwards". Such stitches are often produced when a knitted fabric is partially pulled out and some stitches
are accidentally put back onto the needle with a backwards twist.
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Welting (knitting)

Several types of welting are knit into the front of
this jacket, including horizontal ribbing, bobbles

and garter stitching.

In knitting, welting is the horizontal analog of ribbing; that is, one or
more horizontal rows of knit stitches alternating with one or more rows
of purl stitches.

The simplest welting is garter stitch, in which knit rows alternate with
purl rows. If the fabric is produced "in the round", the effect is simply
produced by knitting one row, then purling the next. If the fabric is
being knit back-and-forth, turned after every row, the effect is
produced even more simply by knitting each row—first from the right
side, then from the wrong side.

Similar to ribbing, a welting pattern can be specified by the number of
knit rows followed by the number of purl rows, e.g., 1x1 welting is
garter stitch. Many complicated patterns of purely horizontal stripes are possible, which can be worked in yarns of
different color, thickness and texture for added visual interest, e.g., wide stripes of red chenille alternating with
narrow stripes of black worsted wool.

Welts can be decorated with nearly any motif used for a plain knitted fabric, e.g., bobbles, lace, and various colors.
However, cables cannot be made horizontally; if desired, cables must be worked as a separate piece.
A tuck can be created when a previous row is knit together, stitch by stitch, with the present row, forming a round
ridge that projects outwards towards the right side. Used as a decorative detail.
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Bobble (knitting)

Raised round bobbles are knit into the placket and
along the outer shoulders and sleeves of this

jacket.

A close-up view of hand-knit bobbles.

In knitting, a bobble is a localized set of stitches forming a raised
bump. The bumps are usually arranged in a regular geometrical pattern
(e.g., a hexagonal grid) or may be figurative, e.g., represent apples on a
knitted tree.

The basic idea of a bobble is to increase into a single stitch, knit a few
short rows, then decrease back to a single stitch. However, this leaves
many choices: how to increase and how many stitches, how many short
rows to work, and how to decrease.

A bobble can also be a yarn Pom-pon used to decorate knitted items
such as Bobble hats.
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Persons

Elizabeth Zimmermann
Elizabeth Zimmermann (August 9, 1910 – November 30, 1999) was a British-born knitter known for
revolutionizing the modern practice of knitting through her books and instructional series on American public
television.[]

Though knitting back and forth on rigid straight needles was the norm, she advocated knitting in the round using
flexible circular needles to produce seamless garments and to make it easier to knit intricate patterns. She also
advocated the Continental knitting method, claiming that it is the most efficient and quickest way to knit. During
World War II, German or continental knitting fell out of favor in the UK and US due to its association with
Germany. Many English-language books on knitting are in the English or American style. Elizabeth Zimmermann
helped to re-introduce continental style knitting to the United States.

Early life
Born in England as Elizabeth Lloyd-Jones, she attended art schools in Switzerland and Germany.[] Her
autobiographical "Digressions" in the book Knitting Around reprinted many of her original artworks alongside the
text. Zimmermann learned to knit first from her mother and aunts (English Style) and then later from her Swiss
governess (German or Continental Style).

Career

Business
EZ (as she is known among knitters) eventually migrated to the United States with her new husband, German
brewery master Arnold Zimmermann. The Zimmermanns initially settled in New York and eventually moved across
country, finally settling in Wisconsin in a converted schoolhouse which would become home to Schoolhouse Press, a
mail-order knitting business still based in the schoolhouse and run by her daughter Meg Swansen.[]

Initiatives
Zimmermann is credited with knitting the first example of an Aran sweater seen in an American magazine (Vogue
Knitting). (While it may have been the first item knitted, another pattern had been published 2 years previously. The
pattern for which EZ knitted the model was published in Vogue Pattern Book in 1958, while a collection of patterns
for men's and women's Aran sweaters with matching socks and mittens, entitled "Hand Knits from the Aran Islands,"
was published in a 1956 issue of Woman's Day Magazine.)
According to her posthumously published book The Opinionated Knitter, a yarn-company editor altered
Zimmermann's circular knitting instructions for a Fair Isle Yoke pullover after she submitted the sweater, rendering
it in the back-and-forth "flat" knitting method that was more popular among American knitters at the time. This
alteration led Zimmermann to begin to publish her own instructions as Wool Gatherings.
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US television
Zimmermann's PBS knitting series is still available on VHS and DVD. In one episode, a police officer (and friend of
the family) pulled Zimmermann and her husband over for "knitting without a license." (Always knitting, she'd even
developed the ability to knit while on the back of her husband's motorcycle.) In The Opinionated Knitter,
Zimmermann's daughter Meg notes that while her mother wanted to call her first book The Opinionated Knitter, her
publishers changed it to Knitting Without Tears. However, the former perhaps best expresses Zimmermann's knitting
philosophy. In all her published works (print and video), she encouraged knitters to experiment and develop their
own patterns and ideas, letting their latent creativity unfold.

Legacy

EPS system
Her "EPS" (Elizabeth's Percentage System) is still widely used by designers: it consists of a mathematical formula to
determine how many stitches to cast on for a sweater, given that the sleeves and body are usually proportionate no
matter what yarn or gauge is used.

Original patterns
Other patterns and techniques for which she is well known are the so-called "Pi Shawl," a circular shawl that
Zimmermann claimed was formed by regularly spaced increases based on Pi -- as she said in her book Knitter's
Almanac, [1] "the geometry of the circle hing[es] on the mysterious relationship of the circumference of a circle to its
radius. A circle will double its circumference in infinitely themselves-doubling distances, or, in knitters' terms, the
distance between the increase-rounds, in which you double the number of stitches, goes 3, 6, 12, 24 and so on." The
shawl is not, however, based on Pi in any special way, but only on the property common to all two-dimensional
shapes in Euclidean geometry that all dimensions increase by the same factor at the same rate; the circular shape is
simply created by regularly spacing the increases). Zimmermann is also known for the "i-cord" (or "idiot cord"), and
the "Baby Surprise Jacket," which is knitted completely flat and then folded, origami-style, to create a shaped jacket.
She also founded a series of Knitting Camps that continue to this day under her daughter's direction.
In her obituary, The New York Times wrote, "Mrs. Zimmermann chose to play down her influence on knitting,
coining the term unventions for her woolly inventions." [2]

Death
Zimmermann was the first knitter to be honored with a full obituary and article in the New York Times titled "E.
Zimmermann Is Dead at 89; Revolutionized Art of Knitting." It appeared on Sunday, December 12, 1999.[] Her
motto was: "Knit on with confidence and hope, through all crises."
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Accessories and Glossary

Knitting abbreviations
Knitting abbreviations are often used for brevity in describing knitting patterns.

Types of knitting abbreviations
Knitting abbreviations can be grouped by what they describe:
•• side of work

RS and WS signify the "right side" and "wrong side" of the work.
•• type of stitch

k means a knit stitch and p means a purl stitch. Thus, "k2, p2", means "knit two stitches, purl two stitches".
Similarly, sl st describes a slip stitch, whereas yarn-overs are denoted with yo.

•• scope of stitch

The modifier tog indicates that the stitches should be knitted together, e.g., "k2tog" indicates that two stitches
should be knitted together as though they were one stitch. psso means "pass the slipped stitch over". pnso
means "pass the next stitch over".

•• orientation of stitch

The modifier tbl indicates that stitches should be knitted through the back loop. For example, "p2tog tbl"
indicates that two stitches should be purled together through the back toop. kwise and pwise connote
"knitwise" and "purlwise", usually referring to a slip stitch.

•• insertion point of stitch

k-b and k1b mean "knit into the row below". Similarly, p-b and p1b mean "purl into the row below".
p tbl; P1 tbl; or P1b: Purl through the back loop.

•• short combinations of stitches

MB means "make bobble". ssk means "slip, slip, knit", i.e., the decrease "slip two stitches knitwise
individually, then knit them together through the back loop". skp is another decrease, meaning "slip, knit, pass
the slipped stitch over the just knitted stitch". (As an aside, both of these decreases are equivalent to the
simpler "k2tog tbl".)

•• repetition of stitches

Patterns of stitches that should be repeated for as many stitches as possible are enclosed in asterisks *...*. For
example, "*k2,p2*" means "repeatedly knit two stitches, purl two stitches as long as possible, i.e., until there
are fewer than four stitches left in the row". alt stands for "alternately".

•• position of yarn

wyib and wyif mean "with yarn in back" and "with yarn in front", respectively. Used primarily with slipped
stitches.

•• beginnings and endings

BO and CO mean "bind off" and "cast on", respectively.
•• overall pattern

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Binding_off_%28knitting%29
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St st, rev St st and g st signify "stockinette stitch", "reverse stockinette stitch" and "garter stitch", respectively.
•• cable instructions

LT and RT signify "left twist" and "right twist", respectively. FC and LC indicate "front cross" or "left cross"
(the same thing), whereas BC and RC indicate "back cross" or "right cross" (again the same thing).

•• color changes

MC means "main color"; CC means "contrasting color".
•• decreases

k2tog indicates two stitches should be knitted together as one, used for making decreases in a row.
•• increases

m1 means "make one stitch". kfb or pfb means "knit or purl into the front and back of a stitch".
•• positional abbreviations

rem means "remaining". foll means "following". beg means "beginning". cont means "continue". incl means
"including".

List of knitting abbreviations
• ( ): work instructions between parentheses, in the place directed
• [ ]: work instructions between brackets, as many times as directed
• * : repeat instructions following the single asterisk as directed
• * * : repeat instructions between the asterisks as directed
• alt: Alternate.
• approx: Approximately.
• BC: Back cross.
• beg: Beginning.
• bet: Between.
• BO: Bind off.
• CA: Colour A.
• CB: Colour B.
• CC: Contrasting colour.
• cdd: Centre double decrease. Slip 2 stitches together, knit one stitch, pass the slipped stitches over (together).
• ch: Chain using crochet hook.
• cn: Cable needle.
• CO: Cast on.
• cont: Continue.
• C 2 L: Cross two stitches to the left.
• C 2 R: Cross two stitches to the right.
• C2PL: Cross two, purl left.
• C2PR: Cross two, purl right.
• dec(s): Decreases.
• DK: Double knitting weight yarn.
• dpn (or dp): Double pointed needles.
• EON: End of needle.
• EOR: End of row.
• FC: Front cross.
• fl: Front loops.
• foll: Following.
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• g (or gr): Gramme.
• grp(s): Groups.
• g st: Garter stitch, knit every row.
• incl: Including.
• inc(s): Increases.
• hk: Hook.
• k: Knit.
• K1b: Knit one through the back loop.
• k1 f&b (or kfb): Knit one stitch in the front, then another through the back. Also known as a Bar Increase.
• K1 tbl: Knit one through the back loop.
• k2tog: Knit two stitches together.
• k2tog tbl: Knit two stitches together, through the back loop.
• k-b: Knit through the back loop.
• k tbl: Knit one through the back loop.
• kfb: Knit into the front and back of a stitch, an increase.
• kll: Knit left loop; an increase.
• krl: Knit right loop; an increase.
• k-wise: Knit wise.
• LC: Left cross (in knitting cables).
• LH: Left hand.
• lp(s): Loop(s).
• LT: Left twist, to cross stitches and twist two strands of yarn.
• M1: Make one stitch, an increase.
• M1A: Make one away, an increase.
• M1B: Make one back, an increase.
• M1F: Make one front, an increase.
• M1L: Make one left, an increase.
• M1R: Make one right, an increase.
• M1T: Make one towards, an increase.
• MB: Make bobble.
• MB#2: Make bobble number 2.
• mm: Millimetre.
• no: Number.
• oz: Ounces.
• p: Purl.
• p1 f&b: Purl into the front and back of a stitch, an increase (also called pfb)
• p2tog: Purl two stitches together.
• p2tog: Purl two together through the back loops.
• pat(s) (or patt(s)): Patterns.
• pfb: Purl into the front and back of a stitch, an increase.
• pm: Place marker.
• pnso: Pass next stitch over.
• pop: Popcorn stitch.
• prev: Previous.
• psso: Pass slipped stitch over (as in slip 1, knit 1, then pass the slipped stitch over the knit stitch)
• pu: Pick up stitches.
• p-wise: Purl-wise.
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• RC: Right cross (as in: cross 2 R).
• rem: Remaining.
• rep: Repeats.
• rev St st: Reverse stocking (stockinette) stitch.
• RH: Right hand.
• Rib: Ribbing.
• rnd(s): Round(s). In circular knitting, rows are called "rounds".
• RS: Right side, meaning the right side of the fabric (the side meant to be shown on the outside).
• RT: Right twist, to twist two strands of yarn and cross stitches.
• sk: Skip.
• sk2p: Slip1, knit 2 tog, pass slipped stitch over (a double decrease).
• SKP (or skpo): Slip, knit, pass slipped stitch over the knit stitch (the same as sl1, k1, psso).
• sl (or s): Slip a stitch.
• sl st: Slip stitches.
• sp(s): Space(s).
• ss: Slip stitch(es), Canada.
• ssk: Slip a stitch, slip the next stitch, knit the slipped stitches together; a decrease.
• ssk (improved): slip one stitch, slip the next stitch purl-wise, knit slipped stitches together.
• ssp: Slip a stitch, slip the next stitch, purl. A decrease.
• sssk: Slip, slip, slip, knit 3 slipped stitches together. A double decrease.
• st(s): Stitch(es)
• St st: Stocking (stockinette) stitch.
• T2L: Twist two to the left.
• T2R: Twist two to the right.
• tbl: Through the back loop.
• tog: Together.
• won: Wool over needle.
• wrn: Wool around needle.
• WS: Wrong side, or reverse side, meaning the side of the fabric meant to be worn on the inside.
• wyib: With yarn in back.
• wyif: With yarn in front.
• yb (or ybk): Yarn back.
• yd(s): Yards.
• yfon: Yarn forward and over needle.
• yfrn: Yarn forward and around needle.
• yfwd (or yf): Yarn forward.
• yo: Yarn over and wrap the yarn around the right needle.
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Knitting needle

Bamboo knitting needles

A knitting needle or knitting pin is a tool in
hand-knitting to produce knitted fabrics. They
generally have a long shaft and taper at their end, but
they are not nearly as sharp as sewing needles. Their
purpose is two-fold. The long shaft holds the active
(unsecured) stitches of the fabric, to prevent them from
unravelling, whereas the tapered ends are used to form
new stitches. Most commonly, a new stitch is formed
by inserting the tapered end through an active stitch,
catching a loop (also called a bight) of fresh yarn and
drawing it through the stitch; this secures the initial
stitch and forms a new active stitch in its place. In
specialized forms of knitting the needle may be passed
between active stitches being held on another needle, or
indeed between/through inactive stitches that have been knit previously.

The size of a needle is described first by its diameter and secondly by its length. The size of the new stitch is
determined in large part by the diameter of the knitting needle used to form it, because that affects the length of the
yarn-loop drawn through the previous stitch. Thus, large stitches can be made with large needles, whereas fine
knitting requires fine needles. In most cases, the
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A little dexterity is helpful in working with knitting needles

knitting needles being used in hand-knitting are of the
same diameter; however, in uneven knitting, needles of
different sizes may be used. Larger stitches may also be
made by wrapping the yarn more than once around the
needles with every stitch. The length of a needle
determines how many stitches it can hold at once; for
example, very large projects such as a shawl with
hundreds of stitches might require a longer needle than
a small project such as a scarf or bootie. Various sizing
systems for needles are in common use.

Types

Knitting needles in a variety of sizes and materials. Different
materials have varying amounts of friction, and are suitable for

different yarn types.

Single-pointed needles

The most widely recognized form of needle is the
single-pointed needle. It is a slender, straight stick
tapered to a point at one end, with a knob at the other
end to prevent stitches from slipping off. Such needles
are always used in pairs and are usually 10-16 inches
long but, due to the compressibility of knitted fabrics,
may be used to knit pieces significantly wider. The
knitting of new stitches occurs only at the tapered ends.
Fictional depictions of knitting in movies, television
programs, animation, and comic strips almost always
show knitting done on straight needles. Both Wallace
and Gromit and Monty Python, for example, show this
type of knitting.
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Double-pointed needles

Double-pointed knitting needles in various materials and sizes. They
come in sets of four, five or six.

The oldest type of needle is the straight double-pointed
needle. Double-pointed needles are tapered at both
ends, which allows them to be knit from either end.
They are typically used (and sold) in sets of four and
five, and are commonly used for circular knitting. Since
the invention of the circular needle, they have been
most commonly used to knit smaller tube-shaped
pieces such as sleeves, collars, and socks. Usually two
needles are active while the others hold the remaining
stitches. Double-pointed needles are somewhat shorter
than single-pointed or circular needles, and are usually
around 20 cm in length.

Double-pointed needles are depicted in a number of 14th century oil paintings, typically called Knitting Madonnas,
depicting Mary knitting with double-pointed needles (Rutt, 2003).

A cable needle is sometimes used.

A cable needle is a special type of double-pointed
needle that is typically very short and is only used to
hold stitches temporarily while the knitter is forming a
cable pattern. They are often U-shaped, or have a
U-shaped bend, to keep the held stitches from falling
off while the primary needle is being used.

Circular needles

Circular knitting needles in different lengths, materials and sizes,
including plastic, aluminum, steel and nickel-plated brass.

The new type of needle is the circular needle, a long,
flexible double-pointed needle that can be used for both
flat and circular knitting. The two tapered ends
(typically 5 inches (13 cm) long) are rigid and straight,
allowing for easy knitting, and are connected by a
flexible strand (usually nylon) that allows the two ends
to be brought together. Circular needles can be found in
lengths from 9 inches (23 cm) to 40 inches (100 cm).
Special kits are available that allow circular needles of
various lengths and diameters to be made as needed;
rigid ends of various diameters may be screwed into
strands of various lengths. The ability to work from
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either end of one needle is convenient in several types of knitting, such as slip-stitch versions of double knitting. The
two ends are used exactly like two needles, in the sense that the knitter holds one in each hand and knits as if having
two. The advantages of using circular needles are that the weight of the fabric is more evenly distributed and
therefore less taxing on the arms and wrists of the knitter, and also that there is more manoeuvrability of the fabric
and needles without fear of the stitches falling off the needles, an occasional occurrence when using double-pointed
needles.

The Magic Loop method may be used to produce narrow tubular
items such as socks.

Numerous techniques have been devised for the
production of narrow tubular knitting on circular
needles. One common method is to use two needles in
place of the four or five double-pointed needles
traditionally used, while a newer technique is to use
one circular needle that is significantly longer than the
circumference of the item being knitted. This technique
is known as Magic Loop and has recently become a
popular method of producing tubular knitting, as only
one needle is required.[1]

Julia Hopson and her world record
needles

The Guinness World Record for knitting with the
largest knitting needles

The current holder of this title is Julia Hopson[2] of Penzance in Cornwall. Julia
knitted a tension square of ten stitches and ten rows in stocking stitch using
knitting needles that were 6.5cm in diameter and 3.5 metres long.

Needle materials

In addition to common wood and metal needles, antique knitting needles were
sometimes made from tortoiseshell, ivory and walrus tusks; these materials are
now banned due to their impact on endangered species, and needles made from
them are virtually impossible to find.

Modern knitting needles are made of bamboo, aluminium, steel, wood, plastic, glass, casein and carbon fiber.

Needle storage
A tall, cylindrical container with padding on the bottom to keep the points sharp can store straight needles neatly.
Fabric or plastic cases similar to cosmetic bags or a chef's knife bag allow straight needles to be stored together but
separate, rolled up to maximize space. Circular needles can also be stored this way but are better kept dangling on a
hanger device so the cables do not get wound up. If nylon or plastic circular needles are coiled tightly when in
storage, it may be necessary to soak them in hot water for a few minutes to get them to uncoil and relax for ease of
use.
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Needle gauge
A needle gauge makes it possible to determine the size of a knitting needle. Some may also be used to gauge the size
of crochet hooks. Most needles come with the size written on the them, but with use and time, the label often wears
off, and many needles (like double-pointed needles) tend not to be labelled.
Needle gauges can be made of any material, but are often made of metal and plastic. They tend to be about 3 by 5
inches. There are holes of various sizes through which the needles are passed to determine which hole they fit best,
and often a ruler along the edge for determining the gauge of a sample.

Needle sizes and conversions

Knitting needles with yarn

Four double-pointed needles in use. One
double-pointed needle creates new stitches while
the remaining needles hold stitches in place. This

is called "knitting in the round".

In the UK, knitting needle 'numbers' are the Standard Wire Gauge
designation of the wire from which metal needles are made. The origin
of the numbering system is uncertain but it is thought that needle
numbers are based on the number of increasingly fine dies that the wire
has to be drawn through. In the UK, then, thinner needles thus have a
larger number, whereas in the US the opposite applies.

Metric size (mm) U.S. size UK size Japanese size

2.0 0 14

2.1 0

2.25 1 13

2.4 1

2.5

2.7 2

2.75 2 12

3.0 11 3

3.25 3 10
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3.3 4

3.5 4

3.6 5

3.75 5 9

3.9 6

4.0 6 8

4.2 7

4.5 7 7 8

4.8 9

5.0 8 6

5.1 10

5.4 11

5.5 9 5

5.7 12

6.0 10 4 13

6.3 14

6.5 10 ½ 3

6.6 15

7.0 2 7 mm

7.5 1

8.0 11 0 8 mm

9.0 13 00 9 mm

10.0 15 000 10 mm

12.0 17

16.0 19

19.0 35

25.0 50

Further reading
• Thomas, Mary. (1938). Mary Thomas's Knitting Book. Dover Publications. New York. (1972 Reprint Edition

ISBN 0-486-22817-7)
• Rutt, Richard (2003). A history of handknitting. Interweave Press, Loveland, CO. (Reprint Edition ISBN

1-931499-37-3)
• Hiatt, June Hemmons. (1988). The principles of knitting: Methods and techniques of hand knitting. Simon and

Schuster, New York.
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Knitting needle cap

A knitting needle cap
for a single needle

A knitting needle cap is an item used to place on the tip of a knitting needle when the
needles are being used for a project, but are resting. The purpose is to prevent stitches from
coming off the ends of needles.

There are knitting needles caps made for both one and two needles. Those made for one
needle look similar to erasers that are attached to the ends of pencils. Those for two needles
are wide and flat with two holes.

Sometimes the packaging calls these items 'point protectors' for knitting needles.

External links
• Patent for knitting needle cap [1]

A knitting needle cap on a needle
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Special Knitting Techniques

Fair Isle (technique)

Fair Isle jumper done in the traditional style, from
Fair Isle.

Fair Isle is a traditional knitting technique used to create patterns with
multiple colours. It is named after Fair Isle, a tiny island in the north of
Scotland, that forms part of the Shetland islands. Fair Isle knitting
gained a considerable popularity when the Prince of Wales (later to
become Edward VIII) wore Fair Isle tank tops in public in 1921.
Traditional Fair Isle patterns have a limited palette of five or so
colours, use only two colours per row, are worked in the round, and
limit the length of a run of any particular colour.

Some people use the term "Fair Isle" to refer to any colourwork
knitting where stitches are knit alternately in various colours, with the
unused colours stranded across the back of the work. Others use the
term "stranded colourwork" for the generic technique, and reserve the
term "Fair Isle" for the characteristic patterns of the Shetland Islands.
Other techniques for knitting in colour include intarsia, slip-stitch
colour (also known as mosaic knitting).

Technique
Basic two-colour Fair Isle requires no new techniques beyond the basic knit stitch. (The purl stitch is not used if
circular knitting needles are used.) At each knit stitch, there are two available "active" colours of yarn; one is drawn
through to make the knit stitch, and the other is simply held behind the piece, carried as a loose strand of yarn behind
the just-made stitch. To avoid "loose" strands larger than 3-5 stitches, the yarn not in use can be "caught" by the yarn
in use without this being seen on the front of the work - see below. Knitters who are comfortable with both English
style and Continental style knitting can carry one colour with their right hand and one with their left, although it is
also possible to simply use two different fingers for the two colours of yarn and knit both using the same style.
The simplest Fair Isle pattern uses circular or double pointed needles, cast on any number of stitches. Knitting then
continues round and round, with the colours alternated every stitch. If the pattern is started with an even number of
stitches, a vertically striped tube of fabric will be formed, while an odd number will create a diagonal grid that
appears to mix the two colours.
Traditional Fair Isle patterns normally had no more than two or three consecutive stitches of any given colour,
because they were stranded, and too many consecutive stitches of one colour means a very long strand of the other,
quite easy to catch with a finger or button. A more modern variation is woven Fair Isle, where the unused strand is
held in slightly different positions relative to the needles and thereby woven into the fabric, still invisible from the
front, but trapped closely against the back of the piece. This permits a nearly limitless variety of patterns with
considerably larger blocks of colour.
Traditional Fair Isle jumper construction usually involves knitting the body of the jumper in the round. This can 
include even up to the shoulders if a "steek" is used. This is an area of knitting that is later cut for armholes and neck 
after the knitting in the seam area has been sewn or otherwise secured so that the sleeves can be set in without the
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work unravelling. ("Steek" is American knitting terminology for this technique first developed in the Shetland Isles.)
Beginning in the 1990s, the term "Fair Isle" has been applied very generally and loosely to any stranded colour
knitting regardless of its relation to the knitting of Fair Isle or any of the other Shetland Islands.
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External links
• History of Fair Isle knitting [2]

• The Fair Isle Knitting Revolution [3]
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Aran jumper

An Aran cardigan in the traditional white báinín colour.

The Aran jumper (Irish Gaelic: Geansaí Árann) is a
style of jumper/sweater[1] that takes its name from the
Aran Islands off the west coast of Ireland.[2][3] It is
sometimes known as a fisherman's jumper. A classical
fisherman's jumper is a bulky garment with prominent
cable patterns on the chest, often cream-colored.

The jumpers are distinguished by their use of complex
textured stitch patterns, several of which are combined
in the creation of a single garment. The word choice of
"jumper" or "sweater" (or indeed other options such as
"pullover" and "jersey") is largely determined by the
regional version of English being spoken.[1] In the case
of Ireland and Britain, "jumper" is the standard word
with "sweater" mainly found in tourist shops. The word
used in Irish is geansaí, a gaelicization of guernsey which has been re-Anglicised to gansey in Hiberno-English.

Originally the jumpers were knitted using unscoured wool that retained its natural oils (lanolin) which made the
garments water-resistant and meant they remained wearable even when wet. It was primarily the wives of island
fishermen who knitted the jumpers before local knitters began selling their produce through initiatives such as the
Aran Sweater Market[4] on Inis Mor, Aran Islands.
Some stitch patterns have a traditional interpretation, often of religious significance. The honeycomb is a symbol of 
the hard-working bee. The cable, an integral part of the fisherman's daily life, is said to be a wish for safety and good 
luck when fishing. The diamond is a wish of success, wealth and treasure. The basket stitch represents the
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fisherman's basket, a hope for a plentiful catch.

Characteristics
Traditionally, an Aran jumper is made from undyed cream-coloured báinín (pronounced "bawneen"), a yarn made
from sheep's wool, sometimes "black-sheep" wool. They were originally made with unwashed wool that still
contained natural sheep lanolin, making it to an extent water-repellent. Up to the 1970s, the island women spun their
own yarn on spinning wheels.
The jumper usually features 4–6 texture patterns each of which is about 5–10 cm (2–4 in) in width, that move down
the jumper in columns from top to bottom. Usually, the patterns are symmetrical to a center axis extending down the
center of the front and back panel. The patterns also usually extend down the sleeves as well. The same textured
knitting is also used to make socks, hats, vests and even skirts.

History
There is debate about when island residents first started making the jumpers. Undoubtedly, residents of the islands
produced a local version of a Gansey jumper similar to other areas of the British Isles for several centuries.
Traditional Ganseys from neighbouring regions have much of the same cabling and pattern-work seen in Aran
jumpers; however these Ganseys use different construction methods and are knit from a finer wool. Some have
suggested that the jumper is an ancient design that has been used on the islands for hundreds of years.[5][6]

Proponents of this theory often point to a picture in the Book of Kells that appears to depict an ancient "Aran
jumper".[7] Also, many megaliths around Europe depict similar patterns to those used in the knitting, which are
carved into the stone, and date back several thousand years. However, it is more likely that the knitting stitches were
modelled on these than that they evolved contemporaneously.
Most historians agree[8] that far from being an ancient craft, Aran knitting was invented as recently as the early
1900s by a small group of enterprising island women, with the intention of creating garments not just for their
families to wear but which could be sold as a source of income. These women adapted the traditional Gansey jumper
by knitting with thicker wool and modifying the construction to decrease labor and increase productivity.
The first commercially available Aran knitting patterns were published in the 1940s by Patons of England. Vogue
magazine carried articles on the garment in the 1950s, and jumper exports from the west of Ireland to the United
States began in the early 1950s.
The development of the export trade during the 1950s and 1960s took place after P.A. Ó Síocháin organized an
instructor, with the help of a grant from the Congested Districts Board for Ireland, to go to the islands and teach the
knitters how to make garments to standard international sizings. He commissioned the Irish artist Seán Keating, who
had spent much time on the islands, to design and illustrate marketing brochures. Knitting became an important part
of the islands’ economy. Adding to the popularity of the Aran jumpers were The Clancy Brothers and Tommy
Makem, an Irish folk music group which started recording in New York City in the late 1950s and who adopted the
Arans as their trademark on-stage garments. In the early '60s they appeared on The Ed Sullivan Show and even in a
special televised performance for President Kennedy. The national exposure and the rising popularity of The Clancy
Brothers and Tommy Makem fueled the demand for Aran jumpers even more. During the 1960s, even with all
available knitters recruited from the three islands and from other parts of Ireland, Ó Síocháin had difficulty in
fulfilling orders from around the world.
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Myths
Aran jumpers are often sold as a "fishermen's sweater", suggesting that the jumper was traditionally used by the
islands' famous fishermen. There is also some doubt about whether Aran jumpers were ever widely used by
fishermen and many argue that the original jumpers with their untreated yarn would not have been suitable for this
use. They are quite thick and stiff, which would probably restrict the movements of a fisherman. However, the
traditional Gansey jumpers which served as the model for the Aran jumpers have been worn by seamen and
fishermen throughout the British Isles for centuries. Islanders can be seen wearing them in photographs taken early
in the 20th century.
It is sometimes said that each fisherman (or his family) had a jumpers with a unique design, so that if he drowned
and was found, maybe weeks later, on the beach, his body could be identified. This misconception may have
originated with J.M. Synge's 1904 play Riders to the Sea, in which the body of a dead fisherman is identified by the
hand-knitted stitches on one of his garments. However, even in the play, there is no reference to any decorative or
Aran-type pattern. The garment referred to is a plain stocking and it is identified by the number of stitches, the quote
being "it's the second one of the third pair I knitted, and I put up three score stitches, and I dropped four of them".
There is no record of any such event ever having taken place, nor is there any evidence to support there being a
systematic tradition of family patterns. There is, however, a long-standing tradition of jumper patterns having a
regional or local identification. It is said that the county, or parish, or township of a sailor or a fisherman could be
identified by his jumper pattern. Additionally, the wearer's initials were traditionally knit into the bottom of the
garment, which would have been a far better indication of identity than the stitching pattern.

Clan Aran patterns

The idea of Clan Aran sweaters[9] has widespread appeal to the Irish diaspora and is often used as a marketing
tool.[citation needed]. Most research Wikipedia:Avoid weasel words concludes that there is no definitive evidence to
support the concept of clan patterns, though it is possible that variations in design may have occurred in different
families and regions. Anecdotal evidence varies on this point, with some older knitters saying that family patterns
existed and others denying it.

Aran production today

A green Aran sweater, made in Ireland

While in the past, the majority of jumpers and other Aran garments
were knitted by hand, today the majority of items for sale in Ireland
and elsewhere are either machine knit or produced on a hand loom.
There are very few people still knitting sweaters by hand on a
commercial basis but hand knit sweaters are still available from
organisations such as the Aran Sweater Market[10] on Inis Mor which
issues a "Certificate of Authenticity" with each garment produced.

Machine-knitted jumpers tend to use finer wool and have less complex
patterns, since many of the traditional stitches cannot be reproduced
this way. They are the least expensive option. Hand-looming allows
more complicated stitches to be used, will have fewer stitches to the
inch and be thicker. The best quality hand-loomed sweaters are almost
indistinguishable from hand knit. Hand-knit sweaters tend to be more
tightly knit, to have more complex stitch patterns and to be
longer-lasting and they attract a significant price premium. By holding them up to light, the difference between the
machine knit and hand knit is evident.
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Faroese shawl

A Faroese shawl knit by Lisa Risager

A Faroese shawl is a traditional piece of clothing from the Faroe
Islands. The most distinguishing characteristic of Faroese shawls is the
center back gusset shaping. Each shawl consists of two triangular side
panels, a trapezoid-shaped back gusset, an edge treatment, and usually
shoulder shaping. The shoulder shaping allows these shawls to drape
over the shoulders and remain in place as the wearer moves, even if the
shawl is not pinned in place.

Instead of a more familiar triangular, rectangular or circular shape,
Faroese shawls are shaped like butterfly wings. Some have very long
ends so they can be tied around the wearer's waist for extra warmth.
The shawls often feature elaborate lace work. Lace knitting is a traditional handcraft of peoples of the Faroe Islands.
These shawls are traditionally knit from domestic wool of native sheep grown primarily for meat. Natural colors of
brown, black, grey and creamy white are most often used. Some shawls may have color features in place of lace, or
combinations of color panels or stripes and lace panels.
The notation used for recording patterns for these shawls is unique. Patterns are drawn out showing the back gusset
and one side panel with numerical shaping instructions noted on the diagram. Lace patterns are drawn showing
where the eyelets go, but without specifying where the accompanying decreases should go.
Most shawls are begun at the neck, but Faroese shawls are begun from the bottom by casting on hundreds of stitches.
As the work progresses, structural decreases between the side panels and back gusset reduce the number of stitches
until very few remain at the neck. Since garter stitch is used, the shawls are reversible, except where color panels are
used.
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Orenburg shawl
The Orenburg Shawl is one of the classic symbols of Russian handicraft, along with Tula Samovar, Matrioshka,
Khohloma painting, Gzhel, Palekh, Vologda lace, Dymkovo toys, Rostov finift (enamel), and Ural malachite. This
type of finely knit, down-hair lace shawl originated in the Orenburg area about 250 years ago, in the 18th century.
The Orenburg region of Russia is famous for its shawls, known as Orenburg shawls/scarves. In the
English-speaking world, they are often called "wedding ring shawls" because, although the shawls are quite large, a
shawl knit in the traditional fashion is so fine that it can be pulled through a wedding ring.
The shawls are made from a blend of silk and indigenous goat fiber, similar to cashmere or mohair. The goats are
brushed each spring to collect the fiber. Each goat gives off about a pound of fiber. The fiber is then handspun using
a supported spindle. It is then plied against a commercial silk thread. The silk helps hold the shape of the lace,
preventing it from needing to be blocked as often as it would without the silk. Originally the shawls were made
entirely of goat fiber, but this was changed. By plying with one silk single and one goat, the price of the shawls
decreased, because the labor required to produce a shawl decreased. The silk also increases the strength of the shawl.
After the yarn has been spun and plied, the shawl is then knitted, before washing the yarn. The yarn and fiber is not
washed until the shawl has been knitted and is ready for blocking and sale. The shawls are knitted into a variety of
geometric designs. The shawls are made in many shapes; rectangular, square and triangular. The size varies from a
5 ft by 5 ft square shawl to a headscarf-sized one. Color varies depending on the coloring of the goats. Some shawls
contain more than one color.
The down hair of Orenburg goats is the thinnest in the world – 16-18 micrometer, and that of Angora goats (mohair)
is 22-24 micrometer. Products made of Orenburg down hair are therefore especially soft and fine. The thinness of
hair is partly due to the severe snowy winters of the Ural mountain steppes, along with particular qualities of feed
and living conditions. The Orenburg goat breed can only be reared in the Orenburg Region. Despite being so fine,
the fiber is very durable, more so than wool. The efforts of the French in the 19th century to import Orenburg goats
were not successful, as the warm climate of France was not suitable for development of the fine down hair. Orenburg
goats in France degenerated into ordinary goats with rough thick down hair. In the 18th – 19th centuries France
imported tens of thousands of poods (an old Russian measure of weight equal to about 36 pounds) of Orenburg goat
down hair, which was valued higher than cashmere.
In the 20th century, the wars and the Iron Curtain of the Soviet Era cut short the epoch of the worldwide fame of
Orenburg’s handicraft. However it did not mean the end of down-knitting handicraft in the region. One of the
innovations introduced at that time was the combined use of down wool of both Orenburg and Volgograd goats. The
local knitters realised the down of Volgograd goats was very good for knitting white shawls. Another achievement
was the foundation of the Orenburg Downy Shawls Plant. Again, as in the 19th century, Orenburg shawls attracted
attention, this time within the limits of the USSR. It was considered inappropriate to return from Orenburg without a
downy shawl. Western Europe is still buying large quantities of Orenburg goat down hair.
There are several kinds of Orenburg shawls. The first is the grey (seldom white) thick down hair shawls. These
shawls started the tradition of Orenburg down-hair knitting. The second is the quite dense kerchiefs and pautinkas.
They are used for every day wear and they give a similar warmth to shawls. Such pautinkas are knitted in the Orsk
region. The third kind of Orenburg shawls are very thin (compared with “spider web” pautinkas and tippets). As a
rule thin pautinkas have fancy patterns and are used as decoration on special occasions. The best thin pautinkas are
knitted in the settlements of Zholtoje and Shushma of Sarakhtash District. Such pautinkas are considered a fine
decoration for any style of evening dress.
As a warp for pautinkas knitters use rayon silk thread and for shawls they use cotton thread. Each knitter spins
threads of different thickness. In pautinkas there are usually two thirds of down hair and one third of rayon silk
thread. Beside shawls and kerchiefs, there are also other products that are knitted today from Orenburg down hair:
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sleeveless jackets, ponchos, downy and very warm sweaters.
A quality shawl is knitted from hand-spun yarn: the knitter will spin a strong down hair yarn and then ply it with
commercially spun silk thread. Such a shawl or kerchief will not look downy when first made. They start to develop
a halo when they are worn, and will last for many years. A good knitter can knit two kerchiefs – pautinkas (“spider
lines”) of medium size or three tippets a month. It will take a month or more to knit a largeshawl or a kerchief with a
pattern or inscription. Because of the high cost of down hair and yarn, an original hand-made Orenburg shawl or
kerchief is an expensive item.
Each shawl or kerchief/pautinka is an original piece of art, produced through much work and patience of down-hair
knitters. Each knitter has her own secrets and patterns. At the heart of a traditional Orenburg shawl pattern there are
ancient magic signs. Each shawl presents a picture of the Universe the way the knitter imagines it.

Related links
Lace-making
• Books about the Orenburg scarfs and Estonian shawls. [1]

External links
• Video and Historical background of Orenburg goat down knitted shawls [2]

• Orenburg Downy Shawls [3]
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Clothes

Clothing

Clothing in history, showing (from top)
Egyptians, Ancient Greeks, Romans, Byzantines,
Franks, and 13th through 15th century Europeans.

Clothing is fiber and textile material worn on the body. The wearing of
clothing is mostly restricted to human beings and is a feature of nearly
all human societies. The amount and type of clothing worn depends on
physical, social and geographic considerations. Some clothing types
can be gender-specific, although this does not apply to cross dressers.

Physically, clothing serves many purposes: it can serve as protection
from the elements, and can enhance safety during hazardous activities
such as hiking and cooking. It protects the wearer from rough surfaces,
rash-causing plants, insect bites, splinters, thorns and prickles by
providing a barrier between the skin and the environment. Clothes can
insulate against cold or hot conditions. Further, they can provide a
hygienic barrier, keeping infectious and toxic materials away from the
body. Clothing also provides protection from harmful UV radiation.

Origin of clothing

There is no easy way to determine when clothing was first developed,
but some information has been inferred by studying lice. The body
louse specifically lives in clothing, and diverge from head lice about
107,000 years ago, suggesting that clothing existed at that time.[1][][2]

Another theory is that modern humans are the only survivors of several
species of primates who may have worn clothes[3] and that clothing may have been used as long ago as 650 thousand
years ago. Other louse-based estimates put the introduction of clothing at around 42,000–72,000 BP.[4]
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Functions

A baby wearing many items of winter clothing:
headband, cap, fur-lined coat, shawl and sweater

The most obvious function of clothing is to improve the comfort of the
wearer, by protecting the wearer from the elements. In hot climates,
clothing provides protection from sunburn or wind damage, while in
cold climates its thermal insulation properties are generally more
important. Shelter usually reduces the functional need for clothing. For
example, coats, hats, gloves, and other superficial layers are normally
removed when entering a warm home, particularly if one is residing or
sleeping there. Similarly, clothing has seasonal and regional aspects, so
that thinner materials and fewer layers of clothing are generally worn
in warmer seasons and regions than in colder ones.

Clothing performs a range of social and cultural functions, such as
individual, occupational and sexual differentiation, and social status.[5]

In many societies, norms about clothing reflect standards of modesty,
religion, gender, and social status. Clothing may also function as a
form of adornment and an expression of personal taste or style.

Clothing can and has in history been made from a very wide variety of materials. Materials have ranged from leather
and furs, to woven materials, to elaborate and exotic natural and synthetic fabrics. Not all body coverings are
regarded as clothing. Articles carried rather than worn (such as purses), worn on a single part of the body and easily
removed (scarves), worn purely for adornment (jewelry), or those that serve a function other than protection
(eyeglasses), are normally considered accessories rather than clothing, as are footwear and hats.

Clothing protects against many things that might injure the uncovered human body. Clothes protect people from the
elements, including rain, snow, wind, and other weather, as well as from the sun. However, clothing that is too sheer,
thin, small, tight, etc., offers less protection. Clothes also reduce risk during activities such as work or sport. Some
clothing protects from specific environmental hazards, such as insects, noxious chemicals, weather, weapons, and
contact with abrasive substances. Conversely, clothing may protect the environment from the clothing wearer, as
with doctors wearing medical scrubs.

Humans have shown extreme inventiveness in devising clothing solutions to environmental hazards. Examples
include: space suits, air conditioned clothing, armor, diving suits, swimsuits, bee-keeper gear, motorcycle leathers,
high-visibility clothing, and other pieces of protective clothing. Meanwhile, the distinction between clothing and
protective equipment is not always clear-cut—since clothes designed to be fashionable often have protective value
and clothes designed for function often consider fashion in their design. Wearing clothes also has social implications.
They cover parts of the body that social norms require to be covered, act as a form of adornment, and serve other
social purposes.

Scholarship
Although dissertations on clothing and its function appear from the 19th century as colonising countries dealt with
new environments,[6] concerted scientific research into psycho-social, physiological and other functions of clothing
(e.g. protective, cartage) occurred in the first half of the 20th century, with publications such as J. C. Flügel's
Psychology of Clothes in 1930,[5] and Newburgh's seminal Physiology of Heat Regulation and The Science of
Clothing in 1949.[] By 1968, the field of environmental physiology had advanced and expanded significantly, but the
science of clothing in relation to environmental physiology had changed little.[7] While considerable research has
since occurred and the knowledge-base has grown significantly, the main concepts remain unchanged, and indeed
Newburgh's book is still cited by contemporary authors, including those attempting to develop thermoregulatory
models of clothing development.[]
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Cultural aspects

Gender differentiation

Former 3rd Duke of Fife wearing a
traditional Scottish kilt. (1984)

Former US Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice and Turkish President

Abdullah Gül both wearing
Western-style business suits.

In most cultures, gender differentiation of clothing is considered appropriate
for men and women. The differences are in styles, colors and fabrics.

In Western societies, skirts, dresses and high-heeled shoes are usually seen as
women's clothing, while neckties are usually seen as men's clothing. Trousers
were once seen as exclusively male clothing, but are nowadays worn by both
genders. Male clothes are often more practical (that is, they can function well
under a wide variety of situations), but a wider range of clothing styles are
available for females. Males are typically allowed to bare their chests in a
greater variety of public places. It is generally acceptable for a woman to
wear traditionally male clothing, while the converse is unusual.

In some cultures, sumptuary laws regulate what men and women are required
to wear. Islam requires women to wear more modest forms of attire, usually
hijab. What qualifies as "modest" varies in different Muslim societies.
However, women are usually required to cover more of their bodies than men
are. Articles of clothing Muslim women wear for modesty range from the
headscarf to the burqa.

Men may sometimes choose to wear men's skirts such as togas or kilts,
especially on ceremonial occasions. Such garments were (in previous times)
often worn as normal daily clothing by men. Compared to men's clothing,
women's clothing tends to be more attractive,[citation needed] often intended to
attract the attention of men.[8] Women of higher status throughout history
have worn more modest clothes.
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Social status

A barong Tagalog made in Fiber.

Alim Khan's bemedaled robe sends a social
message about his wealth, status, and power

In some societies, clothing may be used to indicate rank or status. In
ancient Rome, for example, only senators could wear garments dyed
with Tyrian purple. In traditional Hawaiian society, only high-ranking
chiefs could wear feather cloaks and palaoa, or carved whale teeth.
Under the Travancore Kingdom of Kerala, (India), lower caste women
had to pay a tax for the right to cover their upper body. In China,
before establishment of the republic, only the emperor could wear
yellow. History provides many examples of elaborate sumptuary laws
that regulated what people could wear. In societies without such laws,
which includes most modern societies, social status is instead signaled
by the purchase of rare or luxury items that are limited by cost to those
with wealth or status. In addition, peer pressure influences clothing
choice.
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Religion

Nicolas Trigault, a Flemish Jesuit, in Ming-style
Confucian scholar costume, by Peter Paul

Rubens. This drawing shows a fusion between
West and East also Christianity and

Confucianism.

Muslim men traditionally wear white robes and a
cap during prayers

Religious clothing might be considered a special case of occupational
clothing. Sometimes it is worn only during the performance of
religious ceremonies. However, it may also be worn everyday as a
marker for special religious status.
For example, Jains and Muslim men wear unstitched cloth pieces when
performing religious ceremonies. The unstitched cloth signifies unified
and complete devotion to the task at hand, with no digression.[citation

needed] Sikhs wear a turban as it is a part of their religion.

The cleanliness of religious dresses in Eastern religions like Hinduism,
Sikhism, Buddhism, Islam and Jainism is of paramount importance,
since it indicates purity.
Clothing figures prominently in the Bible where it appears in numerous
contexts, the more prominent ones being: the story of Adam and Eve
who made coverings for themselves out of fig leaves, Joseph's cloak,
Judah and Tamar, Mordecai and Esther. Furthermore the priests
officiating in the Temple had very specific garments, the lack of which
made one liable to death.

In Islamic traditions, women are required to wear long, loose,
non-transparent outer dress when stepping out of the home.[citation

needed] This dress code was democratic (for all women regardless of
status) and for protection from the scorching sun. The Quran says this
about husbands and wives: "...They are clothing/covering (Libaas) for
you; and you for them" (chapter 2:187).

Jewish ritual also requires rending of one's upper garment as a sign of
mourning. This practice is found in the Bible when Jacob hears of the
apparent death of his son Joseph.[9]

Origin and history

First recorded use

According to archaeologists and anthropologists, the earliest clothing
likely consisted of fur, leather, leaves, or grass that were draped,
wrapped, or tied around the body. Knowledge of such clothing remains
inferential, since clothing materials deteriorate quickly compared to stone, bone, shell and metal artifacts.
Archeologists have identified very early sewing needles of bone and ivory from about 30,000 BC, found near
Kostenki, Russia in 1988.[10] Dyed flax fibers that could have been used in clothing have been found in a prehistoric
cave in the Republic of Georgia that date back to 36,000 BP.[11][12]

Scientists are still debating when people started wearing clothes. Ralf Kittler, Manfred Kayser and Mark Stoneking,
anthropologists at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, have conducted a genetic analysis of
human body lice that suggests clothing originated quite recently, around 107,000 years ago. Body lice is an indicator
of clothes-wearing, since most humans have sparse body hair, and lice thus require human clothing to survive. Their

research suggests the invention of clothing may have coincided with the northward migration of modern Homo 
sapiens away from the warm climate of Africa, thought to have begun between 50,000 and 100,000 years ago.
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However, a second group of researchers using similar genetic methods estimate that clothing originated around
540,000 years ago (Reed et al. 2004. PLoS Biology 2(11): e340). For now, the date of the origin of clothing remains
unresolved.[citation needed]

Making clothing
Some human cultures, such as the various people of the Arctic Circle, traditionally make their clothing entirely of
prepared and decorated furs and skins. Other cultures supplemented or replaced leather and skins with cloth: woven,
knitted, or twined from various animal and vegetable fibers.
Although modern consumers may take the production of clothing for granted, making fabric by hand is a tedious and
labor intensive process. The textile industry was the first to be mechanized – with the powered loom – during the
Industrial Revolution.
Different cultures have evolved various ways of creating clothes out of cloth. One approach simply involves draping
the cloth. Many people wore, and still wear, garments consisting of rectangles of cloth wrapped to fit – for example,
the dhoti for men and the sari for women in the Indian subcontinent, the Scottish kilt or the Javanese sarong. The
clothes may simply be tied up, as is the case of the first two garments; or pins or belts hold the garments in place, as
in the case of the latter two. The precious cloth remains uncut, and people of various sizes or the same person at
different sizes can wear the garment.
Another approach involves cutting and sewing the cloth, but using every bit of the cloth rectangle in constructing the
clothing. The tailor may cut triangular pieces from one corner of the cloth, and then add them elsewhere as gussets.
Traditional European patterns for men's shirts and women's chemises take this approach.
Modern European fashion treats cloth much less conservatively, typically cutting in such a way as to leave various
odd-shaped cloth remnants. Industrial sewing operations sell these as waste; home sewers may turn them into quilts.
In the thousands of years that humans have spent constructing clothing, they have created an astonishing array of
styles, many of which have been reconstructed from surviving garments, photos, paintings, mosaics, etc., as well as
from written descriptions. Costume history serves as a source of inspiration to current fashion designers, as well as a
topic of professional interest to costumers constructing for plays, films, television, and historical reenactment.
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Selling clothes
After making clothes selling clothes is the next step. And there is a huge industry and logistic responsible for taking
the clothes from factory facilities to consumers house

Contemporary clothing

Fashion shows are often the source of the latest
style and trends in clothing fashions.

Western dress code

The Western dress code has been evolving over the past 500+ years.
The mechanization of the textile industry made many varieties of cloth
widely available at affordable prices. Styles have changed, and the
availability of synthetic fabrics has changed the definition of "stylish".
In the latter half of the 20th century, blue jeans became very popular,
and are now worn to events that normally demand formal attire.
Activewear has also become a large and growing market.

The licensing of designer names was pioneered by designers like Pierre
Cardin in the 1960s and has been a common practice within the fashion
industry from about the 1970s.

Spread of western styles

By the early years of the 21st century, western clothing styles had, to
some extent, become international styles. This process began hundreds
of years earlier, during the periods of European colonialism. The
process of cultural dissemination has perpetuated over the centuries as
Western media corporations have penetrated markets throughout the
world, spreading Western culture and styles. Fast fashion clothing has also become a global phenomenon. These
garments are less expensive, mass-produced Western clothing. Donated used clothing from Western countries are
also delivered to people in poor countries by charity organizations.

Ethnic and cultural heritage
People may wear ethnic or national dress on special occasions or in certain roles or occupations. For example, most
Korean men and women have adopted Western-style dress for daily wear, but still wear traditional hanboks on
special occasions, like weddings and cultural holidays. Items of Western dress may also appear worn or accessorized
in distinctive, non-Western ways. A Tongan man may combine a used T-shirt with a Tongan wrapped skirt, or
tupenu.

Sport and activity
Most sports and physical activities are practiced wearing special clothing, for practical, comfort or safety reasons.
Common sportswear garments include shorts, T-shirts, tennis shirts, leotards, tracksuits, and trainers. Specialized
garments include wet suits (for swimming, diving or surfing), salopettes (for skiing) and leotards (for gymnastics).
Also, spandex materials are often used as base layers to soak up sweat. Spandex is also preferable for active sports
that require form fitting garments, such as wrestling, track & field, dance, gymnastics and swimming.
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Fashion
There exists a diverse range of styles in fashion, varying by geography, exposure to modern media, economic
conditions, and ranging from expensive haute couture to traditional garb, to thrift store grunge.

Future trends
The world of clothing is always changing, as new cultural influences meet technological innovations. Researchers in
scientific labs have been developing prototypes for fabrics that can serve functional purposes well beyond their
traditional roles, for example, clothes that can automatically adjust their temperature, repel bullets, project images,
and generate electricity. Some practical advances already available to consumers are bullet-resistant garments made
with kevlar and stain-resistant fabrics that are coated with chemical mixtures that reduce the absorption of liquids.

Political issues

Working conditions

Safety garb for women workers in Los Angeles, California, ca. 1943.
The uniform at the left, complete with the plastic "bra" on the right,
was designed to prevent occupational accidents among female war

workers.

Though mechanization transformed most aspects of
human industry by the mid-20th century, garment
workers have continued to labor under challenging
conditions that demand repetitive manual labor.
Mass-produced clothing is often made in what are
considered by some to be sweatshops, typified by long
work hours, lack of benefits, and lack of worker
representation. While most examples of such
conditions are found in developing countries, clothes
made in industrialized nations may also be
manufactured similarly, often staffed by undocumented
immigrants. [citation needed]

Coalitions of NGOs, designers (Katharine Hamnett,
American Apparel, Veja, Quiksilver, eVocal, Edun,...)
and campaign groups like the Clean Clothes Campaign
(CCC) have sought to improve these conditions as
much as possible by sponsoring awareness-raising
events, which draw the attention of both the media and
the general public to the workers.

Outsourcing production to low wage countries like
Bangladesh, China, India and Sri Lanka became
possible when the Multi Fibre Agreement (MFA) was
abolished. The MFA, which placed quotas on textiles
imports, was deemed a protectionist measure.[citation

needed] Globalization is often quoted as the single most contributing factor to the poor working conditions of garment
workers. Although many countries recognize treaties like the International Labor Organization, which attempt to set
standards for worker safety and rights, many countries have made exceptions to certain parts of the treaties or failed
to thoroughly enforce them. India for example has not ratified sections 87 and 92 of the treaty.[citation needed]

Despite the strong reactions that "sweatshops" evoked among critics of globalization, the production of textiles has
functioned as a consistent industry for developing nations providing work and wages, whether construed as
exploitative or not, to thousands of people.
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Fur
The use of animal fur in clothing dates to prehistoric times. It is currently associated in developed countries with
expensive, designer clothing, although fur is still used by indigenous people in arctic zones and higher elevations for
its warmth and protection. Once uncontroversial, it has recently been the focus of campaigns on the grounds that
campaigners consider it cruel and unnecessary. PETA, along with other animal rights and animal liberation groups
have called attention to fur farming and other practices they consider cruel.

Life cycle

Clothing maintenance
Clothing suffers assault both from within and without. The human body sheds skin cells and body oils, and exudes
sweat, urine, and feces. From the outside, sun damage, moisture, abrasion and dirt assault garments. Fleas and lice
can hide in seams. Worn clothing, if not cleaned and refurbished, itches, looks scruffy, and loses functionality (as
when buttons fall off, seams come undone, fabrics thin or tear, and zippers fail).
In some cases, people wear an item of clothing until it falls apart. Cleaning leather presents difficulties, and bark
cloth (tapa) cannot be washed without dissolving it. Owners may patch tears and rips, and brush off surface dirt, but
old leather and bark clothing always look old.
But most clothing consists of cloth, and most cloth can be laundered and mended (patching, darning, but compare
felt).

Laundry, ironing, storage
Humans have developed many specialized methods for laundering, ranging from early methods of pounding clothes
against rocks in running streams, to the latest in electronic washing machines and dry cleaning (dissolving dirt in
solvents other than water). Hot water washing (boiling), chemical cleaning and ironing are all traditional methods of
sterilizing fabrics for hygiene purposes.
Many kinds of clothing are designed to be ironed before they are worn to remove wrinkles. Most modern formal and
semi-formal clothing is in this category (for example, dress shirts and suits). Ironed clothes are believed to look
clean, fresh, and neat. Much contemporary casual clothing is made of knit materials that do not readily wrinkle, and
do not require ironing. Some clothing is permanent press, having been treated with a coating (such as
polytetrafluoroethylene) that suppresses wrinkles and creates a smooth appearance without ironing.
Once clothes have been laundered and possibly ironed, they are usually hung on clothes hangers or folded, to keep
them fresh until they are worn. Clothes are folded to allow them to be stored compactly, to prevent creasing, to
preserve creases or to present them in a more pleasing manner, for instance when they are put on sale in stores.

Non-iron
A resin used for making non-wrinkle shirts releases formaldehyde, which could cause contact dermatitis for some
people; no disclosure requirements exist, and in 2008 the U.S. Government Accountability Office tested
formaldehyde in clothing and found that generally the highest levels were in non-wrinkle shirts and pants.[13] In
1999, a study of the effect of washing on the formaldehyde levels found that after 6 months after washing, 7 of 27
shirts had levels in excess of 75 ppm, which is a safe limit for direct skin exposure.[14]
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Mending
In past times, mending was an art. A meticulous tailor or seamstress could mend rips with thread raveled from hems
and seam edges so skillfully that the tear was practically invisible. When the raw material – cloth – was worth more
than labor, it made sense to expend labor in saving it. Today clothing is considered a consumable item.
Mass-manufactured clothing is less expensive than the labor required to repair it. Many people buy a new piece of
clothing rather than spend time mending. The thrifty still replace zippers and buttons and sew up ripped hems.

Recycling
Used, unwearable clothing can be used for quilts, rags, rugs, bandages, and many other household uses. It can also be
recycled into paper. In Western societies, used clothing is often thrown out or donated to charity (such as through a
clothing bin). It is also sold to consignment shops, dress agencies, flea markets, and in online auctions. Used clothing
is also often collected on an industrial scale to be sorted and shipped for re-use in poorer countries.
There are many concerns about the life cycle of synthetics, which come primarily from
petrochemicals.Wikipedia:Avoid weasel words Unlike natural fibers, their source is not renewable and they are not
biodegradable.[citation needed]
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Knit cap

A knit cap (or tuque).

A knit cap originally of wool, though now often of synthetic fibers, is designed
to provide warmth in winter. Many variants exist, with many names, such as
bobcap (British English), and stocking cap (American English). In much of the
English-speaking world, the term "beanie" has come to mean a knit cap as well,
but North American usage often describes a completely different seamed cap
design that is not knitted at all.

In Canada, the knit cap is also known as a tuque (English: /ˈtuːk/; also spelled
touque or toque), a word closely related to the French word toque, originally
referring to a traditional headwear and now used for type of chef's hat (short for
toque blanche, meaning "white hat").

There are many other names for a knit cap (see "Other names" section below).
Most knit caps are tapered at the top; they sometimes have ear flaps, and may be
topped with a pom-pom (this style of cap is sometimes referred to as a bobble
hat, toboggan or sherpa). Knit caps may have a folded brim, or none, and may be
worn tightly fitting the head or loose on top, although the latter is considered
more standard.

History
The precursor to the modern knit cap (tuque) was a small, round, close-fitting hat, brimless or with a small brim
known as a Monmouth cap. In the 12th and 13th centuries, women wore embroidered "toques", made of velvet,
satin, or taffeta, on top of their head-veils. In the late 16th century, brimless, black velvet toques were popular with
men and women. Throughout the 19th century, women wore toques, often small, trimmed with fur, lace, bows,
flowers, or leaves.[1]

Canadian tuque
The tuque is similar to the Phrygian cap and, as such, during the 1837 Patriotes Rebellion a red tuque became a
symbol of French-Canadian nationalism. The symbol was revived briefly by the Front de libération du Québec in the
1960s.[2] It is considered outerwear and is not commonly worn indoors.
The word tuque is etymologically related to the name of the chef's toque, an alternate spelling. Also occasionally
spelled touque, although the latter is not considered a standard spelling by the Canadian Oxford Dictionary.[3][4]

In some sections of Canada a tuque with a brim on it, commonly worn by snowboarders, is nicknamed a bruque (a
brimmed tuque).[5]

The word tuque became more widely known in the United States after the release of the album The Great White
North.[citation needed]
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In popular culture

U2 guitarist The Edge wearing a knit
cap.

Knit caps are common in cold climates, and are worn worldwide in various
forms. They have become the common headgear for stereotypical dockworkers
and sailors in movies and television. Bill Murray wore this type of hat in The Life
Aquatic with Steve Zissou, possibly as a parody of the red tuque (or Phrygian
cap) worn by Jacques Cousteau.

Famous media characters to sport a knit cap are the SCTV characters Bob and
Doug McKenzie. Michael Nesmith of The Monkees also wore this hat in his
television series, as did Jay in the films of the View Askewniverse, Robert
Clothier's character "Relic" in the long-running Canadian TV series The
Beachcombers, and Hanna-Barbera's character Loopy de Loop wore a knit cap as
well. Robert Conrad also had worn one in his role of coureur des bois in the epic
TV series Centennial. Bruce Weitz's character Mick Belker wore this hat
throughout almost every episode of Hill Street Blues.

Characters in the animated series "South Park," including Eric Cartman and Stan
Marsh, usually wear knit caps. Jayne Cobb from the TV series Firefly wore an orange sherpa knitted and sent him by
his mother in the episode "The Message". The character Compo on the British TV show Last of the Summer Wine is
almost always seen wearing a knit cap.

The guitarist for the Irish band U2, The Edge, is also known for wearing a knit cap while performing, or during
interviews. Tom Delonge, guitarist and vocalist of the pop punk band Blink-182 is also known to wear a knit cap
during live performances. Rob Caggiano, music producer and former guitarist for thrash metal band Anthrax, is often
seen wearing a black one. Canadian Daniel Powter also wore a blue knit cap during the music video for "Bad Day".
Knit caps are also worn commonly by hiphop artists. Masao Inaba from Revelations: Persona wears one.
One of the more notable wearers of the tuque was Jacques Plante, the famed Hall of Fame goalkeeper for the
Montreal Canadiens ice hockey team throughout the 1950s. During the 2003 Heritage Classic game (which was
played at temperatures below −15 degrees Celsius), another Canadiens goaltender, José Théodore, wore a tuque on
top of his goalie mask.
A 1984 Québécois film about an enormous snowball fight has the French title La guerre des tuques (The War of the
Tuques).[6] A town in Quebec is known as La Tuque, named after a nearby hill that resembles a tuque.

Other names

A bright green knit cap.

In parts of the English-speaking world, this type of knitted hat is called a
"beanie". In Canada and the US, the word "beanie" is used to denote a
completely different less floppy cap that is not knitted, but rather made up of
joined panels of felt, twill or other tightly woven cloth (see Beanie (seamed
cap)).

Other names include: knit hat, knit cap, sock cap, tossel cap, tossle cap, ski
hat, toboggan, burglar beanie, woolly hat, snookie, or chook.

A knit cap is commonly referred to as a watch cap by US Marines and US
Navy sailors, as well as USAF airmen.
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Sweater

A jumper.

A sweater, jumper, pullover or jersey is a knit garment intended to
cover the torso and arms, popular with both men, women and children
of all ages.[1] It is often worn over a shirt, blouse, T-shirt, or other top,
but may also be worn next to the skin. Sweaters were traditionally
made from wool, but can now be made of cotton, synthetic fibers, or
any combination thereof. Sweaters are maintained by washing or dry
cleaning, and the use of a lint roller or pill razor.

Types and design

"Hot dog" Sweater

The term "sweater" is a catch-all for a variety of knit garments. Although
the term often refers to a pullover, it can also refer to a cardigan, a garment
that opens and fastens down the front. Within either group, there is a great
variety of design. Various necklines are found, although the V-neck,
turtleneck and the crew neck are the most popular. The waistline is
typically at hip height or slightly longer, just overlapping the waist of one's
pants or skirt, but can vary significantly. It can range from just below the
bust in women's garments to mid-thigh in either sex, or even longer in a
knitted variation of the shirtdress. The sleeve length is also variable,
ranging from full-length or three-quarters to short-sleeved, cap sleeves or
sleeveless. The front seam or opening of a cardigan allows for further
different styles, such as a surplice or a bolero jacket. All hems may have
various types of borders, such as picots, ribbing and frills.

Knitted fabrics are generally somewhat elastic and have a softer hand (feel
or drape) than woven fabric, sweaters that are more tightly fitted or have a
soft drape may conform well to the body without requiring tailoring
necessary in a woven garment such as darts, flares and gores. Even when
such shaping is used, it can be knit into the fabric itself, without requiring seams.
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Nomenclature
A sweater with an open front fastened by buttons or a zipper is generally called a cardigan, but the nomenclature for
other styles in different dialects can be quite confusing. In British English, a sweater may also be called a pullover,
jumper or jersey. In the US however, "jumper" refers to a style of women's sleeveless dress, and "jersey" refers to a
knit shirt, especially if part of an athletic uniform. If sleeveless, such a garment may be called a tank top in British
English, while "tank top" in US English refers to a sleeveless shirt or undershirt. In the US and in Australian English,
a sleeveless sweater may also be called a sweater vest, especially if it has a V-neck and somewhat formal appearance
resembling a formal vest, a garment known as a waistcoat in the UK. In British English, "vest" refers to an
undershirt. In South African English, a sweater is always called a jersey. In the sport of ice hockey, the top of a
hockey player's uniform had traditionally been a sweater; and even though modern hockey uniform tops are more
commonly a jersey they are typically referred to as a hockey sweater, regardless of the style.

Customary wear

Seaman's jumper, woolen, hand-knitted.

Thin sweaters may be worn tucked in to the waistband of trousers; but
otherwise, men's sweaters are to be worn untucked. Nonetheless, some
individuals, including some television and film actors, have been
known for wearing tucked-in sweaters.[2]

Sweaters are a versatile item of clothing and can be worn on top of
almost any outfit. Sports sweaters, are often worn on tops of sports kit
while traveling to or from a sports ground. Sweaters can be worn with
a dress shirt underneath (and optionally a tie), which has the advantage
of allowing the wearer to have the option of removing the sweater
when it is uncomfortably warm and still looking presentable in many
situations. Layering and the ease with which it allows for temperature
regulation is a major benefit of the sweater as an article of clothing.
Various methods have evolved for conveniently carrying a sweater,
once removed. The three most common approaches are: around the
waist (either loin cloth, or knotted in front style) and over the shoulder.
The origin of these styles are unknown, although the "knotted in front"
style is widely agreed to have been developed in Miami, Florida in the
mid 1970s.

In the late 20th century the sweater increasingly came to be worn as an
alternative to a shirt when finer materials made them more comfortable next to the skin.
Some people enjoy wearing ugly sweaters around Christmastime. Some women's sweaters are meant to be worn
belted; a belt or drawstring is sometimes knitted into the sweater itself. Leggings are commonly worn with long
sweaters or sweater dresses.
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Ice hockey
The uniforms that present day ice hockey players wear are sometimes referred to as "sweaters", although they more
closely resemble the jerseys worn in other sports. This is because original uniforms were simply sweaters with the
team's logo stitched on the front. However, as technology changed, so did the uniforms as actual sweaters absorbed
too much moisture and became weighed down and bulky throughout the course of a game.

Sweatshirts
Sweatshirts are arguably a type of sweater, but made of a fabric and cut similar to Tracksuit bottoms. A sweatshirt is
a variation of a sweater intended for sport or casual wear. It is fashioned out of a thick, usually cotton jersey
material, as opposed to a knit textile.Sweatshirts are also almost exclusively casual attire, and not semi-formal as
some other sweaters may be. Sweatshirts may or may not have a zipper, but are not referred to as cardigans even
when they do have a zip-front. The sweatshirt is a ubiquitous part of youth culture and counterculture, and is worn
by hipsters or young adults.[citation needed]
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Glove

Pair of gloves, 1603-1625 V&A Museum
no.1506&A-1882

A glove (Middle English from Old English glof) is a garment covering
the whole hand. Gloves have separate sheaths or openings for each
finger and the thumb; if there is an opening but no covering sheath for
each finger they are called "fingerless gloves". Fingerless gloves with
one large opening rather than individual openings for each finger are
sometimes called gauntlets. Gloves which cover the entire hand or fist
but do not have separate finger openings or sheaths are called mittens.
Mittens are warmer than gloves made of the same material because
fingers maintain their warmth better when they are in contact with each
other. Reduced surface area reduces heat loss.

A hybrid of glove and mitten also exists, which contains open-ended
sheaths for the four fingers (as in a fingerless glove, but not the thumb)
and also an additional compartment encapsulating the four fingers as a
mitten would. This compartment can be lifted off the fingers and folded back to allow the individual fingers ease of
movement and access while the hand remains covered. The usual design is for the mitten cavity to be stitched onto
the back of the fingerless glove only, allowing it to be flipped over (normally held back by Velcro or a button) to
transform the garment from a mitten to a glove. These hybrids are called convertible mittens or glittens, a
combination of "glove" and "mittens".

Gloves protect and comfort hands against cold or heat, damage by friction, abrasion or chemicals, and disease; or in 
turn to provide a guard for what a bare hand should not touch. Latex, nitrile rubber or vinyl disposable gloves are 
often worn by health care professionals as hygiene and contamination protection measures. Police officers often
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wear them to work in crime scenes to prevent destroying evidence in the scene. Many criminals wear gloves to avoid
leaving fingerprints, which makes the crime investigation more difficult. However, the gloves themselves can leave
prints that are just as unique as human fingerprints. After collecting glove prints, law enforcement can then match
them to gloves that they have collected as evidence.[1] In many jurisdictions the act of wearing gloves itself while
committing a crime can be prosecuted as an inchoate offense.[2]

Fingerless gloves are useful where dexterity is required that gloves would restrict. Cigarette smokers and church
organists use fingerless gloves. Some gloves include a gauntlet that extends partway up the arm. Cycling gloves for
road racing or touring are usually fingerless, as are sailing gloves.
Gloves are made of materials including cloth, knitted or felted wool, leather, rubber, latex, neoprene, and metal (as in
mail). Gloves of kevlar protect the wearer from cuts. Gloves and gauntlets are integral components of pressure suits
and spacesuits such as the Apollo/Skylab A7L which went to the moon. Spacesuit gloves combine toughness and
environmental protection with a degree of sensitivity and flexibility.

History

Minoan youths boxing, Knossos fresco. One of
the earliest documented use of gloves.

Gloves appear to be of great antiquity. According to some translations
of Homer's The Odyssey, Laërtes is described as wearing gloves while
walking in his garden so as to avoid the brambles.[3] (Other
translations, however, insist that Laertes pulled his long sleeves over
his hands.) Herodotus, in The History of Herodotus (440 BC), tells
how Leotychides was incriminated by a glove (gauntlet) full of silver
that he received as a bribe.[4] There are also occasional references to
the use of gloves among the Romans as well. Pliny the Younger
(c. 100), his uncle's shorthand writer wore gloves in winter so as not to
impede the elder Pliny's work.[5]

A gauntlet, which could be a glove made of leather or some kind of
metal armour, was a strategic part of a soldier's defense throughout the
Middle Ages, but the advent of firearms made hand-to-hand combat
rare. As a result, the need for gauntlets also disappeared.

During the 13th century, gloves began to be worn by ladies as a
fashion ornament.[3] They were made of linen and silk, and sometimes
reached to the elbow.[3] Such worldly accoutrements were not for holy
women, according to the early 13th century Ancrene Wisse, written for
their guidance.[6] Sumptuary laws were promulgated to restrain this
vanity: against samite gloves in Bologna, 1294, against perfumed
gloves in Rome, 1560.[7]

A Paris corporation or guild of glovers (gantiers) existed from the thirteenth century. They made them in skin or in
fur.[8]

It was not until the 16th century that gloves reached their greatest elaboration, however, when Queen Elizabeth I set
the fashion for wearing them richly embroidered and jewelled,[3] and for putting them on and taking them off during
audiences, to draw attention to her beautiful hands.[9] The 1592 "Ditchley" portrait of her features her holding leather
gloves in her left hand. In Paris, the gantiers became gantiers parfumeurs, for the scented oils, musk, ambergris and
civet, that perfumed leather gloves, but their trade, which was an introduction at the court of Catherine de Medici,[10]

was not specifically recognised until 1656, in a royal brevet. Makers of knitted gloves, which did not retain perfume
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and had less social cachet, were organised in a separate guild, of bonnetiers[11] who might knit silk as well as wool.
Such workers were already organised in the fourteenth century. Knitted gloves were a refined handiwork that
required five years of apprenticeship; defective work was subject to confiscation and burning.[12] In the 17th century,
gloves made of soft chicken skin became fashionable. The craze for gloves called "limericks" also took hold. This
particular glove-fad was the product of a manufacturer in Limerick, Ireland, who fashioned the gloves from the skin
of unborn calves.[13] In the Victorian era, some women would wear undersized leather gloves in an effort to shrink
the size of their hands, as small hands were considered a sign of beauty.[citation needed]

Embroidered and jeweled gloves also formed part of the insignia of emperors and kings. Thus Matthew of Paris, in
recording the burial of Henry II of England in 1189, mentions that he was buried in his coronation robes with a
golden crown on his head and gloves on his hands.[3] Gloves were also found on the hands of King John when his
tomb was opened in 1797 and on those of King Edward I when his tomb was opened in 1774.[3]

Pontifical gloves are liturgical ornaments used primarily by the pope, the cardinals, and bishops.[3] They may be
worn only at the celebration of mass.[3] The liturgical use of gloves has not been traced beyond the beginning of the
10th century, and their introduction may have been due to a simple desire to keep the hands clean for the holy
mysteries, but others suggest that they were adopted as part of the increasing pomp with which the Carolingian
bishops were surrounding themselves.[3] From the Frankish kingdom the custom spread to Rome, where liturgical
gloves are first heard of in the earlier half of the 11th century.[3] As far back as the Old Testament book of Leviticus,
the Jews were instructed to show their leather gloves to priests if it appeared the mildew was growing on them, and if
so, the gloves would be considered unclean.[citation needed]

Early Formula One race cars used steering wheels taken directly from road cars. They were normally made from
wood, necessitating the use of driving gloves.[14]

Latex gloves were developed by the Australian company Ansell.[15] Ansell also launched the ActivArmr line, which
is dedicated to producing protective gloves for construction, plumbing, HVAC, and military applications.[16]

More recently in history, Tommie Smith and John Carlos held up their leather glove-clad fists at the awards
ceremony of the 1968 Summer Olympics. Their actions were intended to symbolize Black Power, but they were
banned from the Olympics for life as a result of the incident. Yet another of the more infamous episodes involving a
leather glove came during the 1995 O.J. Simpson murder case in which Simpson demonstrated that the glove
purportedly used in the alleged murder was too small to fit his hand.[citation needed] The glove and its impact on the
case have caused the term O.J. Gloves to become a popular nickname for black or brown leather gloves. Rappers 50
Cent and Kanye West have referenced these infamous gloves in their songs.[17][18]
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Types of glove

Commercial and industrial

A disposable nitrile rubber glove

• Aircrew gloves: fire resistant
• Barbed wire handler's gloves
• Chainmail gloves are used by butchers, scuba divers, woodcutters

and police
• Chainsaw gloves
•• Cut-resistant gloves
• Disposable gloves can be used by anyone from doctors doing exams

to caregivers changing diapers.
•• Fireman's gauntlets
•• Food service gloves
• Gardening gloves
•• Impact protection gloves
• Medical gloves
•• Military gloves
• Rubber gloves
• Sandblasting gloves
• Welder's gloves

Sport and recreational

• American football various position gloves
• Archer's glove
• Baseball glove or catcher's mitt: in baseball, the players in the field wear gloves to help them catch the ball and

prevent injury to their hands.
• Billiards glove
• Boxing gloves: a specialized padded mitten
• Cricket gloves

• The batsmen wear gloves with heavy padding on the back, to protect the fingers in case of being struck with
the ball.

• The wicket keeper wears large webbed gloves.
•• Cycling gloves
• Driving gloves intended to improve the grip on the steering wheel. Driving gloves have external seams, open

knuckles, open backs, ventilation holes, short cuffs, and wrist snaps. The most luxurious are made from Peccary
gloving leather.[19]

• Falconry glove
• fencing glove
• Football - Goalkeeper glove
• Gardening glove
•• Golf glove
•• Ice hockey glove
• Riding gloves
• Lacrosse gloves
• Kendo Kote
•• LED glove
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•• Motorcycling gloves
• Oven gloves - or Oven mitts, used when cooking
•• Paintball Glove
• Racing drivers gloves with long cuffs, intended for protection against heat and flame for drivers in automobile

competitions.[20]

• Scuba diving gloves :
•• cotton gloves; good abrasion but no thermal protection
•• dry gloves; made of rubber with a latex wrist seal to prevent water entry
•• wet gloves; made of neoprene and allowing water entry

Touchscreen gloves, fingerip type

• Touchscreen gloves - made with conductive material to enable the
wearer's natural electric capacitance to interact with capacitive
touchscreen devices without the need to remove one's gloves[21]

•• finger tip conductivity; where conductive yarns or a conductive
patch is found only on the tips of the fingers (typically the index
finger and thumb) thus allowing for basic touch response

• full hand conductivity; where the entire glove is made from
conductive materials allowing for robust tactile touch and
dexterity good for accurate typing and multi-touch response[22]

• Ski gloves are padded and reinforced to protect from the cold but
also from injury by Skis.

• Underwater Hockey gloves - with protective padding, usually of
silicone rubber or latex, across the back of the fingers and knuckles
to protect from impact with the puck; usually only one, either left- or right-hand, is worn depending on which is
the playing hand.

• Washing mitt or Washing glove: a tool for washing the body (one's own, or of a child, a patient, a lover).
• Webbed gloves - A swim training device or swimming aid.
• Weightlifting gloves
•• Wired glove

• Power Glove - an alternate controller for use with the Nintendo Entertainment System
• Wheelchair gloves - for users of manual Wheelchairs

Fashion
Western lady's gloves for formal and semi-formal wear come in three lengths: wrist ("matinee"), elbow, and opera or
full-length (over the elbow, reaching to the biceps). Satin and stretch satin are popular and mass-produced. Some
women wear gloves as part of "dressy" outfits, such as for church and weddings. Long white gloves are common
accessories for teenage girls attending formal events such as prom, cotillion, or formal ceremonies at church such as
confirmation.

Fingerless gloves

Leather fingerless gloves

Fingerless gloves or "glovelettes" are garments worn on the hands which
resemble regular gloves in most ways, except that the finger columns are
half-length and opened, allowing the top-half of the wearer's fingers to be shown.
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Fingerless gloves are often padded in the palm area, to provide protection to the hand, and the exposed fingers do not
interfere with sensation or gripping. In contrast to traditional full gloves, often worn for warmth, fingerless gloves
will often have a ventilated back to allow the hands to cool; this is commonly seen in weightlifting gloves.
Fingerless gloves are also worn by bikers as a means to better grip the handlebars, as well as by skateboarders and
rollerbladers, to protect the palms of the hands and add grip in the event of a fall. Some anglers, particularly fly
fishermen, favour fingerless gloves to allow manipulation of line and tackle in cooler conditions. The lack of fabric
on the fingertips allows for better use of touchscreens, as on smartphones and tablet computers. Professional MMA
fighters are also required to wear fingerless gloves in fights.
A woolen variety became popular in the early 1980s, largely due to the example of English pop star Nik Kershaw.
Michael Jackson was known to wear a white fingerless glove on only one hand.

Leather gloves

Lined black leather gloves with red leather
fourchettes

A leather glove is a fitted covering for the hand with a separate sheath
for each finger and the thumb. This covering is composed of the tanned
hide of an animal (with the hair removed), though it is not uncommon
in recent years for the leather to be synthetic.

Common uses

Leather gloves have been worn by people for thousands of years. The
unique properties of the leather allow for both a comfortable fit and
useful grip for the wearer. The grain present on the leather and the
pores present in the leather gives the gloves the unique ability to assist
the wearer as he or she grips and object. As soft as a leather glove may
be, its pores and grain provide a level of friction when "gripped" against an item or surface.[23]

A common use for leather gloves is sporting events. In baseball, a baseball glove is an oversized leather glove with a
web used for fielding the ball. Leather gloves also factor into playing handball. Cyclists also use leather gloves.
Leather gloves are also used frequently by football players so that they can more easily grip the ball.
Early Formula One racing drivers used steering wheels taken directly from road cars. They were normally made
from wood necessitating the use of driving gloves.[14]

Leather gloves also provide protection from occupational hazards. For example, beekeepers use leather gloves to
avoid being stung by bees. Construction workers might also use leather gloves for added grip and for protecting their
hands. Welders use gloves too for protection against electrical shocks, extreme heat, ultraviolet and infrared.
Criminals have also been known to wear leather gloves during the commission of their crimes. These gloves are
worn by criminals because the tactile properties of the leather allow for good grip and dexterity. These same
properties are the result of their being a grain present on the surface of the leather. This makes the surface of the
leather understandably as random as human skin since the leather itself is skin, usually from livestock. Investigators
are able to dust for the glove prints left behind from the leather the same way in which they dust for
fingerprints.[24][25]
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Leather Dress Gloves

Main types of gloving leather

Leather is a natural product with special characteristics that make it comfortable to wear, and give it great strength
and flexibility. Because it is a natural product, with its own unique variations, every piece has its own individual
characteristics. As they are worn and used, leather gloves (especially if they fit snugly) will conform to the wearer's
hand. As this occurs the leather of the glove will become more malleable, and thus softer and more supple.[26] This
process is known as 'breaking-in' the glove. Overtime ware spots may appear on certain parts of the palm and
fingertips, due to the constant use of those areas of the glove. Creases and wrinkles will also appear on the palm side
of the leather glove and will generally correspond to the locations of the hinge joints of the wearer's hands, including
the interphalangeal articulations of hand, metacarpophalangeal joints, intercarpal articulations, and wrists.[27]

Because the leather is natural as well as delicate, the wearer must take precaution as to not damage them. The
constant handling of damp or wet surfaces will discolor lighter-colored gloves and stiffen the leather of any glove.
The wearer will often unknowingly damage or stain their gloves while doing such tasks as twisting a wet door knob
or wiping a running nose with a gloved hand.[28][29]

• Cowhide is often used for lower-priced gloves. This leather is generally considered too thick and bulky for the
majority of glove styles, particularly finer dress gloves. It is, however, used for some casual styles of glove.

• Deerskin has the benefit of great strength and elasticity, but has a more rugged appearance, with more grain on
the surface, than hairsheep. It is very hard-wearing and heavier in weight than hairsheep leather.

• Goatskin is occasionally used for gloves. It is hard-wearing but coarser than other leathers and is normally used
for cheaper gloves.

•• Hairsheep originates from sheep that grow hair, not wool. Hairsheep leather is finer and less bulky than other
leathers. Its major benefits are softness of touch, suppleness, strength, and lasting comfort. It is very durable and
is particularly suited for the manufacture of dress gloves.

• Peccary is the world’s rarest and most luxurious gloving leather. Peccary leather is very soft, difficult to sew, and
hard-wearing.[30]

•• Sheepskin, also called shearling, is widely used for casual and country gloves. It is very warm in cold weather,
and has its own natural wool lining from the wool on the sheep.

• Slink lamb is used only in the most expensive lambskin gloves. Some of the finest lambskin comes from New
Zealand.[citation needed]

Leather glove linings
•• Cashmere is warm, light in weight, and very comfortable to wear. Cashmere yarn comes from the hair of

mountain goats, whose fleece allows them to survive the extreme weather conditions they are exposed to.
• Silk is warm in winter and cool in summer and is used both in men’s and women’s gloves, but is more popular in

women’s.
•• Wool is well known for its natural warmth and comfort, as well as having a natural elasticity.
•• Other linings, which include wool mixtures and acrylics.
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Component parts

The component parts that may be found in a leather dress glove are one pair of tranks, one pair of thumbs, four
whole fourchettes, four half fourchettes, two gussets, and six quirks. Depending on the style of the glove there may
also be roller pieces, straps, rollers, eyelets, studs, sockets and domes. Finally, linings will themselves consist of
tranks, thumbs and fourchettes.

Stitching

The most popular types of leather glove sewing stitches used today are:
• Hand stitched, which is most popular in men’s gloves and some women’s styles. Hand stitching is a very

time-consuming and skilled process.
• Inseam, which is mainly used on women’s gloves, but occasionally on men’s dress gloves.

Some glove terms

•• Button length is the measurement in inches that is used to determine the length/measurement from the base of the
glove thumb to the cuff of the glove.

•• Fourchettes are the inside panels on the fingers of some glove styles.
• Perforations are small holes that are punched in the leather. They are often added for better ventilation, grip, or

aesthetics and can be as fine as a pin hole.[31][32][33][34][35]

•• Points are the three, or sometimes single, line of decorative stitching on the back of the glove.
•• Quirks are found on only the most expensive hand sewn gloves. They are small diamond shaped pieces of leather

sewn at the base of the fingers, where they are attached to the hand of the glove to improve the fit.
• A strap & roller is used to adjust the closeness of the fit around the wrist.
• A Vent is the ‘V’ shaped cut out of the glove, sometimes at the back, but more often on the palm, to give the glove

an easier fit around the wrist.

Driving gloves

Rick Mastracchio's damaged glove during
STS-118

Driving gloves are designed for holding a steering wheel and
transmitting the feeling of the road to the driver. They provide a good
feel and protect the hands. They are designed to be worn tight and to
not interfere with the hands movements. The increased grip allows for
more control, and increased safety at speed.[36]

True driver’s gloves offer tactile advantages to drivers frequently
handling a car near the limits of adhesion. Made of soft leather, drivers
gloves are unlined with external seams.
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Mittens

Saami mittens

Gloves which cover the entire hand but do not have separate finger
openings or sheaths are called mittens. Generally, mittens still separate
the thumb from the other four fingers. They have different colours and
designs. Mittens have a higher thermal efficiency than gloves as they
have a small surface area exposed to the cold.[37]

The earliest mittens known to archeologists date to around 1000AD[38]

in Latvia. Mittens continue to be part of Latvian national costume
today.[39] Wool biodegrades quickly, so it is likely that earlier mittens,
possibly in other countries, may have existed but were not preserved.
An exception is the specimen found during the excavations of the Early
Medieval trading town of Dorestad in the Netherlands. In the harbour
area a mitten of wool was discovered dating from the 8th or early 9th century.[40] Many people around the Arctic
Circle have used mittens, including other Baltic peoples, Native Americans[41] and Vikings.[42] Mittens are a
common sight on ski slopes, as they not only provide extra warmth but extra protection from injury.[citation needed]

Idiot mittens are two mittens connected by a length of yarn, string or lace, threaded through the sleeves of a coat.
This arrangement is typically provided for small children to prevent the mittens becoming discarded and lost; when
removed, the mittens simply dangle from the cuffs.[43][44]

Hybrid glove / mitten

Gunner's Mittens - In the 1930s, special fingerless mittens were
introduced that have a flap located in the palm of the mitten so a hunter
or soldier could have his finger free to fire his weapon. Originally
developed for hunters in the frigid zones of the US and Canada,
eventually most military organizations copied them.[45]

Scratch mitts do not separate the thumb, and are designed to prevent
babies, who do not yet have fine motor control, from scratching their
faces.[46][47]

Safety standards
Several European standards relate to gloves. These include:
•• BS EN388- Mechanical hazards including Abrasion, cut, tear and puncture.
•• BS EN388:2003 - Protective Against Mechanical Rist (Abrasion/Blade Cut Resistance/Tear Resistance/Abrasion

Resistance)
•• BS EN374-1:2003 Protective Against Chemical And Micro-Organisms
•• BS EN374-2- Micro-organisms
•• BS EN374-3- Chemicals
•• BS EN420- General requirements for gloves includes sizing and a number of health and safety aspects including

latex protein and chromium levels.
•• BS EN60903- Electric shock
•• BS EN407- Heat resistance
•• BS EN511- Cold resistance
•• BS EN1149- Antistatic
These exist to fulfill Personal protective equipment (PPE) requirements.
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PPE places gloves into three categories:
•• Minimal risk - End user can easily identify risk. Risk is low.
•• Complex design- Used in situations that can cause serious injury or death.
•• Intermediate - Gloves that don't fit into minimal risk or complex design categories.

A footballer's Goalkeeper glove from different angles

In popular culture and fiction
Countless fictional characters have worn leather gloves as either part of their dress or for specific reasons. In film,
television, and other media, villains and others who are attempting to conceal their fingerprints are often depicted as
wearing leather gloves.[48][49]

Screenwriters and directors often use the image of a man or woman slipping on a pair of leather gloves as to allude
the audience into knowing that a crime is happening.[50] It is a common cliche in film for the hero to hold on to a
person's glove, the person to slip out of the glove, and then to fall to their death. This can be seen in Batman and
Indiana Jones & The Last Crusade[51][52][53]

Michael Jackson is famous for his single jeweled glove, which helped develop his signature look. It has been the
object of several auctions.[54][55]

In the television show Bonanza, Joe Cartwright wore black leather gloves.
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Sock

A hand-knitted sock

Argyle socks

A sock is an item of clothing worn on the feet. The foot is among the
heaviest producers of sweat in the body, as it is able to produce over 1
US pint (0.47 l) of perspiration per day.[1] Socks help to absorb this
sweat and draw it to areas where air can evaporate the perspiration. In
cold environments, socks decrease the risk of frostbite. Its name is
derived from the loose-fitting slipper, called a soccus in Latin, worn by
Roman comic actors.[2]

Etymology

The modern English word sock is derived from the Old English word
socc, meaning "light slipper". This comes from the Latin soccus, a term
to describe a "light, low-heeled shoe", and deriving from the Ancient
Greek word sykchos.[]
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History

The earliest known surviving pair of cloth socks.
Dating from 300-500AD these were excavated

from Oxyrhynchus on the Nile in Egypt. The split
toes were designed for use with sandals. On
display in the Victoria and Albert museum,

reference 2085&A-1900.

12th-century cotton sock, found in Egypt. The
knitter of this sock started work at the toe and
then worked up towards the leg. The heel was
made last and then attached to loops formed

while knitting the leg. This practice allowed the
heel to be easily replaced when it wore out.

Socks have evolved over the centuries from the earliest models which
were made from animal skins gathered up and tied around the ankles.
In the 8th century BC, the Ancient Greeks wore socks from matted
animal hair for warmth. The Romans also wrapped their feet with
leather or woven fabrics. By the 5th century AD, socks called "puttees"
were worn by holy people in Europe to symbolise purity. By 1000 AD,
socks became a symbol of wealth among the nobility. From the 16th
century onwards, an ornamental design on the ankle or side of a sock
has been called a clock.[3]

The invention of a knitting machine in 1589 meant that socks could be
knitted six times faster than by hand. Nonetheless, knitting machines
and hand knitters worked side by side until 1800.

The next revolution in sock production was the introduction of nylon in
1938. Until then socks were commonly made from silk, cotton and
wool. Nylon was the start of blending two or more yarns in the
production of socks, a process that still continues.

Fabrication

Socks can be created from a wide variety of materials. Some of these
materials are cotton, wool, nylon, acrylic, polyester, olefins, (such as
polypropylene), or spandex.[4] To get an increased level of softness
other materials that might be used during the process can be silk,
bamboo, linen, cashmere, or mohair.[4] The color variety of sock
choices can be any color that the designers intend to make the sock
upon its creation. Sock 'coloring' can come in a wide range of colors.
Sometimes art is also put onto socks to increase their appearance.
Colored socks may be a key part of the uniforms for sports, allowing
players teams to be distinguished when only their legs are clearly
visible.

The township-level district of Datang in the city of Zhuji in Zhejiang
Province, People's Republic of China, has become known as Sock City.
The town currently produce 8 billion pairs of socks each year,[5] a third
of the world's sock production, effectively creating two pairs of socks
for every person on the planet on 2011.[6]
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Styles

Rainbow striped toe socks worn with thong
sandals

Flip-flops socks

Socks are manufactured in a variety of lengths. Bare or ankle socks
extend to the ankle or lower and are often worn casually or for athletic
use. Bare socks are designed to create the look of "bare feet" when
worn with shoes. Knee-high socks are sometimes associated with
formal dress or as being part of a uniform, such as in sports (like
football and baseball) or as part of a school's dress code or youth group
uniform. Over-the-knee socks or socks that extend higher (thigh-high
socks) are today considered female garments. They were widely worn
by children, both boys and girls, during the late-19th and early-20th
centuries., although the popularity varied widely from country to
country.

A toe sock encases each toe individually the same way a finger is
encased in a glove, while other socks have one compartment for the big
toe and one for the rest, like a mitten; most notably Japanese tabi. Both
of these allow one to wear flip-flops with the socks. Leg warmers,
which are not typically socks, may be replaced with socks in cold
climate.

The Ancient Egyptian style of sock is a blend between modern
Western socks and Japanese tabi, both of which it predates. Like tabi,
Egyptian socks have one compartment for the big toe and another for
the rest, permitting their use with sandals; like Western socks, they fit snugly to the foot and do not use fasteners like
tabi.

Sizes

Knee-high white socks, often worn as part of a
school uniform

In the United Kingdom, a sock's size is similar to the person's shoe
size; for example, a foot that has a shoe size of 9 would require a sock
sized 8-10.

In some other parts of the world socks are sized differently than shoes.
In the U.S. numerical sock size is the length of the foot in inches,
whereas shoe size is not.
Sock lengths vary, from ankle-high to thigh level.

Sports

Most sports will require some sort of sock, usually a tube sock to
protect one's legs from being scraped while participating in sport
activities. In basketball, tube socks are worn, and in lacrosse, mid-calf
socks are required.[citation needed] In football, knee socks are used. They
are mostly to stop grass burns.
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Other uses
The layer of leather or other material covering the insole of a shoe is also referred to as a sock. When only part of the
insole is covered, leaving the forepart visible, this is known as a half-sock.[7]

Footwraps

Footwraps used by the Finnish Army until the
1990s

Footwraps, pieces of cloth that are worn wrapped around the feet, were
worn with boots before socks became widely available. They remained
in use by armies in Eastern Europe up until the beginning of the 21st
century.

Holiday items

A sock is also used as a holiday item at christmas. The sock, or
christmas stocking, is usually hung by a nail and filled with small
presents which Santa brings while the recipients are asleep.
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Koavf, Kotra, Kulikovsky, Kuru, Kx125, LGagnon, La Pianista, Ladsgroup, Laura1822, LeaveSleaves, Lectonar, Leonard G., Leujohn, LittleHow, Loggie, Lord Emsworth, Lunchscale,
Magioladitis, Makeemlighter, Malke 2010, Marek69, Maria Cafici, MartinezMD, Materialscientist, Max rspct, MaxMad, Melissa, Melissa.broadbent, Mentifisto, Midgrid, Mike Halterman, Mike
Rosoft, Mintleaf, Missamazing98, Mmalik, MoondyneAWB, Mr Stephen, Mr.m, Mtn man CO, Mwanner, Mysdaao, N-k, NHRHS2010, Naniwako, Nasnema, Natural fibre, NawlinWiki,
NellieBly, Nellydog, Neo Piper, Neutrality, Nn123645, Noctibus, Noname freak, Northbball, Nsaa, Nthep, Nuno Tavares, Nv8200p, OlEnglish, OpenToppedBus, Orderinchaos, OttawaAC,
Oxymoron83, PKM, Pablothegreat85, Pax:Vobiscum, Pearle, Pekinensis, Persian Poet Gal, Pgan002, Pharos, Philip Trueman, Phmoreno, Piano non troppo, Pinethicket, Pinkadelica,
Pivotman3211, Pizzaface777, Premierwool, Privatemusings, PrometheusX303, Pschemp, Puffball, PureWool, Pwt898, QueenStupid, Randemand, Raviaka Ruslan, Ravik, Rednblu, Renaissancee,
Renata, Restlesstraveler2, Rettetast, RexNL, Rich Farmbrough, Richard Arthur Norton (1958- ), Rjwilmsi, Rmhermen, Robertcostic, Rogper, Rojomoke, Romanfall, Roo72, Rosey, Roux,
S19991002, S3000, Sadfasfdasf, Sailko, Salvor, Sandstein, Satellizer, Sausagewool, SchfiftyThree, Scott14, Sdelat, Sean sevo, Seaphoto, SeattleHiker, Seb az86556, Sebastian, Sgeureka,
Shadokat, Shangrilaista, Sherurcij, Shoddybattlebobsaggit, Shoemaker's Holiday, Sintaku, Sir Jamie2, Skarkkai, Skysmith, Slakr, Sloppy, Smalljim, Snigbrook, Spyforthemoon, Sreyan, Steinsky,
Stephenb, Steven Walling, Steven Zhang, Svartalf, Tagishsimon, Tarquin, TastyPoutine, TexMurphy, The High Fin Sperm Whale, The undertow, TheoClarke, Thparkth, Tide rolls, Tigertony20,
Tiggerjay, TomRed, Tomheaton, Tpbradbury, Triwbe, Ulric1313, Unyoyega, VMS Mosaic, Vetgirl13, Vicarious, Vrenator, WJetChao, Wavelength, Wejdas, Wetman, Wikiuser100, Wile E.
Heresiarch, WillowW, Woohookitty, X15, Xcentaur, Xlaxplaya, Yarnivorous, Yidisheryid, Yunshui, Yvwv, Zoicon5, Ü, Žiga, Петър Петров, პაატა შ, 812 anonymous edits

Knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=546473567  Contributors: 16@r, 26laughoutloud, 2over0, A Nobody, Aardnavark, Ace Frahm, Acjelen, ActivExpression, Adeliine,
Adrirod07, Agrosmate, Ahc, AlexPlank, Alexf, Ali, Alphachimp, Alvesgaspar, Americasknitting, Amillar, Amosmarie, Ams627, AmyNelson, Andre Engels, Andreach, AnkhMorpork, Anna
Kudynová, Anniebobanny, Anthony Appleyard, Apollo11189, Aranel, Art LaPella, Arthena, Arthur3030, Auntieruth55, AuntySue, Awh, Babasalichai, Bardsandwarriors, Bearybear57, Bevqual,
Bikespokes, Biscuittin, Blahedo, Bob Burkhardt, Bobnorwal, Bonjouramerica, Bonjouramerica777, Boojum, Boongie, Bootstrap.maggie, Brennx0r, Busterkeaton10021, CEOgal, Cactus Wren,
CaleyWalsh, Calliopejen1, Calmer Waters, Calvin 1998, CambridgeBayWeather, Campbwil, Capricorn42, CatherineMunro, Celghari, Ceyockey, Charlieb63, Cheeriokole, Chenopodiaceous,
Chris the speller, Chzz, Clovis Sangrail, Clownshoezsmell, Clutter, Cocytus, Coeur-sang, Coin945, CommonsDelinker, Conversion script, CoralWhite, Cricobr, Culturenut, Daisiesdaisies,
DancingMan, Danielle dk, Darkfrog24, Ddscannell, Decadentdelusion, Delldot, Dfred, Diderot, Dimli, Dinademaio, Discospinster, Donama, Donfbreed2, DougieQ, Dougweller, Dravecky,
DroEsperanto, Duelinghistorians2, Durova, Edward, Eeekster, Elassint, Elisarew, Enauspeaker, Epbr123, Eradicha, Eran, Excirial, Eyrian, Felicity Knife, Firaza777, Fjordpenguin, Flowanda,
Fluffernutter, Fred Bauder, Fuzheado, GeDerWe, GearedBull, Gigacephalus, Gloriana232, Gogo Dodo, Gothampress, Graham87, Graibeard, GrantNeufeld, Gsteinmon, HOrdover, Haukeye,
Helen Quine, Hilikp, Honarparvar, Howcheng, Htcopywriting, IJzeren Jan, Ictlogist, Isaac Dupree, IvanLanin, Ixfd64, J.delanoy, JDavis10, JForget, JStewart, Jac16888, Jackiespeel, Jamon8888,
Janet Davis, Jb0106, JerryCatt, Jerryg, Jerzy, Jessica tromp, Jh12, Jigen III, Jmc68INFS315, Joanne Bowdery, Joey151, John, John of Reading, Johncfam, Johndrake6, Johntex, Jonobennett,
Jrohrs, Judyholmes74, Julesd, Juliebarkley, Juneadelle, Jusdafax, Ka351, Kathsrealm, Katrinajoy, Keldan, Kewp, King of Hearts, Kingpin13, Kirstinhepburn, Kivamarie, Knerq, Knitmike,
Knitnut, Knitone, Knittingfiend, Knittinginthered, KnittyKat, Knoma Tsujmai, KnowledgeOfSelf, Kubigula, Kummi, L Kensington, Lacydavis, Lady Tenar, LadyofShalott, Leewilliams23,
Leonard G., Lexicon215, Liberatus, Lightmouse, LindaLS, Lmblackjack21, Loggie, Lotje, Louiesixteen, LovelyLillith, Lugnuts, Luis Dantas, Lyndau, MER-C, MM--AP, Magnus Manske,
MakeChooChooGoNow, ManekiNeko, Mangostar, Marco4math, Marcus.O.Weber, Maria Luisa Romano, Mark Arsten, Maxtheknitter, Mayumi, Meaghan, MegaMom, Megandkade,
Megaunknownuser, Mhines54, Mike Dillon, Mike hayes, Mini-Geek, Mintleaf, Mlklink, Mmagoo6, Mogism, Monkeemaven, Moonpiecollies, MoraSique, Moylek, Mrs Trellis, NERIC-Security,
Nakon, Naniwako, Natalie Erin, Nedsyarns, Nefertiti79, Nepenthes, Nev1, NewEnglandYankee, Newbohemianknitwear, Newland 2, Nirvanahoy, Nixeagle, Notedgrant, Nottheonlyone,
Nuttycoconut, Ohnoitsjamie, OttawaAC, OverlordQ, Oxymoron83, P.jansson, PGWG, PKM, PanicGamer, Patelaneeta, Patrick, PaulTanenbaum, Pax:Vobiscum, Piano non troppo, Pigflower74,
Pinethicket, Precious Roy, Pschemp, Pugsleylovesme, Pustelnik, Pyeman73, Quadell, Qxz, Rajkhatri81, Rcsprinter123, Redjar, Reedy, Res2216firestar, Reta.gibbs, Rich Farmbrough, Rigadoun,
Rjwilmsi, Rmhermen, Rnteebs, Roue0824, RoyBoy, Rrrrr, S kollmor, SWAdair, SamanthaPr, Sanderson407, SandyGeorgia, Sazidrahman, Scarian, Scarlet Lioness, Sceptre, SeanMack,
Seinfreak37, Shattered Gnome, Sherurcij, Simokon, SiobhanHansa, Sknapp61, Sligocki, Snoyes, Solipsist, Spartaz, Stashaholic, StaticVision, Steve isaacson, Storye book, Strong vs Poison,
Stuartrocks@gmail.com, Sun Creator, Sushi900, Sxbrown, Tedzwedz, The crisp, Therapsdia, Theroadislong, Thriftstoredesk, Tibetan Prayer, Tracytheta, Tribaal, Trisarahtop, Tristynu,
Tryptofeng, Turtle76, Ummit, Urbancanoe, Uuor, VAwebteam, VazVlog, Velella, Vgranucci, Vikramgoyal, Viridae, Vivio Testarossa, Waggers, Waraqa, Where, Whouk, Wikieditor06,
Wildstitches, WillowW, Wilson44691, Woohookitty, Xaosflux, Xcentaur, Xugglybug, YUL89YYZ, Yahoo group us, Yamamoto Ichiro, Zanimum, Zero1328, Zipzipzip, Zoohouse, Zsinj, Île
flottante, 521 anonymous edits

Knitted fabric  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=541686094  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, Beetstra, Calaka, Calliopejen1, Camp6ell, Chitrapa, Codehydro, Colonies Chris,
DJplumber, Deb, Durova, Fences and windows, Goldenrowley, Hans Kraay, HexaChord, Karenmarsh, Kingpin13, Liam Skoda, Loggie, Luigi917, Mabalu, Matthuxtable, NTox,
Newbohemianknitwear, Ninly, Pirvonen, RJFJR, Rich Farmbrough, SDC, Sega381, ShelfSkewed, Techman224, Wagino 20100516, WillowW, 41 anonymous edits

English knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=474185080  Contributors: Blahedo, Chet Gray, Jennifer Brooks, Loggie, Longhair, Mike Dillon, Mokumegane, Nemo
Annonymous, Pax:Vobiscum, Stosselite, Toh, 2 anonymous edits

Continental knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=513422462  Contributors: Blahedo, Chet Gray, Eyrian, Figma, GTBacchus, Gaius Cornelius, Gndtn, Jdavidb, Knitche,
Liatmgat, Loggie, Longhair, LorileeBeltman, MegaStargirl, MidlandLinda, Mokumegane, Sparkit, 13 anonymous edits

Yarn  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=542381802  Contributors: 123peeonme, AVRS, AXRL, Aboalbiss, Aidos85, Ajar, Aleccolgan, Alex Bakharev, Alizera, Allissonn,
Alvestrand, AnakngAraw, Andre Engels, Anetode, Angelfirelol123, BD2412, Bardsandwarriors, Bastique, Bazj, Beadsland, Beetstra, Beltandpants, Benji Franklyn, Black Stripe, Bob98133,
Bobo192, Bongoramsey, Bryce31, Bubblebutike, BuzyBody, CPGirlAJ, Caltas, Camw, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, CarminPolitano, CatherineMunro, Celghari, Ceyockey,
Chessieresearchnetwork, Childzy, Chris the speller, Chrismaniyat, Cometstyles, CommonsDelinker, Coralsmallen, DARTH SIDIOUS 2, Damast, Darkfrog24, David.Goldsmith.Parsons,
Deculpep, Delldot, DerHexer, Dfred, Dimwight, Djk3, Dmeranda, Dodobird13, Dorftrottel, DroEsperanto, Drwarpmind, Durova, Dusti, Edgar181, Ellywa, Elmopuddy, Enchanter, Esprit15d,
Euchiasmus, Ewlyahoocom, Eyrian, Firien, Fishwristwatch, Flyhighplato, Fyrael, Fyyer, Fæ, GABaker, Gabi S., Gail, Geeksdoitbetter, Gene Nygaard, Gilliam, Glacialfox, Gogo Dodo,
Graham87, Grantmidnight, Guyphillips, Haeinous, Hajhouse, Hasanbay, Hiddekel, Hourswhom, Humeoid, IPAddressConflict, Ian Pitchford, Isnow, J.delanoy, Jaranda, Jawaharcompany,
Jaysweet, Jclemens, Jerdwyer, Jimfbleak, Jnanadevm, Jojhutton, JordeeBec, Joseph Solis in Australia, Joshuas88, Karen Johnson, Katherine fennelly, Kathsrealm, Kaylan, Kbdank71, Kevinjason,
Knerq, Kurt Jansson, Laudak, Leonard G., Levineps, Lights, Loggie, LostOverThere, Lotje, LovelyLillith, Lover93, Lugia2453, Luis Dantas, MER-C, Macaddct1984, MadMaxOwnz,
Maggiescrochet, Magister Mathematicae, Magnus Manske, Materialscientist, Megalodon99, Mentifisto, Mikaey, MikeBeckett, Miserlou, MissMJ, Mmarkley, Montrealais, Mott1980, Mpwauk,
Mvalolo, NHRHS2010, Nairmini33, Navinbunk, NellieBly, Neo Piper, Neznanec, Nikthestunned, Nono64, Northgrove, Nothing149, Nthep, Nuttycoconut, Oiws, OttawaAC, PKM,
Palmerantony, Pgk, Phasepatch, Pinethicket, Pmsyyz, Princess Lirin, Prolog, PublicassistantJr, PureWool, Purgatory Fubar, Purplekitty, Quadell, Raggyaggy123, Redjar, Rklawton, SJP,
Sazidrahman, SchreiberBike, Shinpah1, Sietse Snel, Skidude9950, Smalljim, Snarlingbadger, SouthernNights, Synchronism, Taroaldo, Tarquin, The Thing That Should Not Be, TheLeopard,
Thecheesykid, Thingg, Thrissel, Tomekpe, Travelbird, Triplek4, Tshirtfactory, Tysto, Veggiepark, Veinor, Weasleysmac123, WikHead, Wikipediatrix, William Avery, WillowW, Xcentaur,
Yarn.wench, Ypacaraí, Zdfnihao, Zzuuzz, 286 ,سعی anonymous edits

Gauge (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=544137229  Contributors: Art LaPella, Brellachild, Bruce1ee, Chris the speller, Durova, Goldenrowley, JerryCatt, Kaldari,
Kprim, LilHelpa, Matthewedwards, PamD, Queenmomcat, SiobhanHansa, WillowW, 10 anonymous edits

Basic knitted fabrics  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=544409953  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, Boongie, Cancun771, Carlossuarez46, Cassiecrunkk, Dannown, Eyrian,
Goldenrowley, Hongooi, IngeniousEm, J.delanoy, Largoplazo, Longhair, MikeLynch, Mollyemo, Mothpit, Oaselles722, OttawaAC, Pschemp, RHaworth, Rar74B, Sleepsong, Tbhotch,
Tigerphenox, WillowW, Yarnover, 25 anonymous edits
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Elongated stitch (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=413577019  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, DroEsperanto, Goldenrowley, Psemmusa, WillowW, 2 anonymous
edits

Yarn over  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=458163136  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, Durova, Goldenrowley, Kathrynt, WillowW, Zarbusta, 2 anonymous edits

Casting on (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=449111747  Contributors: Allisond04, Bibliotecaria, Blahedo, CarleeClifton88, Chimla, Deepthi d, Geoff Plourde,
Goldenrowley, Honeybee33, Kbarnett, Michael93555, Mollyemo, Müslimix, Nixeagle, Rich Farmbrough, WillowW, 10 anonymous edits

Binding off  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=414497765  Contributors: Bibliotecaria, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Cjmclark, Delldot, Dmmaus, Fluffyhelen, Goldenrowley,
Honeybee33, Hongooi, Longhair, Müslimix, Neelix, Pax:Vobiscum, Rjwilmsi, Tacamo, WillowW, 5 anonymous edits

Increase (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=450824994  Contributors: Durova, Ebyabe, Goldenrowley, Honeybee33, IngeniousEm, Longhair, My Flatley, Nubiatech,
Stephan Leeds, WillowW, 6 anonymous edits

Decrease (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=537233774  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, Chzz, Durova, Goldenrowley, Honeybee33, OttawaAC, WillowW, Yaxu, 7
anonymous edits

Short row (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=524451869  Contributors: Durova, Emyowx, Goldenrowley, Honeybee33, Kafka Liz, Longhair, OttawaAC, WillowW,
1 anonymous edits

Circular knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=543823062  Contributors: AuntySue, Chet Gray, DanJamesSea, DroEsperanto, Durova, GregorB, Henitsirk, JeremyA,
John-g-1313, Knerq, Knitche, Lady Tenar, Lemontea, Loggie, Longhair, Mike Dillon, NellieBly, Ooglyboo, Pandion auk, Pax:Vobiscum, Rigadoun, Rmhermen, TPK, Teruterubouzu, Wheeltrish,
Williampoetra, Yarnover, 22 anonymous edits

Flat knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=517422084  Contributors: Catgut, DroEsperanto, Goldenrowley, Listen to a secret, Loggie, Longhair, NellieBly, Pirvonen,
WillowW, 5 anonymous edits

Cable knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=544364320  Contributors: ChrisGualtieri, DocWatson42, DragonflySixtyseven, DroEsperanto, Goldenrowley, Laurel.lynn,
Loggie, Longhair, Lotje, Mollyemo, Mrwright, PaulTanenbaum, Racebannin20, Reyk, Rich Farmbrough, Rigadoun, Rory096, WillowW, 7 anonymous edits

Double knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=536362278  Contributors: Durova, Eyrian, Fallingblox, Fiddlerbird555, Goldenrowley, Gypsiesoul420, Liatmgat,
Mksampson, Onionmon, OttawaAC, WillowW, 10 anonymous edits

Combined knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=525865670  Contributors: Blahedo, Chet Gray, DroEsperanto, Felix3, Funnyone, Goldenrowley, Gurch, MidlandLinda, 3
anonymous edits

Warp knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=544410320  Contributors: Avalon, Canley, Comatmebro, Durova, Entheta, Goldenrowley, Lotje, Marcus.O.Weber, Pschemp,
Urbancanoe, Whitesmar, WillowW, 9 anonymous edits

Ribbing (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=544383526  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, Daveydweeb, DroEsperanto, Goldenrowley, Longhair, Mollyemo, PKT,
Reyk, Rigadoun, Spartans06, Tabledhote, Themightyquill, WhaleyTim, WillowW, Woohookitty, 3 anonymous edits

Lace knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=421682247  Contributors: Durova, FreplySpang, Goldenrowley, Irish Pearl, LilHelpa, Loggie, Longhair, Mamabear47,
NellieBly, Nono64, Onionmon, Pax:Vobiscum, Physicistjedi, Psemmusa, WillowW, 16 anonymous edits

Slip-stitch knitting  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=524118221  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, Bporopat, Ellenois, Igiffin, Longhair, OttawaAC, Vincej, WillowW, 6
anonymous edits

Plaited stitch (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=417175412  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, Goldenrowley, Honeybee33, Longhair, Pburka, Sophus Bie, WillowW

Welting (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=524275490  Contributors: Blahedo, Ciscomatisse, Goldenrowley, Matthewedwards, OttawaAC, SDC, WillowW

Bobble (knitting)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=524449208  Contributors: DroEsperanto, Goldenrowley, Honeybee33, Longhair, OttawaAC, Sheherazahde, WillowW, 1
anonymous edits

Elizabeth Zimmermann  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=523966201  Contributors: Aartie, Alai, Alison, Amalas, Bearcat, Blahedo, Brookie, Chicagomom, Cirt,
CommonsDelinker, Durova, FredRule26, Ike9898, JanisCortese, Jaygee2456, Jeff the quiet, Jennifer Brooks, Jerryg, Julia Rossi, Kirsten07734, Megknitter, Melaen, Mike Dillon, Novernae,
Postdlf, Princess Lirin, RFD, Ravelsticks, Rekishi.ichiban, Rich257, Rjcb3, Rocketbride, Schmiteye, Starrycupz, Tabletop, That Guy, From That Show!, Therapsdia, Ullpianissimo, Waacstats,
Wandersfar, WillowW, 31 anonymous edits

Knitting abbreviations  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=533422833  Contributors: Elyons1955, Goldenrowley, Jmh649, Mboverload, OttawaAC, Satori Son, Webstar666,
WillowW, 11 anonymous edits

Knitting needle  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=543840244  Contributors: Adeliine, Adrian J. Hunter, AmyNelson, Angusmclellan, Arthur3030, Blahedo, Bobblewik,
Brewmanz, CanisRufus, CatherineMunro, Charles Matthews, Chet Gray, Chimakwa, Chris the speller, DabMachine, Deli nk, Dew Kane, Dfred, DroEsperanto, Durova, Edna H., Explicit, Eyrian,
Fredrik, Gene Nygaard, Glenn, Graham87, Happy dumpling, Johntex, JonSenior, Josh Parris, Kapgains, Kjramesh, Knerq, Knitmike, Lady Tenar, Loggie, Lotje, Madman2001, Mintguy,
Molosztash, NellieBly, Newland 2, Nixdorf, Novernae, Olve Utne, Onionmon, OttawaAC, Patrick, PaulTanenbaum, Pax:Vobiscum, Peaceray, Pnkrockr, Pschemp, RDT2, Redjar, RenesisX, Rich
Farmbrough, Samosa Poderosa, Secretlondon, Smallman12q, Snoyes, Sternenmeer, Surachit, Suwa, Tarquin, Theresa knott, Tpb, TriviaMonth2011, Tsiaojian lee, Wapcaplet, Watchdogb,
Widders, WillowW, Yarp96, Yurik, 55 anonymous edits

Knitting needle cap  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=402483218  Contributors: Dew Kane, Seb az86556, 1 anonymous edits

Fair Isle (technique)  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=543958390  Contributors: Alphathon, AnnaKucsma, Bardsandwarriors, Blahedo, CheesemonkeyFrenchperson,
CopperSquare, Durova, Ellenois, Eyrian, Faithphoenixma, Fmanuel01, GeorgeFormby1, Gilliam, Jessica tromp, Keithh, Longhair, Mais oui!, Osama57, Ospalh, Pandion auk, Rigadoun, Sigurd
Dragon Slayer, SiobhanHansa, Thumperward, WillowW, 19 anonymous edits

Aran jumper  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=542597404  Contributors: A bit iffy, Abbeyvet, Addere, Aircorn, Allens, Angr, Argyll Lassie, Bantman, Bardsandwarriors,
Bastique, Blahedo, Brendanconway, Chameleon, ChrisCork, Claymoor, Cooke, Dan Wylie-Sears, Darklilac, David Schaich, Derekt75, Durova, EdJohnston, Edgecliff89, Euchiasmus, Eyrian,
Geoff Plourde, George Burgess, Jeremiestrother, Jnestorius, Julia Rossi, Justinep, Knerq, Largoplazo, Lelijg, Mervyn, Mwanner, Nightscream, Ohthelameness, Orenburg1, Osioni, PaulObrien,
Pigman, Pkelly75, Ranveig, Rich Farmbrough, Setanta747 (locked), Shandris, SimonP, Smee, Taibhdhearc, Tgocken, The Thing That Should Not Be, Trueblue74, VAwebteam, ZimZalaBim,
Zorandra, 40 anonymous edits

Faroese shawl  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=491596161  Contributors: Bardsandwarriors, Eve starr knits, Jac16888, Kirsten07734, PKM, Pburka, Steven Walling, 4
anonymous edits

Orenburg shawl  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=544380190  Contributors: Bdonbdubdulon, Bogdanpax, Durova, Ettrig, Goldenrowley, Greyhood, Hmains, Hworley, Lelijg,
Loggie, Orpuh, PKM, Purple, Radioaktive, Susanrubendall, Woohookitty, YUL89YYZ, 13 anonymous edits

Clothing  Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?oldid=547434206  Contributors: + + Mythman or Mothman? + +, -Kerplunk-, 11collinsj, 1worldsarongs, 28421u2232nfenfcenc, 2D, 
770landmaster, A. B., A. Parrot, A.K.A.47, A930913, AGToth, Abdullais4u, Abeo Paliurus, Abid34, Acalamari, Addshore, Aeconley, Aeonx, Afluent Rider, Ahoerstemeier, Ahwqq123, 
Aidarzver, Alan Liefting, AlanHigley, Alansohn, Alex Peart, Alex Rio Brazil, Alexapink62, Allstarecho, Alphachimp, Aminullah, Amorymeltzer, Ampomy grec, Andycjp, AngelOfSadness, 
Angmering, Animeronin, Ankurjain, Anna Lincoln, Anne, Antandrus, Apeloverage, Apparition11, Araachan, Arakunem, Arda Xi, ArglebargleIV, Arolga, Artemis-Arethusa, Asiashoes, 
AstroHurricane001, Athaenara, Aude, Audrey, Auos11, Auqa123456, Austco, Avalik, Averaver, Avoided, Baffclan, Balderdash02, Balthazarduju, Barneca, Baseball Watcher, Beetstra, Being 
blunt, Beland, Bengaloorinava, Bento00, Bentogoa, Bentoncutie, Betacommand, BillWSmithJr, Bjdehut, Blahma, Blake-, Bleedingshoes, BlindEagle, Bluepea, Bob Palin, Bobjgalindo, Bobo192, 
Bodnotbod, Bolder, Bongoramsey, Bongwarrior, Borgx, Brentdeezee, Brianga, Brokengurl, Bronsonboy, Bryan Derksen, Burntsauce, But nugget, C messier, COMPFUNK2, Cadiomals, 
Calabe1992, Caltas, Calvin 1998, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Cancegraf2, Capricorn42, Captain panda, Carltzau, Catgut, Cenarium, Ceyockey, Chadthewinner, Ched, Chino, Chocoxxloco,
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